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Zusammenfassung in deutscher
Sprache
Diese Arbeit zielt darauf ab, auftretende Phänomene beim Transport von Elektronen durch
inhomogene Systeme in niedriegen Dimensionen in zwei unterschiedlichen Fällen zu erklären:
(i) Transport durch eine kurze Verengung (QPC), und (ii) Transport durch einen Quantendraht,
welcher mit magnetischen Störstellen ausgestattet ist.
Während Fall (i), mit welchem wir uns vornehmlich befassen wollen, durch unerwartete
experimentelle Signaturen getrieben wird, ist Fall (ii) bisher lediglich theoretisch erforscht.
Transport durch einen QPC ist – wenn der Transport durch den Leitwert G (d.h. die Ab-
leitung des Stroms j bezügliche einer angelegten Quellspannung Vsd, G = ∂Vsdj) beschrie-
ben wird – quantisiert in Einheiten von GQ = 2e2/h. Diese Quantisierung ist theoretisch
verstanden [Lan57] und auf die Quantisierung des Impulses senkrecht zur Transportrichtung
zurückzuführen. Die erste Leitwertstufe allerdings zeigt im Experiment ein Verhalten, welches
nicht mit einem nicht-wechselwirkenden Modell erklärt werden kann: Wird das Experiment
bei einem endlichen Magnetfeld oder einer endlichen Temperatur ausgeführt, so entwickelt
die erste Leitwertstufe eine Asymmetrie. Diese Asymmetrie ist eine starke Unterdrückung des
Leitwerts im sub-offenen Bereich (bei einem Leitwert von ca. 0.7GQ), wohingegen der Ansatz
der Stufe (der geschlossene QPC) nahezu unverändert ist.
Aufgrund der reichhaltigen experimentellen Beobachtungen (eindeutig wechselwirkende
Effekte werden in z.B. der Entwicklung des Leitwerts bei Veränderung der Temperatur, des
angelegten Magnetfeldes, oder der Quellspannung gemessen; außerdem sind derartige Effek-
te u.a. in der Messung des thermoelektrischen Effekts oder den Streuphasen sichtbar; [Mic11]
gewährt einen guten Überblick) gibt es eine Vielzahl theoretischer Erklärungsversuche, welche
oftmals inkompatibel erscheinen. Auf demjenigen minimalen Modell aufbauend, welches in
[BHS+13] dargelegt wurde, zeigen wir durch das Studium dynamischer Größen, dass verschie-
dene, scheinbar inkompatible Erklärungen tatsächlich aus einem zugrundeliegenden, mikroso-
kopischen Modell hervorgehen und lediglich auf verschiedenen Interpretationen der gleichen
Daten beruhen. Das Modell enthält lediglich die minimalen Zutaten, über die Einigkeit unter
Forschern in diesem Feld besteht: Es ist ein-dimensional (in der ersten Leitwertstufe ist nur eine
transversale Mode angeregt), wechselwirkend, und enthält eine glatte Inhomogenität, welche
zu Impuls-ändernden Streuprozessen führt. Die Berechnung der dynamischen Größen ist es-
sentiell für diese Erklärungen, da wir eine zuverlässige Extraktion von Zeitskalen benötigen.
Wir zeigen Resultate bei endlicher Temperatur, endlicher Energie, und – in einem geringeren
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Maß – auch bei endlicher Quellspannung.
In einer anders gelagerten Fragestellung untersuchen wir geschützten Transport in einem
Quantendraht mit magnetischen Störstellen. Mit “geschütztem Transport” meinen wir, dass die
Ladungsträger nur schwach an lokale nicht-magnetische Störstellen koppeln, und der Quan-
tendraht daher eine hohe Leitfähigkeit besitzt. Der geschützte Transport wird dadurch er-
reicht, dass die Niederenergie-Freiheitsgrade in einem Quantendraht mit zufälligen magne-
tischen Störstellen, an welche die Elektronen des Drahts anisotropisch koppeln, aus helikalen
Moden besteht, was eine Rückstreuung an nicht-magnetischen Störstellen stark unterdrückt.
Die helikalen Moden entstehen aus dem spontanen Brechen einer Z2-Symmetrie. Hierbei er-
weitern wir vorangegangene Arbeiten [TY15], indem wir kurzreichweitige Elektron-Elektron
Wechselwirkungen hinzufügen. Außerdem bestimmen wir den Ordnungsparameter der Z2-
Symmetriebrechung.
Abstract
This thesis aims to highlight transport phenomena in low dimensions through an inhomoge-
neous system in two different cases: (i) Transport through a narrow, short constriction (a QPC),
and (ii) transport along a quantum wire functionalized with magnetic impurities (or – equiva-
lently – transport along a quantum wire with magnetic disorder).
While case (i) – which will be the main focus of this work – is driven by anomalous signa-
tures in experiment, case (ii) is not yet experimentally realized and thus a purely theoretical
prediction.
Transport through a QPC, when characterized through the conductance G (i.e. the deriva-
tive of the current j with respect to an applied bias voltage Vsd, G = ∂Vsdj), is quantized in
units of GQ = 2e2/h. This quantization is well understood theoretically [Lan57] and is simply
due to the quantization of momenta orthogonal to the direction of transport in a narrow con-
striction. However, at finite but small temperature or magnetic field the very first conductance
step experimentally shows behavior impossible to explain in a simple non-interacting model:
The first step is skewed in a manner which may best be viewed as a strong suppression of the
conductance in the subopen regime, which is to say at a conductance of about 0.7GQ, while the
closed regime shows almost no change at the corresponding temperature or magnetic field.
The rich experimental features (phenomena in contradiction with a simple, non-interacting
model are seen in almost all observables, e.g. the evolution of the conductance at finite temper-
ature, source-drain bias voltage, or magnetic field; the thermo-power; the scattering phases at
finite bias voltage, . . . ; for a review see [Mic11]) have led to a variety of seemingly mutually ex-
clusive theoretical explanations. Based on the model put forward in [BHS+13], we show how
different theoretical explanations may be seen to emerge from a common model and simply
constitute different ways of interpreting the same data. The ingredients of the model are only
the minimal ingredients researchers in the field agree on: It is one-dimensional (as we consider
the first conductance step, only one transverse mode is occupied), interacting, and contains a
smooth inhomogeneity, leading to momentum-changing scattering processes. In an extension
of the methods used in [BHS+13], we obtain data on the real frequency axis, allowing us to
compare physical timescales. This is essential to merge different explanations. We show results
at finite temperature, finite energy, and – to a lesser extent – finite bias.
In a completely orthogonal problem, recently there has been a lot of excitement about the
prospect of protected transport. By “protected transport” we mean transport that only very
weakly couples to potential disorder, leading to a low resistivity. One candidate system is a one-
dimensional quantum wire with magnetic impurites. If the coupling between the electrons in
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the wire and the magnetic impurities is anisotropic, in the easy-plane scenario the low-energy
sector is described by helical modes (a helical mode links the orientation of the spin to the
direction of motion), which follow from the spontaneous breaking of a Z2 symmetry. Due to
their helical nature, backscattering of the low-energy modes by potential impurites is reduced,
leading to transport with low losses. We extend early studies of this system [TY15], by taking
into account short-ranged electron-electron interactions and determining the order parameter
of the Z2-breaking.
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Introduction
With the progression of miniaturization, new, high-quality materials and fabrication methods
have become available to build mesoscopic systems. Mesoscopic systems are characterized
by their length-scale: It is sufficiently short that quantum effects become relevant, even in the
absence of macroscopic quantum phenomena (as for example superconductivity). The length
scale is also sufficiently large that atomic scales are not yet relevant, meaning that the physics is
usually captured quite well by an electron gas (possibly with impurities). The details of atoms
rarely enter beyond the band-structure induced by them.
Due to the difficulty in measuring local thermodynamic observables in systems whose ex-
tent is on the scale of hundreds of nanometers, such mesoscopic systems are often characterized
by their transport properties. Experimentally, a mesoscopic system is exposed to an applied
bias voltage and the current through the system is measured. By now, many phenomena of
transport have been thoroughly understood, e.g. the quantization of conductance through a
one-dimensional system [Lan57], the Aharonov-Bohm effect [AB59], or the integer quantum
Hall effect [Lau81]. Nonetheless, there are still transport phenomena, where no consensus has
been reached thus far, e.g. the 0.7 anomaly in quantum point contacts (QPCs) (which we will
be concerned with), or – on a much larger scale – the fractional quantum Hall effect (away from
1/n plateaus, which are understood through the Laughlin wave function [Lau83]).
While the general form of the conductance through a QPC precisely shows the predicted
quantization (e.g. [TNA+98]), the first conductance step shows anomalous behavior (“anoma-
lous” in this case meaning “in disagreement with a non-interacting model”). In contrast to
naı̈ve expectations and the behavior of the other conductance steps, the first step shows a
clear asymmetric skewing as finite temperature or a finite magnetic field is applied. This
skewing is most prominent in the subopen region, corresponding to a conductance of about
0.7GQ = 0.7
2e2
h (hence the name “0.7 anomaly”). So far, no non-interacting model has been
able to reproduce this skewing (and it seems very likely that there is no non-interacting model
explaining this behavior).
It has become consensus that the skewing is related to interaction effects within the QPC.
Numerous experiments have been performed, finding anomalous behavior in almost all ob-
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servables (see [Mic11] for a review), amongst them the evolution of the conductance as a func-
tion of temperature, magnetic field, or bias voltage, and the structure of shot-noise, compress-
ibility, and thermo-power.
Corresponding to the large amount of experimental data, there is host of theories. The
most prominent theoretical models involve various conceptual ideas, ranging from sponta-
neous spin polarization [TNS+96, WB98], over the Kondo effect of an emerging localized state
[CLGG+02, ILK+13] and the onset of Wigner crystallization [Mat04], to inelastic scattering
[SMS08]. While most of these models convincingly explain certain features, they often lack
the ability to explain all features and are rarely supplemented by reliable calculations of the
conductance.
Since the models are convincing for certain phenomena, it is hard to reject the correspond-
ing intuition out of hand. In this thesis, we adopt a simple one-dimensional model [SMS08,
BHS+13], and study the dynamical properties at finite energy, using fRG on the Keldysh con-
tour. From the dynamical properties we are able to extract the merits of different explanations
and we are able to show how seemingly disjoint explanations emerge from the same model.
Thus, we can identify the large grains of truth found in each explanation, hopefully leading to
a unified understanding of the 0.7 anomaly.
Apart from mesoscopic systems, which constitute possible building blocks of future elec-
tronic devices, significant effort is put into finding and understanding materials exhibiting low
resistivity. One ansatz is provided by topological materials, which exhibit edge modes with
peculiar properties, for example helical edge modes [KM05].1 However, helical low-energy
modes can be achieved even in a purely one-dimensional system [BSL09, TY15]: the anisotropic
Kondo-chain.2 Here, the Z2 helical symmetry is spontaneously broken in the easy-plane case.
We analyze the role of electron-electron interactions and forward-scattering, and compute
the order parameter of the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
1.2 Other preliminaries
1.2.1 Conventions
Unless explicitly specified otherwise, we use the following conventions:
Constants:
Reduced Planck Constant: ~ = 1 (1.1a)
Boltzmann constant: kB = 1 (1.1b)
1 In a one-dimensional helical mode, the direction of motion is in one-to-one correspondence with the spin of
the particle. For example, in one helical sector, all particles travelling to the right would have spin up, while all
particles travelling to the left would have spin down.
2 The anisotropic Kondo chain consists of one-dimensional electrons, coupled to a random distribution of local-
ized spins. The coupling between the electrons and the spins is anisotropic and explicitely breaks the SU(2) spin
symmetry.
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Lattice spacing: a = 1 (1.1c)
Sign: ξ =
{
+1 (bosons)
−1 (fermions)
(1.1d)
Sources:
generic: J (1.1e)
fermionic: η, η (1.1f)
Fields and operators:
generic: Φ (1.1g)
fermionic: ψ,ψ (1.1h)
generic operator: O,P (1.1i)
density matrix: ρ (1.1j)
Functionals:
generating functional: Z[J ] (1.1k)
normalized generating functional: W [J ] = Z[J ]/Z0[0] (1.1l)
connected generating functional: W c[J ] = log(Z[J ]/Z0[0]) (1.1m)
1PI generating functional: Γ[Φ] = −W c[J ]− (J,Φ) + (Φ†, G−10 Φ),Φ = ∂JW c[J ]
(1.1n)
Green’s functions
Green’s functions: Ga|a
′
i|i′ (t|t
′) = (−i)n
〈
Tcaa1i1 (t1) . . . a
an
in
(tn)a
†a′n
i′n
(t′n) . . . a
†a′1
i′1
(t′1)
〉
(1.1o)
Keldysh Green’s functions: GR(ω) = Gcq(ω) =
1
ω −H0 − ΣR(ω)
,
GA(ω) = Gqc(ω) =
(
GR(ω)
)†
,
GK(ω) = Gcc(ω) = GR(ω)ΣK(ω)GA(ω) (1.1p)
1-particle S-matrix: S(ω) = 1− 2πiν(ω)
(
GRLL(ω) G
R
LR(ω)
GRRL(ω) G
R
RR(ω)
)
(1.1q)
LDOS: Ai(ω) = −
1
π
ImGRii(ω) (1.1r)
local distribution function: ni(ω);GKii (ω) = (1− 2ni(ω))
(
GRii(ω)−GAii(ω)
)
(1.1s)
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Keldysh:
Field on the forward branch: Φ− (1.1t)
Field on the backward branch: Φ+ (1.1u)
Quantum component: Φq =
1√
2
(
Φ− − Φ+
)
(1.1v)
Classic component: Φc =
1√
2
(
Φ− + Φ+
)
(1.1w)
fRG:
Single Scale propagator: S = GĠ−10 G (1.1x)
Keldysh Single scale propagator: SR(ω) = GRΛ ·
(
− i
2
+ ∂ΛΣ
R
lead(ω,Λ)
)
·GRΛ
SA(ω) =
(
SR(ω)
)†
SK(ω) = −GR
(
∂ΛG
K−1
0
)
GA −GK
(
∂ΛG
A−1
0
)
GA
−GR
(
∂ΛG
R−1
0
)
GK (1.1y)
Self-energy, physical lead: Σleadij(Λ, ω) (1.1z)
Self-energy, artificial lead: Σart.leadij(Λ, ω) (1.1aa)
Self-energy, from interactions: ΣUij(Λ, ω) (1.1ab)
Self-energy, total: Σij(Λ, ω) = ΣUij(Λ, ω) + Σleadij(Λ, ω) + Σart.leadij(Λ, ω)
(1.1ac)
Vertex: γ2(ω′1, ω
′
2;ω1, ω2) = (1.1ad)
Channels: γ2,στ |στi′j′|ij (ω
′
1, ω
′
2;ω1, ω2) ≈ vσσ|σσij|ij δi′iδijδj′jδ
στ
+ ϕP
σσ|σσ
i′i′|ii (ω1 + ω2)δi′j′δijδ
στ
+ ϕX
σσ|σσ
i′i|ii′ (ω2 − ω′1)δi′jδj′iδστ
+ ϕD
σσ|σσ
i′j|i′j (ω2 − ω′2)δi′iδj′jδστ , (1.1ae)
Channels, Keldysh structure: γαβ|γδ =


(qq|qq) (qq|cq) (qq|qc) (qq|cc)
(cq|qq) (cq|cq) (cq|qc) (cq|cc)
(qc|qq) (qc|cq) (qc|qc) (qc|cc)
(cc|qq) (cc|cq) (cc|qc) (cc|cc)


(1.1af)
(ϕP )
↑↓|↑↓
ii|jj (Π) =


0 aP∗ji a
P∗
ji 0
aPij b
P
ij b
P
ij a
P
ij
aPij b
P
ij b
P
ij a
P
ij
0 aP∗ji a
P∗
ji 0

 (Π) (1.1ag)
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(ϕX)
↑↓|↑↓
ji|ij (X) =


0 aX∗ji a
X
ij b
X
ij
aXij b
X
ij 0 a
X∗
ji
aX∗ji 0 b
X
ij a
X
ij
bXij a
X
ij a
X∗
ji 0

 (X)
(1.1ah)
(ϕD)
σσ|σσ
ij|ij (∆) =


0 aDij a
D∗
ji b
D
ij
aDij 0 b
D
ij a
D∗
ii
aD∗ji b
D
ij 0 a
D
ij
bDij a
D∗
ji a
D
ij 0


σσ
(∆)
(1.1ai)
Frequencies: Π = ω1 + ω2 (1.1aj)
X = ω2 − ω′1 (1.1ak)
∆ = ω2 − ω′2 (1.1al)
Observables:
Current: j (1.1am)
Conductance: G = ∂Vsdj = g ·GQ = g · 2e2/h (1.1an)
Functions:
Fermi function: nF (ω) =
1
1 + exp
(ω−µ
T
) (1.1ao)
Parametrization:
Position(sites, central region): i, j, · · · = 1, 2, . . . , N (1.1ap)
Position(sites, central region): left-most siteL = 1; right-most siteR = N (1.1aq)
Position(continuum, central region): x ∈ {−l, l} (1.1ar)
Model:
Hamiltonian (continuous): H =
∫
dx
∑
σ
Vσ(x)ψ
†
σ(x)
(
−∂2x
)
ψσ(x)
+ U(x)ψ†↑(x)ψ↑(x)ψ
†
↓(x)ψ↓(x) (1.1as)
Hamiltonian (discrete): H =
∑
σ,i,j
ψ†σ,iH0,σ,ijψσ,j
+
∑
i
Uiψ
†
↑,iψ↑,iψ
†
↓,iψ↓,i (1.1at)
bare Hamiltonian (discrete): H0,σ,ij = τjδji+1 + τjδi+1j (1.1au)
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bare hopping (discrete): τj = τ − 12 Ṽg exp
(
−
x2j
1− x2j
)
; xj = 2
j − 1
N − 2 − 1
(1.1av)
bare interaction (discrete): Ui = U0 exp
(
− l
6
i
1− l2i
)
; li = 2
j − 1
N − 1 − 1 (1.1aw)
We note that for a central region of N sites, there are N −1 hopping elements within the central
region and N on-site terms. The bare hopping and interaction are to be read accordingly. As
an additional remark, we may write expression of the form (−1)q etc. In these expressions, q is
to be interpreted as 1 and c as 2.
Unless otherwise noted, we use the following numerical values:
System:
Total number of sites: N =
{
41 (Non-equilibrium)
61 (Equilibrium)
(1.2a)
Hopping: τ = 1 (1.2b)
Interaction: U0 =
{
0.9 (Non-equilibrium)
0.7 (Equilibrium)
(1.2c)
Gate-voltage: Vg = 2Ṽg ≈ 0.22 to 0.29 (1.2d)
Temperature: T . 0.01 (1.2e)
Chemical potential: µ = −1.475 (1.2f)
Source-drain bias voltage: Vsd . 0.04 (1.2g)
Implementation:
Number of frequencies (self-energy): Nf ≈ 1500 (1.2h)
Number of frequencies (P-channel): Nbp ≈ 1500 (1.2i)
Number of frequencies (X,D-channel): Nbx ≈ 1500 (1.2j)
Number of frequencies (precomputed): Nf ;pre ≈ 30000 (1.2k)
Accuracy: err ≈ 10−4 (1.2l)
Distance to singular points: ∆ ≈ 10−12 (1.2m)
Initial flow parameter: Λ0 ≈ 106 (1.2n)
Final flow parameter: Λend ≈ 10−9 (1.2o)
1.2.2 How to use this thesis
This thesis is not a complete introduction to anything. While the thesis contains most relevant
information, a certain set of elementary considerations will be reviewed only superficially, and
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some basics are completely missing. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the following
concepts, which we will not explain at all:
1. Path-integrals in quantum mechanics and functional integrals in quantum field theories.
In particular, familiarity with the derivation of the integrals via time-slicing is assumed.
Familiarity with Grassmann numbers is considered part of familiarity with functional
integrals.
2. Conventional perturbation theory and Feynman diagrams. This includes the ability to
derive Feynman diagrams from the functional integral.
3. The renormalization group (particularly in the Wilsonian sense). The reader should feel
comfortable with statements of the form: “During the RG-flow, high-energy degrees of
freedom are integrated out. This means that we consider only sources coupling to low-
energy degrees of freedom. The dynamics of the low-energy degrees of freedom are cap-
tured by the effective action S = . . . .”
4. The Matsubara formalism for quantum field theories at finite temperature.
5. Electrons as quasi-particle excitations in a metal.
6. Spins and their representation through angles.
7. Bosonization and Luttinger liquids.
We will introduce the bare basics for
1. The Keldysh formalism. For a good introduction, we recommend [Kam11, Jak10].
2. The functional renormalization group (fRG). For a good introduction, we recommend
[MSH+12, AEKM08].
3. The physics of a quantum point contact (QPC). For an in-depth review of the experimen-
tal data and alternative attempts at explanations, we recommend [Mic11].
Regarding the basics, it is useful to complement this thesis by the works cited above. While
we do cover the basics, and explain some subtle issues, we do not treat all of them. Sometimes,
derivations are cumbersome and not necessary for our purpose, but nonetheless important to
fully grasp the concepts. In such cases, we will usually refer the reader to some other literature.
When reading the sections on the basics, we recommend to first skip all the subtleties to get
a rough idea of what is happening and to decide if more information is required. Once a suffi-
cient understanding of the basics has been reached, there are some useful subtleties explained
in the corresponding sections.
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1.3 Outline
In chapter 2, we introduce the basics of QPCs and the 0.7 anomaly. In particular, some inter-
esting experimental features are collected in Sec. 2.3. In order to obtain information at finite
energy, we use the Keldysh formalism, which is briefly introduced in chapter 3. Chapter 4 in-
troduces the functional renormalization group and contains the explicit flow equations used in
the thesis. Thus far, the quality of the non-equilibrium data is insufficient to accurately analyze
the QPC. One reason lies in the fact that fRG violates Ward identities. In order to explain this
statement, we have included a short recap of Ward identities in chapter 5. In the same chapter,
we also explain the concept of a local distribution function in the context of QPCs. This local
distribution function is important to improve the quality of the non-equilibrium flow. Chap-
ter 6 is the major result of this thesis and explains how different explanations of the 0.7 anomaly
are just different ways of looking at the same thing. We explain some further physics on the
QPC in more detail in chapter 7 and give all relevant details on the actual implementation in
chapter 8.
Chapter 9 deals with a completely different system: A one-dimensional chain of electrons
coupled to magnetic impurities. This model shows – in a wide range of parameters – interesting
transport properties: The low-energy degrees of freedom are two helical sectors, with vastly
different velocities. We show that these results are robust against electron-electron interactions
and explain details of the helical phase, e.g. the order parameter.
Finally, we conclude with chapter 10, where we give a short outlook on other interesting
observables within the QPC that require checking.
The results of chapter 6, 7, 8, and 9 are original work unless otherwise noted. The content
of all other sections are previously known facts, unless explicitly specified otherwise.
Chapter 2
Physics of a QPC
2.1 Basic Setup
A QPC is a special link between two baths. One possible experimental realization is based on
a potential imprinted on a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) through external gates (es-
sentially a field-effect transistor). The most commonly used realization uses a heterostructure
to generate the 2DEG (e.g. GaAs/AlGaAs). In such a heterostructure, the motion of electrons
is effectively confined to a single plane (which we will consider to be horizontal). Within this
plane, the electrons may scatter off of impurities or with phonons. At sufficiently low tem-
peratures, we may neglect the impact of phonons. If the structure we consider is smaller than
the mean free path induced by the impurities, we may also approximate the electrons as free
particles with infinite lifetime.
If the heterostructure is equipped with spatially inhomogeneous top gates, then the appli-
cation of a finite voltage leads to electric field lines penetrating into the 2DEG. Fig. 2.1(a) shows
one possible schematic representation. Let us assume that the top gates are constructed such
that the field lines split the 2DEG into two parts (which we call “source” and “drain”), with a
narrow path between them (Fig. 2.1(b,c,d)). Depending on the form of the path, we would then
call the system either a quantum dot (if the potential between the 2DEGs allows for localized
states), a quantum point contact (if the potential is a saddle point), or a quantum wire (if the
path is long and flat) (Fig. 2.1(f)).
By tuning the barrier (i.e. changing the voltage applied on the top gate), we may modulate
the current flowing between the source and drain upon applying a source-drain bias voltage.
If the barrier is very high, only a small current will flow at a given source-drain bias. If the
barrier is very shallow, a comparatively large current will flow at the same source-drain bias.
Of course, if there is no bias voltage applied between source and drain, no current will flow
between source and drain. It thus seems useful to introduce the conductance G, which is the
derivative of the current between source and drain with respect to the source-drain bias volt-
age.
The two most common representations of this behavior are:
1. The linear conductance shows the conductance at zero source-drain bias voltage as function
of top gate voltage.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic representation of a QPC. The 2DEG (yellow) stems from one layer
of the heterostructure (some of the other layers are shown in white). The green gates on top
induce an effective potential in the 2DEG. (b) Contacts allow to inject/extract particles from
the 2DEG (the regions where this happens are labeled by “source” and “drain”). The contacts
are separated by the imprint of the central gate on the 2DEG (dashed). The imprint allows
a confined region of transport between source and drain, labeled by “QPC”. (c) The effective
potential in the 2DEG belonging to a QPC. (d) In the 2DEG, electrons (white circle) traverse
the potential (gray) in x-direction. The motion in y-direction is constrained throughout the
constriction. (e) Experimental conductance as a function of gate voltage. Data is taken from
[vWvHB+88]. The potential in y-direction leads to a quantization of modes. As the barrier is
lowered (a lower barrier corresponds to a gate voltage of smaller modulus), more and more
modes in y-direction can become occupied. Thus, at lower barriers, more channels contribute
to transport, leading to a larger conductance. The conductance rises in steps of 2e2/h, each
subsequent step corresponding to one additional mode in y-direction becoming available. (f)
The effective one-dimensional potential of the lowest transmitting channel for a QPC (blue), a
quantum dot (green), and a quantum wire (red).
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2. The differential conductance shows the conductance as function of finite source-drain bias
voltage at different (fixed) gate voltages.
Both the linear and differential conductance are then shown at different temperatures, magnetic
fields, or orientation of the QPC relative to the crystal axes.
Typical scales of the experimental setup in GaAs we consider are: electron density ∼ 2 ·
1011cm−1; mean free path∼ several microns; length of the QPC∼ hundreds of nm; temperature
∼ K; central gate voltage ∼ hundreds of mV; source-drain bias voltage ∼mV; magnetic field ∼
T.
2.2 Model and Experimental Data
Transport through the top-gate induced potential wall is constrained in y-direction, leading
to a quantization of the corresponding momentum ky (Fig. 2.1(c,d)). This quantization of ky
momentum leads to a quantization of the conductance (Fig. 2.1(e)). Essentially, the conductance
(in units of e2/h) counts the number of transmitting modes. This number increases by two each
time an additional ky momentum becomes occupied, due to the spin degeneracy of the 2DEG.
In this thesis, we want to focus on the behavior of the first conductance step, betweenG = 0
and G = 2e2/h (of which only the last part is shown in Fig. 2.1(e)).
All transmitting states within the first conductance step correspond to states within the
space spanned by the lowest value of ky. We may thus effectively eliminate the ky quantum
number (i.e. consider only states with the lowest value of ky and take the effect of the other
states into account via a renormalization of the parameters through virtual processes), yielding
a one-dimensional model within the area of the constriction for the first step. Under the ad-
ditional assumption that no relevant physics occurs in the large spaces of the 2DEG removed
from the constriction, we may approximate these spaces as baths, whose only relevant property
is the density of states close to the chemical potential. For the precise form of the leads’ den-
sity of states we choose that of a one-dimensional tight-binding chain.1 The model is spatially
inhomogeneous, with the inhomogeneity representing the QPC. The electrons interact through
Coulomb-repulsion, which we will assume to be short-ranged.2 We will further assume that
the temperature is sufficiently low such that we may neglect phonons.
1 This choice is a matter of convenience, to avoid spurious non-adiabatic features in the effective model when
the central region meets the baths.
2 Let us examine this assumption somewhat more closely: We are interested in physics occurring at timescales
much longer than length of the constrictionspeed of light . We may thus neglect the photon’s retardation and assume a static bare inter-
action of the form ∼ 1/r, where r denotes the distance of the charge carriers. This 1/r potential is affected by two
relevant effects: the top gates, which we may consider to be a metallic surface leading to a change of the electro-
static potential due to mirror-charges, and the screening of the Coulomb-interaction through a polarized “cloud”
of electrons and holes. The strength of this screening depends on density, we expect the screening to be small if
the density is low. During the conductance step, the electrons’ density in the constriction is small. However, we
will assume that the surrounding material can rearrange sufficiently to efficiently screen the Coulomb interaction.
The extent to which this rearrangement actually does occur is by no means clear and a long-ranged interaction can
have severe effects [WBvD17]. Here, we will assume short-range interactions and see how far we can get under this
assumption.
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2.2.1 Simple Intuition
An intuitive, single particle way to think about the conductance is in terms of channels. In our
case, each channel corresponds to a different value of ky. This way of thinking is at the heart of
the Landauer-Büttiker equation for transport through a non-interacting system [Lan81, B8̈8]:3
G =
2e2
h
∑
j
∫
dω∂ωnF (ω)Tj(ω). (2.1)
In Eq. (2.1), Tj denotes the transmission probability through channel j. Essentially, at a given en-
ergy ω, a particle in channel j contributes to the current ∼ Tj . The current is obtained by
integrating over all occupied states (i.e. energies weighted with the Fermi function). The trans-
mission probability can be read off from the single-particle S-matrix connecting the two halves
(left and right) of the system:
S(ω) = 1− 2πiν(ω)
(
GLL(ω) GLR(ω)
GRL(ω) GRR(ω)
)
=
(
RLL(ω) TLR(ω)
TRL(ω) RRR(ω)
)
, (2.2)
where ν(ω) denotes the density of states at the lead site connected to the central region in the
absence of the central region, and G is the (retarded) Green’s function. The indices L and
R denote the left- and right-most site of the central region. The variables T and R denote
the transmission and reflection amplitude, respectively. The transmission probability is the
modulus squared of the transmission amplitude. In equilibrium, the transmission from left to
right is equal to the transmission from right to left, |TRL| = |TLR|. We will later on (Sec. 5.4)
recast our expressions for the conductance in a form similar to Eq. (2.1).
At the first conductance step, only the lowest ky states contribute to the transmission in
a meaningful way. We thus consider a single channel. Clearly, the transmission probability
should be bounded by zero and one. If we consider the simplest model of a smooth barrier at
zero temperature, classically the transmission probability is a step function with the step oc-
curring when the maximum of the barrier hits the chemical potential. Quantum-mechanically,
this step is smeared out: At energies below the maximum of the barrier, we obtain a tunneling
current, which decays as the exponential of the area enclosed by the potential above the consid-
ered energy. This tunneling current leads to a conductance greater than zero even for chemical
potentials below the maximum of the barrier. At energies above the barrier, the wave nature
of quantum-mechanics leads to a reduction of transmission as waves can be back-scattered by
the potential. This is the reason for the finite width of the conductance steps in Fig. 2.1(e). At
finite temperature, thermal broadening averages over different energies (in the non-interacting
case this is the only effect of temperature). Physically, thermal broadening may be thought
of as thermal activation (if the chemical potential is below the maximum of the barrier, finite
temperature allows the occupation of states above the maximum, which transmit quite well),
or thermal suppression (at energies above the maximum of the barrier, at finite temperature
3 We emphasize that Eq. (2.1) is only valid for a non-interacting system. The generalization to an interacting
system is given in [Ogu01, HBSvD17] for the linear conductance and in Sec. 5.4 for arbitrary bias. In general, a
correction to Eq. (2.1) corresponding to the change of transmission within the bias window due to the changed
occupation when the window is enlarged appears.
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also states below the maximum of the barrier are relevant for transport. Since these states are
mostly reflected, the total transmission is reduced).
2.2.2 Shape of the barrier
Before we proceed, a few short words on the choice of the barrier in the model are in order.
We are interested in a barrier with no additional features, i.e. the non-interacting conductance
should be fully described by the position and width of the step.
If we recall the conventional wisdom on resonances (e.g. [Tay12]), we expect additional
features to appear in the transmission whenever the real part of a complex eigenvalue of the
potential is close to the energy at which we probe the system. For the conductance to be fea-
tureless, we thus would like to consider a setup where the transmission peaks all lie at the same
energy. It is straightforward to see that this is the case only for a quadratic barrier: We consider
the Hamiltonian
H = − ∂
2
x
2m
+ γ|x|α, α ∈ R+. (2.3)
Here, γ is a positive number (times the correct units). The Hamiltonian Eq. (2.3) has a dis-
crete spectrum. We obtain the resonances of a corresponding barrier by letting γ → −γ. The
spectrum of H is given by
spectrum(H) = f (n)α γ
2/(2+α)m−α/(2+α), (2.4)
where f (n)α is a discrete set of real numbers labeled by n. For example, in the harmonic oscillator
(where α = 2), we have f (n)2 = n+
1
2 . Eq. (2.4) is the only combination of γ and m that has the
correct units of energy. If we now let γ → −γ, we see that the resonances are determined by
the points
f (n)α γ
2/(2+α)m−α/(2+α)(−1)2/(2+α). (2.5)
Different eigenvalues will thus exhibit different real parts unless α = 2. We thus expect to see
additional structure in the transmission if α 6= 2. Consequently, as we focus on QPC whose
conductance steps do not exhibit resonance-like structures, it seems plausible to consider a
model with an essentially quadratic potential.
We remark that the arguments just presented are easily circumvented by allowing for ad-
ditional parameters. However, even if additional parameters are allowed, it turns out that
significant fine-tuning is required to get rid of the resonances in the conductance. As a minimal
model, which should be parametrized by as few parameters as possible, the quadratic barrier
thus seems the best choice.4 The model is thus given by
H =
∑
σ=↑,↓
∫
dxψ†σ
−∂2x
2m
ψσ + Vσ(x)ψ
†
σψσ + U(x)ψ
†
↑ψ↑ψ
†
↓ψ↓, (2.6)
4 While it is tempting to simply argue that we Taylor-expand the potential around its maximum and only keep
the leading terms (yielding a quadratic barrier), it is by no means clear that the higher orders have to remain
irrelevant on the scale set by the quadratic potential. Following the argument of the main text, if the higher orders
enter, we will generically observe additional features in the conductance.
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where Vσ(x) = Ṽ (x) + 12sgn(σ)B is a function that is parabolic near the center of the QPC
and contains the Zeemann-splitting (where we define sgn(↑) = +1 = −sgn(↓), and denote the
magnetic field by B). U(x) is a phenomenological interaction, which is large in the center of
the QPC and vanishes towards the leads. Physically, we would expect that the strength of U is
determined predominantly by the spread of the density (in y-direction), which is large in the
leads (leading to a small or vanishing U in the leads; in order to avoid Luttinger-liquid effects
in the leads, which physically correspond to two-dimensional systems not exhibiting any of the
peculiarities of one dimension, we pick the leads to be completely non-interacting). We will see
later on (Sec. 8.2) how to best deal with this Hamiltonian on a computer.
2.3 Basic Phenomenology
Let us compare the naı̈ve (non-interacting) intuition with experiment. To do so, we compare
the conductance as we vary the magnetic field B, the temperature T , or the bias Vsd. The first
conductance step shows anomalous behavior if either of these quantities is varied.5
Fig. 2.2 shows how the conductance as function of gate voltage changes as the magnetic
field is varied. In the non-interacting model (Fig. 2.2(c)), a symmetric splitting of the conduc-
tance step occurs. This symmetric splitting is in clear contradiction with all experimental data
(Fig. 2.2(a,b,d,e)), which exhibits a comparatively strong suppression of the conductance in the
subopen regime, leading to significant skewing of the conductance step. The interacting model
reproduces this behavior (Fig. 2.2(f)).
Fig. 2.3 shows how the conductance as function of gate voltage changes as the tempera-
ture is varied. In the non-interacting model (Fig. 2.3(f)), a symmetric flattening of the conduc-
tance step occurs. This symmetric flattening is in clear contradiction with all experimental data
(Fig. 2.3(a-e)), which exhibits a comparatively strong suppression of the conductance in the
subopen regime, leading to significant skewing of the conductance step. The interacting model
qualitatively reproduces this behavior (Fig. 2.3(g)).
Fig. 2.4 shows how the conductance as function of source-drain bias voltage changes as the
gate voltage is varied. In the non-interacting model (Fig. 2.4(h)), the conductance approaches
g = 0.5 at large bias and the curvature at small bias is positive for conductances g < 0.5
and negative for conductances g > 0.5. This behavior at g < 0.5 is in clear contradiction
with all experimental data (Fig. 2.4(a-g)), which exhibits a clear zero-bias peak, even down to
g ≈ 10−3 (Fig. 2.4(f)). In Sec. 8.3, Fig. 8.2, we show the current status of the fRG results for the
interacting model. So far, our fRG code is able to qualitatively show the presence of a zero-bias
peak at conductances g ≈ 0.4, but we cannot extract sufficiently reliable information about
the curvature at small conductances (g < 0.3). Our fRG results also give no indication of the
side-peaks clearly visible at bias voltages of about 0.5mV .
While more advanced experiments exist, attempting to measure e.g. the transmission phase
through scanning tip microscopy [BMF+16], these results are more difficult to interpret, as the
scanning tip (and the disorder in the bulk) have significant impact on the results of a single
QPC.
5 In this context, “anomalous behavior” should be understood as “behavior disagreeing with a non-interacting
model”.
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Figure 2.2: Conductance as function of gate voltage as the magnetic field is tuned. (a,b,d,e)
Experimental data, reproduced from (a) [BHS+13], (b) [SHT+11], (d) [CLGG+02], (e) [TNS+96];
(c,f) theoretical predictions: (c) non-interacting and (f) interacting model [BHS+13]. The precise
form of the conductance shoulder and its evolution with magnetic field vary from one exper-
iment to the next. All experiments show the common generic feature, that the conductance
decreases significantly with the increasing magnetic field in the subopen regime. This feature
is well captured by the fRG results in (g).
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Figure 2.3: Conductance as function of gate voltage as the temperature is tuned. (a)-(e) Ex-
perimental data, reproduced from (a) [CLGG+02], (b) [KBH+00], (c) [BHS+13], (d) [ILK+13]
(e) [SHT+11]; (f,g) theoretical predictions: (f) non-interacting model, and (g) interacting
model[SBv17]. The precise form of the conductance shoulder and its evolution with tempera-
ture vary from one experiment to the next. All experiments show the common generic feature,
that the conductance decreases significantly with the increasing temperature in the subopen
regime. This feature is well captured by our fRG results in (g) (the black dashed line in (g) cor-
responds to the non-interacting conductance at zero temperature and is plotted for reference).
In (d), the different curves show QPCs of increasing lengths, from a short QPC on the left to
a short quantum wire on the right. Our model is used for short QPCs, corresponding to the
curves on the left of (d). In (e), T = 350 mK, 1.3 K, and 2.4 K data are shifted horizontally by
2.5, 5, and −3.5 mV, respectively, to align with 25 mK data.
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Figure 2.4: Conductance as function of bias voltage as the gate voltage is tuned. (a)-(g) Exper-
imental data, reproduced from (a-c) [CLGG+02], (d-g) [RYF+10]; (h) theoretical expectations
from the non-interacting model. (a-c) Conductance as function of source-drain bias voltage.
Different lines correspond to different gate voltage. In (a) a clear zero-bias peak is visible.
(b,c) show how this peak vanishes as (b) temperature or (c) magnetic field is increased. (d)
Conductance as function of source-drain bias voltage. The zero-bias peak is clearly visible. (e)
Conductance as function of source-drain bias voltage in the low-conductance regime. The zero-
bias peak persists to very small values of the conductance, even down to g ≈ 10−3 (f). (g) The
evolution of the relative height of the peak (grey) and width of the peak (black) as a function
of the conductance at zero bias. Each dot corresponds to a different gate voltage; Gmax is the
conductance at zero bias, while δG denotes the difference in height between the conductance-
peak at zero bias and the bottom of the valley. (h) The non-interacting model clearly does not
exhibit a zero-bias peak (the curvature of the conductance at g < .5 is positive, in contrast to
experiment).
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In this thesis, we will show the behaviour of the conductance at finite temperature and
show the first steps towards a reliable calculation of the differential conductance at finite bias.
Chapter 3
Keldysh
Throughout this work, we will use the (Schwinger-)Keldysh formalism [Kam11, Kel64], which
is able to treat arbitrary out-of-equilibrium situations. For the explanations in the following,
we will use the Heisenberg picture, i.e. the operators are time-dependent, while the states are
not.
3.1 Basic idea
In general, we are interested in correlation functions of the following form:
〈O(t1, t2, . . . , tn)〉 = Tr [O(t1, t2, . . . , tn)ρ] , (3.1)
where ρ is some initial density matrix, and O is some operator expressed in terms of creation
and annihilation operators acting at the times {ti}. In the following, we will focus on correlation
functions satisfying an internal ordering of the form
O(t1, t2, . . . , tn) = OT̃ ({ti})OT ({ti}), (3.2)
whereOT (OT̃ ) is some internally (anti-)time-ordered operator, i.e. the earlier in time the action
of a creation or annihilation operator occurs, the further to the right (left) this operator stands.
Note that the definition of OT is not necessarily unique.
For example, assuming t1 > t2 > t3 > t4, the operator
O1(t1, t2, t3, t4) = a†(t1)a(t3)a†(t2)a(t4) (3.3)
is not of the form Eq. (3.2), while the operator
O2(t1, t2, t3, t4) = a†(t3)a(t1)a†(t2)a(t4) (3.4)
is, with O2T = a(t1)a†(t2)a(t4) and O2T̃ = a†(t3), or O2T = a†(t2)a(t4) and O2T̃ = a†(t3)a(t1).
The reason for the restriction Eq. (3.2) lies in the way we will construct the Keldysh contour.
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As a first step, we consider time-ordered correlation functions of the form (assuming for
simplicity that t1 > t2 > · · · > tn)
〈T O(t1, t2, . . . , tn)〉 = ξσTr [O1(t1)O2(t2) . . .On(tn)ρ]
= ξσTr
[
U−∞,t1O1Ut1,t2O2Ut2,t3 . . . Utn−1,tnOnUtn,−∞ρ
]
, (3.5)
where we introduced T to denote time-ordering and split up the operator O into operators at
various times before making the time-dependence explicit by writing the time-evolution opera-
tor U . ξσ denotes the sign obtained from re-ordering the operatorO into the formO1 . . .On. We
have assumed that the initial state, determined by the density matrix ρ, is prepared at t = −∞.
If ρ corresponds to a thermal distribution of the non-interacting system, we may write
ρ = exp (−βHeff) , (3.6)
where β = 1/T is the inverse temperature, and Heff depends on the ensemble we consider (for
the canonical ensemble, Heff = H0; for the grand-canonical ensemble, Heff = H0 + µN , where
N is the particle number). We will now assume that interactions are switched on adiabatically
at some time tint  tn, and that otherwise the Hamiltonian is time-dependent only for times
much later than tint. We may then formally write
ρ = U eff−∞−iβ,−∞, (3.7)
where U eff is the time-evolution using the Hamiltonian Heff . Eq. (3.5) thus becomes
〈T O(t1, t2, . . . , tn)〉 = ξσTr
[
U−∞,t1O1Ut1,t2O2(t2) . . .On(tn)Utn,−∞U eff−∞−iβ,−∞
]
= ξσTr
[
U eff−∞−iβ,−∞U−∞,t1O1Ut1,t2O2Ut2,t3 . . . Utn−1,tnOnUtn,−∞
]
, (3.8)
where we have used cyclicity of the trace.
A way to represent Eq. (3.8) is shown in Fig. 3.1: Starting out at t = −∞, we evolve up to
time tn, where we insert the operator On. From there, we evolve to time tn−1, where we insert
the operator On−1, and so on until we insert the operator O1 at time t1. From there, we evolve
back to t = −∞, and then move in the complex time plane to t = −∞ − iβ. To represent the
trace, we require a closed contour: the contour used here is closed because we may identify the
time t = t0 with the time t = t0 − iβ, due to the (anti-)periodicity of correlation functions in
equilibrium [NO88].
Schematically, we have replaced the expression Eq. (3.5) by the expectation value of some
operators while performing time-evolution along a somewhat complicated contour C in the
complex time plane. A close look at the contour reveals that we can represent any ordering in
Eq. (3.2) by this contour, by placing the operators either on C− or C+. The fact that we intend
to use this type of contour is the reason for the restriction Eq. (3.2). On the contour, we may
define a generating functional of the form
Z[J ] =
∫
DΦ exp
(
iSC [Φ] + i
∫
C
JΦ
)
, (3.9)
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C|
C−
C+
−iβ
tn tn−1 t1
t
Figure 3.1: The Keldysh-contour (solid red line) in equilibrium in the complex time (t) plane.
The dashed line represents the (anti-)periodicity of the generating functional under t→ t− iβ
for bosons (fermions), allowing us to identify the points t and t − iβ. Usually, the contour is
traversed as follows: start at the upper left point, follow C−, go down to C+ and follow it to
the left, before going down along C|. However, cyclicity of the trace implies that we may also
traverse the contour by starting at any arbitrary point (Note however that starting at a different
point is not necessarily useful: If we start at a different point, the initial state, whose density
matrix corresponds to the part C| of the contour is inserted somewhere in the middle of the
operators we consider). Operators are inserted at times ti.
where SC is the action evaluated along the contour C.
In the usual Keldysh formalism, we are not interested in placing additional operators on
the part of the contour parallel to the imaginary axis, which determines the initial state.1 On
the level of a generating functional, in this case it is sufficient to introduce sources on the lines
parallel to the real axis (i.e. on C− and C+). We parametrize points on C− and C+ by a real time t
and an additional contour-index j via (s is a general parametrization of C−+C+, s− (s+) is some
parametrization of C− (C+) [we impose that the parametrizations are the same in the sense that
both branches are traversed with the same velocity]; we absorb any nontrivial measure in the
ds):
∫
C−+C+
dsf̃(s) =
∫
C−
ds−f̃(s−) +
∫
C+
ds+f̃(s+)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dtf(t) +
∫ −∞
∞
dtf(t), f(t) = f̃(s(t))
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dtf(t)−
∫ ∞
−∞
dtf(t)
= −
∑
j=±
∫ ∞
−∞
dtjf j(t), (3.10)
where we have defined f±(t) = f(t). To exemplify matters, consider the one-particle Green’s
1 Note that in the Matsubara formalism, we consider operators only on the contour parallel to the imaginary axis.
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function parametrized by the contour-indices ji and the times ti (for now, we omit other labels)
Gj1j2(t1, t2) = −i〈TCaj1(t1)a†j2(t2)〉, (3.11)
where we have introduced contour-ordering TC . Under TC operators are ordered according to
the sequence in which they are encountered when traversing the contour C−+C++C|. Explicitly,
GT (t1, t2) = G
++(t1, t2) = −i〈TCa+(t1)a†+(t2)〉 = −i〈T̃ a(t1)a†(t2)〉 (3.12a)
G>(t1, t2) = G
+−(t1, t2) = −i〈TCa+(t1)a†−(t2)〉 = −i〈a(t1)a†(t2)〉 (3.12b)
G<(t1, t2) = G
−+(t1, t2) = −i〈TCa−(t1)a†+(t2)〉 = −iξ〈a†(t2)a(t1)〉 (3.12c)
GT̃ (t1, t2) = G
−−(t1, t2) = −i〈TCa−(t1)a†−(t2)〉 = −i〈T a(t1)a†(t2)〉, (3.12d)
where T (T̃ ) denotes (anti-)time-ordering. We see that these Green’s functions satisfy the linear
identity
+G++(t1, t2)−G+−(t1, t2)−G−+(t1, t2) +G−−(t1, t2) = 0. (3.13)
We may make use of this identity by rotating to a different basis in±-space and define quantum
(q) and classic (c) components:2
Φq =
1√
2
(
Φ− − Φ+
)
, Φc =
1√
2
(
Φ− + Φ+
)
.3 (3.14)
We thus aim to express the action in terms of Φq/c. Before we can work with the Keldysh-
action, one further step is customarily performed: Instead of integrating over the whole con-
tour C = C−+C++C|, we find a representation where we only need to integrate over the contour
C−+ C+. This is useful because we have excluded sources on C|, and as such we should be able
to perform the integral along C| and achieve an effective representation on C− + C+. Here,
we just state the result (in [Kam11] this is performed explicitly) of the following construction:
Construct an effective action along the path C−+ C+ whose generating functional has the same
moments as the generating functional Eq. (3.9). We note that in perturbative models, it is suffi-
cient to consider a non-interacting Hamiltonian on the contour C| by the following argument:4
A thermal state determined by the interacting density matrix may be achieved by starting with
a thermal state of the non-interacting Hamiltonian and then time-evolving this state through
an adiabatic switching-on of the interaction. So, if we consider a thermal state determined by
the interacting Hamiltonian at some time t after the interaction has been switched on, we can
accommodate this state in the contour-formalism by considering a C| contour with the Hamil-
tonian at that time, i.e. the non-interacting Hamiltonian. If one goes through the derivation of a
2The names “quantum” and “classic” refer to the following fact: If we expand the action to first order in the
quantum component and perform the integral over the quantum component, we obtain a constraint enforcing the
classical equation of motion for the classic component.
3 Note the normalization. This normalization ensures that terms quadratic in Φ do not pick up any additional
factors of 2. However, terms that are e.g. quartic in Φ pick up additional factors.
4 We emphasize that the term “perturbative model” implies the absence of interaction-induced phase transitions.
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non-interacting model, it turns out that we need to consider the action
SK[φ] =
∫
dtφTG−1φ+ Sint[φ], (3.15)
where φ = (Φq,Φc)T and Sint is the interacting part of the action, obtained in a “naı̈ve” man-
ner by performing the Keldysh-rotation Eq. (3.14) on Sint[Φ+,Φ−] = Sint[Φ+] − Sint[Φ−]. In
frequency-space, G is a 2 by 2 matrix with entries Gqq = 0 (due to Eq. (3.13)), Gcq(ω) =
1
ω−H0+iη = G
R(ω), Gqc(ω) = Gcq†(ω) = GA(ω), and Gcc(ω) = GK(ω) = (1 − 2nF (ω))(GR(ω) −
GA(ω)) (in equilibrium; in general: Gcc(ω) = GR(ω)F (ω)−F (ω)GA(ω), with an anti-Hermitian
matrix F ). We have introduced an infinitesimal level-broadening η > 0.
Before we consider possible subtleties involved (equal times, Feynman iη), let us turn to an
open system, where some of these issues disappear automatically.
Comment 1: The derivation can also be performed as a limiting procedure of some time
T → −∞ instead of using t = −∞. However, we avoid this, because it just clutters up the
notation.
Comment 2: Unfortunately, the labeling conventions in the Keldysh formalism are manifold:
Some authors swap + and − relative to this work, others denote ± by 1 and 2. c and q are
sometimes referred to as 2 and 1, or even as r and a.
Comment 3: The subtleties in the Keldysh formalism we alluded to just before the first com-
ment are the following:
(a) Equal times: If a creation and an annihilation operator share the same time, there is an
ordering ambiguity. In a formalism containing discrete times (which is used to derive the
functional integral), it is customary to order annihilation operators to the right of creation
operators, for both time-ordering and anti-time-ordering (if both operators occur at the
same time). However, the continuous time formalism does not order in this way. Rather,
it corresponds to T c†(t)c(t) = 12c†(t)c(t) + 12ξc(t)c†(t) (in [Kam11], this is called “demo-
cratic”). This issue can be avoided somewhat by considering different times and a limiting
procedure, excluding the single point of coinciding times.5 However, the issue arises again
when considering the Keldysh-rotation of the single-particle Green’s function (where equal
times correspond to an integral over all frequencies): Consider e.g. the Hartree-correction:
It is proportional to the density, which is
∫
dωG<. However, the naı̈ve Keldysh-formalism
after the rotation suggests a Hartree-term of the form
∫
dωGK , which differs from the cor-
rect result by terms of the form
∫
dωGR.6 Since GR decays only as 1/ω, the integral over
it may be finite (and great caution has to be employed when attempting to compute it e.g.
5 In the discrete time formalism, T c†(t)c(t) = c†(t)c(t) = limε↘0 c†(t + ε)c(t). The discrete and the continuous
time formalism agree for all times except for equal times. We may thus compute the correlation function 〈Õ(t̃ >
t)c†(t)c(t)O(t′ < t)〉 = limε↘0〈Õ(t̃ > t)T
(
c†(t+ ε)c(t)
)
O(t′ < t)〉 in the continuous time formalism, where O is
some internally time-ordered operator. Note that this footnote becomes relevant only if Õ 6= 1, as otherwise we
could enforce the ordering by attributing different contour-indices to c and c†, as 〈TCc†+(t)c−(t)〉 = 〈c†(t)c(t)〉.
6 The Hartree-term is obtained in first order in perturbation theory from a diagram with a single bare vertex
and a single loop. The bare vertex is non-vanishing only for indices cqqq and cccq. The external indices are cq (we
are interested in a contribution to the retarded or advanced self-energy), such that the internal indices are cc or qq.
Since Gqq = 0, and Gcc = GK , the term naı̈vely contains as internal line a GK .
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by some clever tricks of deforming contours in the complex plane; in fact, we know that
− 1π
∫
dωImGR(ω) = 1). We will however avoid this issue to a certain degree during the
fRG-flow as we will be focused on the behavior of the single-scale propagator, which de-
cays as 1/ω2.
(b) Feynman iη: In closed systems, one introduces a regularization of the Fourier-transform to
make all integrals well-defined. However, in equilibrium we have GK ∼ ImGR, which in
the case of a discrete spectrum causes all sorts of unpleasantness. We will avoid this issue
by going to an open system, where all states have a finite decay-width.7
Comment 4: We have considered only a generating functional Z[J ] with sources coupling to
creation or annihilation operators. While in principle we could write a generating functional
with sources also for other operators, it can be shown that any operator can be decomposed
as a sum of products of creation and annihilation operators [Wei95]. Thus, it is sufficient to
consider only source coupling to creation and annihilation operators, as the corresponding
generating functional can be used to compute the expectation value of any product of creation
and annihilation operators. It might be useful to introduce additional sources, e.g. a source
for cic
†
j (i and j are arbitrary indices). These sources then lead to self-consistency equations
when the source J of a creation or annihilation operator is included as well. For example, if
we include the source term Aicici+1 and the source term Jici in a generating functional Z̃[J,A],
then the derivative of the generating functional Z̃ with respect to A1 and the derivative of the
generating functional Z̃ with respect to J2 and J1 are related, i.e. δA1Z̃ ∼ δJ1δJ2Z̃ (depending
on the precise way the sources are introduced, there may occur factors of i or additional minus
signs). The introduction of additional sources is a key element of the Luttinger-Ward-functional
[LW60].8
Comment 5: In some situations it may be useful to consider an extension of the Keldysh
formalism to a more complicated contour. For example, if we take a “double contour”, which
has two time-ordered and two anti-time-ordered parts (essentially we add another copy of
a path similar to C− ∪ C+ after C+, but before C|), we can represent all possible orderings of
four creation or annihilation operators as contour-ordering. While this new contour drastically
increases the number of components, the extension might become necessary when attempting
to link the Keldysh and Matsubara formalism (c.f. Sec. 3.6.4).
3.2 General Green’s functions
The generating functional Z[J ] (Eq. (3.9)) can be used to compute correlation functions where
creation or annihilation operators are ordered along the Keldysh-contour (Fig. 3.1). It is useful
to give short names to certain sets of correlation functions. We introduce the contour-ordered
7 A priori, not all states in an open system are required to have finite lifetime. For example, any state not coupling
to lead-states will have infinite lifetime. However, we will construct our open system in such a manner that all states
have finite lifetime (c.f. Sec. 8.2).
8 The Luttinger-Ward functional can be used to determine if a given approximation respects certain conservation
laws (continuity equations obtained from a global continuous symmetry).
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multi-particle Green’s functions
G
j|j′
q|q′(t|t
′) = (−i)n
〈
Tccj1q1(t1) . . . cjnqn(tn)c
†j′n
q′n
(t′n) . . . c
†j′1
q′1
(t′1)
〉
, (3.16)
where j (j′) is an n-component vector whose entries are either + or − (determining the part
of the contour the annihilation (creation) operator is inserted on), q (q′) is an n-component
vector whose entries are all the quantum numbers necessary to specify an annihilation (cre-
ation) operator, and t (t′) is an n-component vector whose entries are the times at which the
annihilation (creation) operators act. In the case considered in the following (the QPC), it is
sufficient to consider the Green’s functions where there is an equal number of creation and an-
nihilation operators. In general, there are of course additional Green’s functions that have to be
considered, e.g. containing three operators (for bosons) or where the number of creation and
annihilation operators differs by an integer multiple of two (superconductivity). If we change
to the Keldysh basis of q and c (c.f. Eq. (3.14)), we see that the Green’s function vanishes if the
index associated with the largest time is q(uantum).9 From this follow two generic, and highly
relevant properties of the multi-particle Green’s function:
(i) Gq...q|q...q = 0, by which we mean: If all Keldysh-indices are q(uantum), the Green’s func-
tion vanishes regardless of the values of the other arguments/indices. Since all Keldysh-
indices are q(uantum), clearly the largest time is associated with a q(uantum) index. Thus,
Gq|q vanishes.
(ii) Gcq...q|qq...q is retarded, i.e. it is non-zero only if the time t1 is the largest time. In particular,
this implies that the Fourier-transform (Gcq...q|qq...q(t1, ω2, . . . ωn|ω′1, . . . , ω′n) in frequency
space as function of ω2, . . . ωn, ω′1, . . . ω
′
n) is analytic in the upper half plane (for the fre-
quencies ω′i) or the lower half plane (for the frequencies ωi). This retarded component
may be continued analytically and coincides with the Matsubara Green’s function in the
corresponding analytic region [Hao81, CSHY85].
3.3 Open Systems
We now consider the generating functional of an open system. To be specific, we consider the
generating functional for correlation functions where all operators act on a spatially confined
region A within an infinitely large system (c.f. Fig. 3.2(a)). We are interested in the generat-
ing functional where the only remaining integration over fields is to be performed over fields
within the regionA (c.f. Fig. 3.2(b)). To get there, in the generating functional of the full system
we integrate out the the fields with support outside of A. We will assume that outside of A
the system is non-interacting, and that the coupling between the region A and the rest of the
system is linear in creation/annihilation operators within A and outside of A (for example,
the coupling could be of the form a†iaj + H.c., where i lies within A, and j lies outside of A,
9 The ordering of the operators does not change when the operator corresponding to the largest time is moved
between plus- and minus-contour. Since the q(uantum) component takes the difference between plus- and minus-
contour, G vanishes if the largest time is q(uantum).
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the open system we have in mind. (a) The region A is interacting,
while the leads are non-interacting. The leads extend to infinity. (b) After integrating out the
leads, we only deal with the central region A. The effect of the leads is fully absorbed in a lead
self-energy modifying the sites coupling to leads (these sites are shown in red).
but not of the form a†iaia
†
jaj).
10 Physically, this means that the region outside of A acts as a
non-interacting bath for the region A.
Because the system is non-interacting outside of A, we can perform the field-integrals out-
side ofA exactly (e.g. [FV63]). One way of performing the integration is through the projection
method ([Kar10, Tay12]): First, we note that upon integrating non-interacting degrees of free-
domψlead coupled linearly to some operatorsOcenter (which in the current case are the operators
within A), the new effective action (without the degrees of freedom ψlead) is quadratic in the
operators Ocenter. This is a direct consequence of the fact that we have excluded interactions
outside ofA. If there were interactions outside ofA, the effective action would generically con-
tain all (symmetry-allowed) powers of the operatorsOcenter (with various integral-kernels). So,
what remains to be done is to determine the contribution to the quadratic part of the effective
action. Before we do so, let us collect some intuition:
1. Since the region A is open (equivalently: we have a bath), some states within A should
decay at finite times by escaping into the bath. Of course, only states that couple to the
bath-states are eligible to decay. Since decay (equivalently: finite lifetime) is modeled by a
finite imaginary contribution to the inverse Green’s function, we expect a finite imaginary
part in the quadratic part of the action at energies where bath-states exist. Equivalently,
in frequency space, states coupling to the leads are smeared out.
2. The contributions from the bath mix the coupled operators only, i.e. after integrating out
the bath, we obtain non-trivial contributions to the quadratic part of the action only for
operators coupling to the bath.
3. If we have multiple, disconnected baths, then only operators coupling to the same bath
are mixed.
10 This definition of the coupling and the absence of interactions outside of A depends on the choice of basis in
field space. The statements made here refer to basis that is being integrated over with the usual functional integral
measure. For example, in a situation where bosonization is applicable, the bosonic degrees of freedom might fall
within the range of our assumptions, while the fermionic degrees of freedom do not. In the applications of this work,
where we consider systems perturbatively related to free fermions and where it is important that the dispersion is
non-linear and spatially dependent, the relevant degrees of freedom are free fermions in a (discretized) position
basis.
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In order to integrate out the regions outside of A, consider the schematic action
S =
∫
dt

∑
i,j /∈A
ΦiG
−1
lead,ijΦj + Lc[Φi] +
∑
i∈A,j /∈A
ΦiτijΦj

 , (3.17)
where Lc is the Lagrangian of the central region (A) in the absence of coupling between A
and the rest of the system. Glead is the Green’s function of the leads at τij = 0. i and j are
multi-indices containing all necessary labels in addition to the one distinguishing A from the
rest of the system. Note that the indices outside of A do not contain interactions (the action is
quadratic in these degrees of freedom) and the coupling between A and the rest of the system
(parametrized by τ ) is linear. To integrate out the system outside of A, we consider τ as a
perturbation and expand around τ = 0. We will also assume for now that we can expand Lc in
some diagrammatic series, following conventional perturbation theory.
Diagrams are built of the following blocks: A Green’s function GA within A, a Green’s
function Glead outside of A, the coupling τ , and some interaction vertices within A. Since we
aim to integrate out the parts outside ofA, no external legs are allowed to have indices outside
of A. We may schematically construct all diagrams corresponding to a correlation function
purely within A by proceeding as follows (classification in powers of τ ):
1. Draw all corresponding diagrams without τ .
2. At first order in τ , there is no allowed diagram (a single τ converts one index within A to
one index outside of A. The only way to get back to indices within A is through τ ).
3. At second order in τ , we change one Green’s function within A to GAτGleadτGA.
4. All orders in τ are achieved by exchanging all GA for
∑
nGA (τGleadτGA)
n.11
5. The sum may be performed by Dyson’s equation (or by noting that it is a geometric
series). We thus replace GA by
(
G−1A − τGleadτ
)−1. This replacements suggests the defi-
nition of the lead self-energy Σlead ∼ τGleadτ .
We note that the Dyson resummation with respect to the interaction is fully compatible with
this resummation of the coupling to the leads.
As we will see explicitly in Sec. 3.4.1, this structure yields an expression consistent with our
prior intuition. Also, if we assume that all states within A couple to the degrees of freedom
outside of A, there is no need to use the infinitesimal level broadening η.
3.4 The specific setup
After these general considerations, let us now turn to some peculiarities of the system at hand
(and our implementation of it).
11Here the assumptions enter: Due to the linear coupling between A and the rest of the system, τ always comes
with exactly two lines. Thus, it can only be attached to the G’s. Since the system outside of A is non-interacting,
we cannot combine multiple lines that have left the region A. We need even powers of τ , as an odd number of τ ’s
implies that certain lines have left A, but not returned, which is not a viable diagram with all external lines within
A.
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3.4.1 General considerations concerning the leads
Let us now integrate out the leads with the corresponding details. To be specific, we will
assume the following setup: We consider a system of fermions on a lattice in the position basis.
We spatially split the system into a finite central region (A) and the rest (the leads). The leads
need not be connected, e.g. in a one-dimensional system, we could have a lead to the right and
a lead to the left of the central region. Each lead has its own Green’s function and is assumed
to always be in equilibrium, i.e. for any two sites i, j within the same lead, we have
GKlead,ij(ω) = (1− 2nF,lead(ω))(GRlead,ij −GAlead,ij), (3.18)
with the Fermi-Dirac-distribution function nF,lead. We remark that Glead is computed in the
lead only, i.e. it is the Green’s function of a single, isolated lead.12 We do not impose that all
leads are in the “same” equilibrium, i.e. have the same distribution function. So, in particular,
we still allow for thermal or voltage bias across the central region. We assume that all states
within the central region couple to at least one lead.13
Before we delve into the details, let us make a short remark: Since we aim to integrate out a
non-interacting part of the system, which couples linearly to the interacting part of the system,
we might as well use a non-interacting system overall. As a non-interacting system leads to ad-
ditional simplifications, we will do so for the rest of this section. Note that in a non-interacting
system we may formally still introduce self-energies, which we take to be infinitesimal.
As a first step, we integrate out a single lead: The coupling between the central region and
the lead is
Scl =
∫
dt
∑
i∈A,i′ /∈A
τii′c
†
ici′ +H.c. (3.19)
which becomes on the Keldysh contour
Scl =
∫
dt
∑
i∈A,i′ /∈A
τ−−ii′ c
−†
i c
−
i′ +H.c.−
∫
dt
∑
i∈A,i′ /∈A
τ++ii′ c
+†
i c
+
i′ +H.c., (3.20)
12 We note that for non-interacting systems distributions other than the usual thermodynamic Fermi-Dirac-
or Bose-functions are valid equilibrium distribution functions (in the sense that they are stationary under time-
evolution). However, for any physical lead, there will be weak interactions. While we may in some expansion
attempt to neglect these interactions, the long-time distribution function will typically approach the usual ther-
modynamic distribution (we consider only bosons or fermions and exclude anyons or hard-core bosons, whose
distribution functions may differ). Since the results are much more sensitive to the distribution function than to
some small renormalization of energy levels, or some weak scattering within the leads, it makes sense to restrict
the distribution function of a physical lead to the thermodynamic one. In other words, we neglect the interactions
within the leads, but we expand around the distribution stable under the inclusion of weak interactions.
It is furthermore worthwhile to note that our leads actually simulate two-dimensional baths. While weak interac-
tion effects in two-dimensional systems are well captured by renormalized parameters in the fermionic action, this is
not the case in one-dimensional systems (in a one-dimensional system, there is no irrelevant interaction, as the par-
ticles cannot avoid each other [Gia03]). By using non-interacting leads, we thus also avoid purely one-dimensional
effects spoiling our results.
13 To be precise: We impose that all eigenstates of the Hamiltonian of the isolated central region A couple to at
least one lead.
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where we have introduced τ± = τ for later convenience. Upon the Keldysh-rotation (Eq. (3.14))
the coupling becomes
Scl =
∫
dt
∑
i∈A,i′ /∈A
τ cqii′ c
c†
i c
q
i′ +H.c.+
∫
dt
∑
i∈A,i′ /∈A
τ qcii′ c
q†
i c
c
i′ +H.c., (3.21)
where we have introduced τ qc = τ cq = τ to emphasize that the coupling is between q and
c components. It is convenient to extend τ to a matrix in Keldysh space via the additional
entries τ cc = 0 = τ qq. Following the steps outlined previously, the Dyson equation for the
single-particle Green’s function in the central region is
Gij = Gij |t=0 +Gik|t=0τkk′Glead,k′l′τl′lGlj (3.22)
Explicitly, using Keldysh-indices, we obtain
GRij = G
R
ij |τ=0 +Gcαik |τ=0τααkk′Gαβlead,k′l′τ
ββ
l′l G
βq
lj ,
GKij = G
K
ij |τ=0 +Gcαik |τ=0τααkk′Gαβlead,k′l′τ
ββ
l′l G
βc
lj , (3.23)
where α, β ∈ {c, q} and a bar over α, β denotes exchanging c and q (i.e. if α is q, then α is c). We
do not write the expression for GA explicitly, as we know that GA = GR†. Using that Gqq = 0,
we may simplify
GRij = G
R
ij |τ=0 +Gcqik |τ=0τ
qc
kk′G
cq
lead,k′l′τ
qc
l′lG
cq
lj = G
R
ij |t=0 +GRik|t=0τkk′GRlead,k′l′τl′lGRlj , (3.24)
GKij = G
K
ij |τ=0 +Gccik|τ=0tcqkk′G
qc
lead,k′l′τ
cq
l′lG
qc
lj +G
cq
ik |τ=0τ
qc
kk′G
cq
lead,k′l′τ
qc
l′lG
cc
lj +G
cq
ik |τ=0τ
qc
kk′G
cc
lead,k′l′τ
cq
l′lG
qc
lj
= GKij |τ=0 +GKik |τ=0τkk′GAlead,k′l′τl′lGAlj +GRik|τ=0τkk′GRlead,k′l′τl′lGKlj +GRik|τ=0τkk′GKlead,k′l′τl′lGAlj .
(3.25)
Solving for GR, we obtain for indices within the central region
GRij =

GR−1|τ=0 − τGRleadτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ΣRlead


−1
(3.26)
Note that GR−1|τ=0 contains an infinitesimal self-energy iη. If we assume that all states within
the central region couple to the leads, this infinitesimal part does not matter, as there is a fi-
nite ΣRlead added to the infinitesimal part. It is slightly more subtle to determine G
K : We first
introduce the Keldysh self-energy ΣK via14
GK = GRΣKGA. (3.27)
14 The expression Eq. (3.27) may be obtained by inverting the Dyson equation G = G0 + G0ΣG, where G is the
full Green’s function and G0 is the Green’s function in absence of some perturbation. Note that in this notation, Σ
is a matrix in Keldysh-space. We call Σqq the Keldysh self-energy.
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If we now consider the Eq. (3.25), we obtain (omitting spatial indices)
GK = GR|τ=0ΣK |τ=0GA|τ=0 +GR|τ=0ΣK |τ=0GA|τ=0τGAleadτGA
+GR|τ=0τGRleadτGRΣKGA +GR|τ=0τGRleadGKleadGAleadτGA
= GR|τ=0ΣK |τ=0GA +GR|τ=0τGRleadτGRΣKGA +GR|τ=0τGRleadGKleadGAleadτGA
+GR|τ=0ΣKGA −GR|τ=0ΣKGA
= GR|τ=0
(
ΣK |τ=0 + τGRleadGKleadGAleadτ − ΣK
)
GA +GRΣKGA, (3.28)
where we have used Eq. (3.26) and its Hermitian conjugate. With the definition of the Keldysh
self-energy Eq. (3.27), we thus see that
ΣK = ΣK |τ=0 + τGRleadGKleadGAleadτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ΣKlead
. (3.29)
As a direct consequence of Eq. (3.18), ΣKlead = (1−2nF,lead(ω))(ΣRlead−ΣAlead). In a non-interacting
closed system ΣK is infinitesimal, i.e. in a non-interacting system we may neglect the first
summand in Eq. (3.29) if all states in the central region couple to lead-states.
If we go to an interacting region, the contribution from the leads has to have precisely the
same form as for an overall non-interacting system, provided the leads remain non-interacting.
3.4.2 The tight-binding chain as lead
We have seen that we may model leads by considering a generating functional determined by
a Hamiltonian in a finite region and a lead contribution to a self-energy. The lead contribution
to the self-energy Σlead depends on the coupling t between the system and the lead and the
Green’s function between the lead-sites coupling to the system in the absence of the system, i.e.
of the lead only. Thus, to fully determine the generating functional in the present setup, where
only one site of each lead couples to only one site of the central region, we require the Green’s
function of a semi-infinite tight-binding chain (which we use as lead) at the last site. We thus
consider the system
Hlead =
n∑
i=−∞
τc†ici−1 +H.c., (3.30)
where we have fixed the origin of the energy to lie at the center of the band. The simplest way
to obtain the self-energy induced by this type of lead is through the following consideration
[NO88]:
1. A semi-infinite chain ending on site n = 0 is physically equivalent to a semi-infinite chain
ending on site n = 1.
2. Assuming that the retarded Green’s function at the end of the semi-infinite chain is f(ω),
we have GR00(ω) = f(ω) for the chain ending at 0, and G
R
11(ω) =
1
ω−τ2f(ω) (c.f. Eq. (3.26))
for the chain ending at 1.
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3. We thus obtain the defining equation f(ω) = 1
ω−τ2f(ω) , which has the two solutions
f(ω) = 1
2τ2
(
ω ±
√
ω2 − 4τ2
)
.
4. We fix the sign by imposing limω→±∞ f = 0, and Imf < 0.15
The Keldysh self-energy is determined by a fluctuation-dissipation theorem, i.e. we assume
that the isolated lead is in equilibrium. We thus obtain for a lead simulated by a semi-infinite
tight-binding chain:
ΣRlead(ω) =



1
2
(
ω −
√
ω2 − 4τ2
)
for |ω| < 2|τ |
1
2
(
ω − i
√
4τ2 − ω2
)
else,
(3.31a)
ΣAlead(ω) = Σ
R
lead(ω)
†
, (3.31b)
ΣKlead(ω) = (1− 2nF,lead(ω))
(
ΣRlead(ω)− ΣAlead(ω)
)
. (3.31c)
We note that ΣR is purely real if |ω| > 2|τ |. Physically, this is eminently reasonable: the band-
width of a tight-binding chain is 4|τ |, i.e. the states in the lead occur at energies in the interval
[−2|τ |, 2|τ |]. The imaginary part of the self-energy corresponds to a life-time of the single-
particle excitation at the given energy. Since only particles with an energy within the spectrum
of the lead states can directly decay into lead states (i.e. escape into lead), only states with
energies within the lead’s band should acquire a finite lifetime due to the lead. Thus, the lead-
induced self-energy can only have an imaginary contribution for energies within the lead’s
band, which we observe.
Let us also reiterate that - since the lead is a non-interacting system - nF is in principle an
arbitrary function. However, for an actual, physical lead, which has weak interactions and
equilibrates, nF will be the Fermi-Dirac function.
3.5 Properties of the single-particle Green’s function
Finally, let us take a closer look at some single-particle properties which we will use extensively
throughout.
3.5.1 Analyticity
The retarded component of the Green’s function, GR(t1, t2), is non-vanishing only if t1 > t2.
We prove this by inserting the definition
GR(t1, t2) = G
cq(t1, t2) ∼ G−−(t1, t2)−G−+(t1, t2) +G+−(t1, t2)−G++(t1, t2)
15 Physically, at large energies, the relevance of the lead (which has a finite band-width) should vanish, thus
limω→±∞ Σlead = 0, which implies for constant coupling between system and lead limω→±∞ f = 0. If the imaginary
part of a self-energy is negative, this means that over time probability is lost, i.e. the norm of wave-functions taken
only over the considered region shrinks over time, which corresponds to particles decaying/escaping. Conversely,
if the imaginary part of a self-energy is positive, this means that over time probability is gained, i.e. the norm
of wave-functions taken only over the considered region grows over time, which corresponds to particles being
created/moving into the system. In either case, the probability for a particle to remain within a finite part of the
system is not 1. The physically relevant case for us is the case of escaping particles, i.e. the case of Imf < 0.
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∼ 〈T Φ(t1)Φ(t2)〉 − ξ〈Φ(t2)Φ(t1)〉+ 〈Φ(t1)Φ(t2)〉 − 〈T̃ Φ(t1)Φ(t2)〉, (3.32)
which trivially vanishes if t1 < t2. If we are interested only in the behavior of GR multiplied by
smooth functions, we may write GR(t, 0) = GR(t, 0)Θ(t), with the Heaviside Θ-function. The
Fourier-transform is thus
GR(ω) =
∫
dt exp(iωt)GR(t, 0) =
∫ ∞
0
dt exp(iωt)GR(t, 0). (3.33)
The integral converges absolutely for any complex ω in the upper half plane.16 We thus say:
GR(ω) is analytic in the upper half plane. However, we remark that since GR(ω) ∼ 1/ω for
large ω, we obtain that
∫
dωGR(ω) 6= 0.
GA(ω), being the Hermitian conjugate of GR(ω) is analytic in the lower half plane. GK(ω),
which in equilibrium may be obtain through the FDT, GK = (1− 2nF )(GR −GA), has poles in
both the upper and lower half plane, due to nF .
3.5.2 The local density of states
From the retarded component of the single-particle Green’s function we may read off the den-
sity of states A, which we define through the spectral representation:
GR(ω) =
∫
dω
A(ω)
ω − ω + iε . (3.34)
Since GR(ω) is analytic in the upper half plane, we may use the Kramers-Kronig relations to
find
A(ω) = − 1
π
ImGR(ω). (3.35)
So far, the density of states A has the same labels as the single-particle basis we use to describe
GR. If these labels are position labels (e.g. on a lattice), we may define the local density of states
(LDOS) as
Ai(ω) = −
1
π
ImGRii(ω), (3.36)
with some site-index i.17 To get some idea why A is called density of states, we consider a
homogeneous system with dispersion εk:
ImGR(ω) = Im
1
ω − εk + iε
∼ δ(ω − εk) =
δ(k − kω)
|∂kεk|
= |∂εk|︸︷︷︸
ν
δ(k − kω), (3.37)
16 Mathematically, the convergence requires that GR(t, 0) grows slower than exponentially in time t. Physically,
this is always the case. In fact, for the systems considered here, GR(t, 0) decays at least algebraically in time t.
17 We note that the local density of states (or rather: the equal-time, equal position Green’s function) is only well-
defined in a model with a sensible UV behavior. A spatial lattice guarantees this sensible UV behavior by serving
as an effective UV cut-off (as the lattice yields a finite band-width). However, if the system had a linear dispersion
(in a spatial continuum), the local density of states could be problematic. This is directly related to the fact that
relativistic QFTs need to be regularized in the UV.
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with ω = εkω and the “usual” density of states ν. In a homogeneous system, the density of
states ν is proportional to the inverse group velocity v of a wave-packet with energies centered
on ω. In an inhomogeneous system, where the inhomogeneity is adiabatically turned on/off
(on the scale of the local Fermi wave-length), we retain the semi-classical relation A ∼ 1/vF .
In a one-dimensional system, we have the following useful properties of the LDOS:
1. At the sharp band edges (at energy ω0), where the dispersion is quadratic, the LDOS ex-
hibits a 1/
√
|ω − ω0| singularity when approaching the band edge from within the band.
2. In an inhomogeneous system, a potential barrier will smooth out this behavior (c.f. chap-
ter 6). We may interpret the LDOS below the classical minimum of the potential as tun-
neling states.
3. In a fermionic system, the LDOS is normalized, even with interactions:
∫
dωAi(ω) = 1. (3.38)
3.5.3 The local distribution function
Another useful concept is the local distribution function ni, which we extract from the Keldysh-
and the retarded Green’s functions. If we define ni through
GKii (ω) = (1− 2ni(ω))
(
GRii(ω)−GAii(ω)
)
, (3.39)
we see that the density ρ at site i is
ρi =
∫
dω
2π
G<ii (ω) =
∫
dω
2π
(
GKii (ω)−GRii(ω) +GAii(ω)
)
=
∫
dωniAi(ω). (3.40)
In equilibrium, we have as an FDT
GK(ω) = (1− 2nF (ω))
(
GR(ω)−GA(ω)
)
, (3.41)
such that the local distribution function is identical to the Fermi-Dirac function nF , as it should
be. We will see later (Sec. 5.3) that this definition of the local distribution function is fully
consistent with the local distribution used to determine the current.
For a system attached to two leads at different chemical potentials, the local distribution
function interpolates between the distribution functions in the leads. Usually, this means that
a single step function is turned (roughly) into a function with two steps, one at each chemical
potential. We explain this in more detail later (Sec. 7.5).
3.6 Symmetries
Symmetries play a crucial role in reducing the effort required to solve a given system. In this
thesis, we use the transformation under particle exchange and complex conjugation to reduce
the complexity of the problem [JPS10b]. In equilibrium, we can also use the KMS conditions
(fluctuation-dissipation theorems) [Kub57, Kub66, MS59] and a parity-symmetry of the model
[BHS+13] to further reduce the number of independent components.
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3.6.1 Particle exchange
Essentially, for fermions, exchanging two particles yields one additional minus-sign. Of course,
this statement is only true if the fermions are commuted under a prescribed ordering, i.e.
〈T Oψ1ψ2O′〉 = −〈T Oψ2ψ1O′〉, (3.42)
where the indices 1, 2 are multi-indices encompassing position, spin, time, etc., and T denotes
an ordering prescription, e.g. normal-ordering or contour-ordering, whereas in general
〈Oψ1ψ2O′〉 6= −〈Oψ2ψ1O′〉, (3.43)
because the fermions satisfy an anti-commutation relation
{ψ1, ψ2}|t1=t2 = δ12. (3.44)
Note that we explicitly distinguish between creation and annihilation operators, such that
we do not obtain any symmetry for the single-particle Green’s function. However, the two-
particle Green’s function satisfies
G12|34 = −G21|34 = −G12|43 = G21|43, (3.45)
where 1 etc. are multi indices encompassing spin, position, time, contour etc.
Since the two-particle vertex can be obtained directly from the Green’s functions, it has the
same property:
γ12|34 = −γ21|34 = −γ12|43 = γ21|43. (3.46)
This property remains unaffected by the Keldysh-rotation, in other words, Eq. (3.46) is valid
also if the multi-index 1, 2, etc. contains Keldysh-indices after the rotation, i.e. if 1 contains an
index taking the value c or q.
3.6.2 Complex conjugation
Another fundamental property of correlation functions is encoded in the behavior under com-
plex conjugation. First, we note that
〈OP〉∗ = 〈P†O†〉, (3.47)
for arbitrary operators O and P . While it is obvious that the Hermitian conjugate of a creation
operator c† is the corresponding annihilation operator c, what it is not necessarily obvious what
happens with the contour indices. As seen from Eq. (3.47), complex conjugation exchanges the
order of operators. If we recall that complex conjugation does not change the time at which an
operator is evaluated in the interaction picture, we see that upon complex conjugation a time-
ordered arrangement of operators turns into an anti-time-ordered sequence.18 If we work on
18 Consider the operator O at time t: O(t) = exp(iHt)O exp(−iHt). We obtain (O(t))† =
(exp(−iHt))†O† (exp(iHt))† = exp(iHt)O† exp(−iHt) = O†(t), where we used that the Hamiltonian is Her-
mitian.
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the level of correlation functions, we see more generally that a contour-ordering becomes ’anti-
contour-ordering’. However, this anti-contour-ordering can again be represented as contour-
ordering, if we exchange the + and − indices, i.e.
G∗12|34 = (−)2G34|12, (3.48)
where a bar over the multi-index signifies exchanging + and − on the contour-index. The
minus in front is due to the factors of −i in the definition of the Green’s functions.
As complex conjugation exchanges + and −, after the rotation it exchanges c with c and q
with −q, i.e.
G∗12|34 = (−)mG34|12, (3.49)
where m is number of q(uantum) indices.
Since the two-particle vertex can be obtained directly from the Green’s functions, it has the
same property after the Keldysh-rotation:
γ∗12|34 = (−)mγ34|12. (3.50)
3.6.3 Equilibrium: KMS conditions and time-reversal symmetry
In equilibrium, correlation functions satisfy the so-called Kubo-Martin-Schwinger conditions
[Kub57, Kub66, MS59]. These conditions stem from the fact that the thermal distribution and
the time-evolution can both be generated by the microscopic Hamiltonian. We have already
seen in Sec. 3.1 that we may think of the density matrix as time-evolution along the imaginary
time axis. If we take the idea of complexified time to its logical conclusion, we see that for any
operator O in the Heisenberg picture
O(t) = exp(iHt)O exp(−iHt)
= exp(+βH − βµN − βH + βµN) exp(iHt)O exp(−iHt) exp(+βH − βµN − βH + βµN)
= ρgc exp(−βµN) exp(iH(t− iβ))O exp(−iH(t− iβ)) exp(βµN)ρ−1gc
= ρgc exp(−βµN)O(t− iβ) exp(βµN)ρ−1gc , (3.51)
where we have introduced the grand-canonical density matrix ρgc = exp(+βH − βµN), with
the number operator N , the chemical potential µ and the inverse temperature β = 1/kBT , and
the complex time evolution O(τ) = exp(−iHτ)O exp(iHτ), τ ∈ C.19 We have assumed that
the number operator N and the Hamiltonian H commute (which is the case for the system we
consider). For correlation functions, we thus have the KMS condition
Tr (O1(t1)O2(t2)ρgc) = Tr (exp(−βµN)O2(t2 − iβ) exp(βµN)O1(t1)ρgc) , (3.52)
where we have used cyclicity of the trace. The KMS condition Eq. (3.52), when applied to
operators on the Keldysh contour yields [CSHY85, Jak10]
exp
(
β∆j|j
′
(ω|ω′)
)
G
j|j′
q|q′(ω|ω
′) = ξm
j|j′
G̃
j|j′
q|q′(ω|ω
′), (3.53)
19 We note that the complex time evolution is not a unitary operation.
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where the bar over j denotes “swapping plus and minus” (i.e. if j = +, then j = −),
∆j|j
′
(ω|ω′) =
∑
k:j′k=+
(ω′k − µ)−
∑
k:jk=+
(ωk − µ), (3.54)
mj|j
′
=
∑
k:j′k=+
1−
∑
k:jk=+
1, (3.55)
and G̃ is the Green’s function with a different contour-ordering: On the right, we have opera-
tors on the minus contour anti-time-ordered, then – further left – operators on the plus-contour
time-ordered. So, in G̃, we simply change the ordering on each branch compared to G, while
keeping the ordering between the branches the same. In general, for most components, there
is no relation between G̃ and G.20 To get optimal use out of Eq. (3.53), we would like to have a
relation between G̃ and G.
If the system under consideration has a special anti-unitary symmetry (which we call “time-
reversal”), such a relation between G̃ and G can indeed be found. We emphasize that the
nomenclature “time-reversal” is only loosely related to the physical symmetry of inverting the
direction of time.21 In the context of the KMS condition, what we mean by “systems with time-
reversal symmetry” is the following statement: There exists an anti-unitary operator Θ, which
we associate with time-reversal. We may define tilded operators Ã = ΘAΘ†. Systems with
time-reversal symmetry satisfy for the number operator Ñ = N and for the Green’s function
G
j|j′
q|q′(t|t
′) = Gj|j
′
q̃|q̃′(t|t
′)|H̃ , (3.56)
where q̃ is the time-reversed quantum number q (i.e. q̃ corresponds to Θq) and the right-hand
side is time-evolved with the time-reversed Hamiltonian H̃ . One can further show that
G̃
j|j′
q|q′(t|t
′) = Gj
′|j
q̃′|q̃(−t
′| − t)|H̃ , (3.57)
such that the KMS condition Eq. (3.53) becomes
exp
(
β∆j|j
′
(ω|ω′)
)
G
j|j′
q|q′(ω|ω
′) = ξm
j|j′
G
j′|j
q̃′|q̃(ω
′|ω)|H̃ = ξm
j|j′
G
j′|j
q′|q(ω
′|ω). (3.58)
For a single-particle Green’s function, Eq. (3.58) leads to the well-known FDT GK = (1 −
2nF )(G
R − GA). So, in equilibrium, on the single particle level there is only one independent
Keldysh component, GR (recall that GA = (GR)†).
What happens in the two-particle case? First, let us note that in the two-particle case there
are in principle 24 = 16 Keldysh components. One combination (Gqq|qq) vanishes (c.f. Sec. 3.2).
20 Some components, e.g. G̃ with only plus indices and G with only minus indices are trivially the same. On the
one-particle level, we can identify each Keldysh component of G̃ with a Keldysh component of G. For an arbitrary
number of particles this is no longer the case.
21 Systems exhibiting “physical” time-reversal invariance possess the anti-unitary symmetry we require. Systems
that do not exhibit physical time-reversal invariance (e.g. electrons in a finite magnetic field) may still exhibit the
symmetry we require.
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Of the remaining 15 components, 8 can be extracted through KMS conditions out of the remain-
ing 7 components ([WH02] gives the explicit relations for bosons; in their notation, an index
a roughly corresponds to our index q, while r roughly corresponds to c; We say “roughly”
because the normalization of the Keldysh-rotation differs; the calculation for fermions may be
performed in a similar manner). If we further use the transformation rules under complex con-
jugation and particle exchange, of the 7 components only 3 independent components remain,
e.g. Gcq|qq, Gcc|qq and Gcq|cq.
As far as we can tell, it is not possible to further reduce the number of components with-
out additional symmetries. However, within certain approximations, we may have additional
constraints reducing the number of independent components. For example, in the coupled lad-
der approximation of fRG (channel decomposition; see Sec. 4.4) in equilibrium each channel is
characterized completely by a single component.
As a final remark on the KMS conditions, we note that the KMS conditions may also be
derived from a symmetry of the generating functional [SCG+15].
3.6.4 Relation between Keldysh and Matsubara Correlation Functions
Let us briefly consider the relation between the Keldysh and the Matsubara formalism. Clearly,
we have to restrict the comparison to the equilibrium setup (as the Matsubara formalism is only
applicable in equilibrium). In equilibrium, the single-particle Green’s function on the Keldysh
contour is fully determined by GR through either Hermitian conjugation (to obtain GA) or a
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (yielding GK). GR(ω) is analytic in the upper half plane and in
fact related to the Matsubara single-particle Green’s function G(iωn).22 Is a similar statement
true for multi-particle Green’s functions?
This question has been answered in part by [AB92, Wel05]: If there are only three or less
times appearing in the Green’s function (in the sense that the single-particle Green’s function
depends on two times or the two-particle Green’s function on four times), there is a unique
identification between Matsubara and Keldysh correlation functions. If there are four or more
times, one Keldysh component can readily be identified with a region in complex frequency
space: Gcq...q|q...q.23 Unfortunately, every other analytically continued expression but the one
identified with Gcq...q|q...q contains a correlation function that cannot be expressed through the
Keldysh Green’s functions ([Wel05] gives the explicit expression for all other correlation func-
tions computed from analytically continuing the Matsubara frequencies; the correlation func-
tions appearing are of the type exemplified in Eq. (3.3)). There does not appear to exist a linear
combination of these analytical continuations that can be represented as a two-particle Keldysh
Green’s function.
Note that if we use an extension of the contour to a double-contour (which extends from
t = −∞ to t = ∞, then winds back to t = −∞, and then repeats this process before going
down to t = −∞− β), then we can of course represent all possible two-particle orderings. In
this double-contour, the analytical continuation is thus clear. However, the naı̈ve number of
22 If we analytically continue the single-particle Matsubara Green’s function G(iωn) to the real axis from positive
ωn, we obtain GR(ω).
23 c.f. (ii) at the end of Sec. 3.2.
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Keldysh components of the two-particle vertex grows from 24 = 16 to 44 = 256.
If we were required to perform the analytical continuation, we would recommend to write
down all 256 components, and then use exchange of particles, complex conjugation, trivial
identification (e.g. the correlation function between all operators on the first forward contour
and all operators on the second forward contour are obviously identical), and the KMS condid-
tions to reduce the number of components as far as possible, keeping the components obtained
from analytical continuation as given functions. It is in principle straightforward but tedious
to check if the resulting set of equations is solvable for all components not obtained through
analytical continuation.
Chapter 4
The Functional Renormalization Group
The functional Renormalization Group (fRG) is a powerful method to compute correlation
functions in quantum systems. Since a large number of excellent reviews and derivations exist
in the context of condensed matter theory [JPS10a, JPS10b, KEM06, MSH+12, AEKM08], here
we will keep the derivation short and emphasize the aspects related to the details we need here
as they appear. We will also emphasize specific points of view, which are useful to better un-
derstand the objects we are dealing with, but are not discussed in the reviews treating systems
most similar to the QPC we consider.
Before we start with the basic idea of fRG, let us briefly examine why we even want to use
Keldysh-fRG:
1. Analytics is almost impossible for our system of interest. While it is known how to solve
fermionic systems in one dimension with short-ranged interactions and linear dispersion
through bosonization, we are interested in the physics occuring as the potential barrier
intersects the chemical potential. Thus, approximating the dispersion as linear would
neglect essential physics, namely that of slow electrons, while for a quadratic dispersion
an exact solution is not known. Futhermore, the two conventional approximations to
inhomogenuities – adiabatic and point-like – fail as the relevant physics occurs at the
intrinsic length scale of the impurity.
2. We desire real frequency information. Once we have consigned ourselves to using a
computer, analytical continuation becomes challenging, if not impossible. However, in
order to give a new and meaningful contribution to the ongoing discussion, information
at real frequencies is necessary. This means that we require a scheme which directly
works on either the real axis or at real times.
3. The system is large. We solve an open system of about 40 to 60 sites (and two semi-infinite
leads). If we use less sites, artifacts of the discretization start to appear and the barrier is
no longer smooth (recall that we intend to resolve a parabola).
4. Ultimately, we would like to obtain information at finite source-drain bias voltage. The
Keldysh-formalism naturally allows for an inclusion of finite source-drain bias voltage,
directly yielding the steady state.
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These issues put severe demands on any method attempting to solve the problem. Since
fRG is a comparatively cheap method (when compared to exact methods like DMRG or Monte-
Carlo) and previous studies clearly indicated that we were in a regime where fRG could be
expected to work reasonably well [BHS+13], Keldysh-fRG seems a natural path to pursue.
Now, let us start by briefly explaining the basic idea of fRG.
4.1 Basic Idea
Consider a quantum system described by a generating functional
Z[J ] = 〈T exp ((J,Φ))〉 =
∫
D{Φ} exp [iS[Φ] + (J,Φ)] , (4.1)
where we call J a ”source”, Φ stands for arbitrary fields (in this first part, we omit any sign
factors related to fermionic statistics as they distract from the underlying ideas), S is the action
and we use the shorthand
(J,Φ) = i
∫
dt
∑
α
Jα(t)Φα(t). (4.2)
α is a multi-index, denoting e.g. spin, position, contour, particle species, etc. Time-ordered
correlation functions are obtained by taking functional derivatives of Z w.r.t. J and then setting
J = 0, e.g.
〈T Φ↑(t1, x1)Φ↓(t2, x2)〉 =
1
i2
δJ↑(t1,x1)δJ↓(t2,x2)Z[J ]|J=0. (4.3)
We note that most of the physically interesting correlation functions can be represented in this
way.1 We will call correlation functions with n field operators ”n-point correlation functions”
(note that there are different conventions regarding this nomenclature: sometimes ”n-point
correlation function” refers not to the number of field operators, but rather to the number of
different space and time arguments appearing). The generating functional is generically diffi-
cult to compute. Instead of attempting to directly evaluate Z[J ], we may approach the problem
by inserting an artificial parameter Λ in the action
Z[Λ, J ] =
∫
D{Φ} exp [iS[Λ,Φ] + (J,Φ)] , (4.4)
such that for some value of Λ, say Λ = 0, we recover the generating functional Z[J ] = Z[Λ =
0, J ]. If we are able to solve the model for some other value of Lambda, i.e. if e.g. Z[Λ→∞, J ]
is known, and we can compute ∂ΛZ[Λ, J ] in terms of quantities evaluated only at Λ, then we
1 Actually, all correlation functions may be represented in this manner, if we perform a trick similar to the
doubling of the contour when we introduced the Keldysh-indices: Consider a non-time-ordered correlation function
〈O1(t1) . . .On(tn)〉. We now introduce one contour that goes back and forth along the real axis n/2 times (for the
usual Keldysh-contour, n = 1). We may attribute a specific part of the contour with each operator Oi in such a
manner that the correlation function we are interested in is ordered with respect to the contour. T then has to be
changed to ordering along this contour, and the action actually contains n time integrals.
However, for most applications, it is sufficient to consider either purely retarded correlation functions, or time-
ordered correlation functions, both of which can be represented in the usual Keldysh formalism.
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may recover Z[0, J ] by integrating the derivative starting from the solvable initial condition.
This is the essential idea of fRG.
Of course, in practice, there are some useful tricks in the application of this idea, which we
will explain in more detail later:
1. It turns out that it is better to consider not the generating functional of correlation func-
tions Z[J ], but rather the generating functional of 1-particle irreducible vertices W [Φ].
2. A convenient way of implementing Λ is to have it appear only in the quadratic part of the
action, in such a way that the bare Green’s function vanishes for Λ→∞.
4.1.1 The 1PI generating functional
It is useful to split the action S appearing in the generating functional Z[J ] into two parts,
S[Φ] = S0[Φ] + Sint[Φ], (4.5)
and expanding exp[iS] = exp[iS0]
∑
n S
n
int/n! = exp[iΦG
−1
0 Φ]
∑
n S
n
int/n! (note that we are
working with functional integrals, such that the Φs appearing are numbers [possibly Grassmann-
valued], not operators). If S0 is a quadratic function of Φ, then Wick’s theorem applies and we
may derive the usual diagrammatic representation of the generating functional [Wei95, Sre07,
NO88]. Note that a truncation in the sum makes sense if S0 already captures the main physics
(i.e. if the bare degrees of freedom coincide with the degrees of freedom at the energy scale at
which we probe the system). If the low-energy degrees of freedom are contained already in S0,
we will call the system “perturbative”. fermions in high dimensions (three or larger) with weak
repulsive interactions are a perturbative system in this sense, while non-charged superconduc-
tors at energies below the single-particle gap are not (assuming S0 denotes the action of free
electrons; below the gap, the relevant degrees of freedom in the bulk are Cooper-pairs). In par-
ticular, perturbative systems do not exhibit a spontaneous breaking of a continuous symmetry
relative to the quadratic part of the action. For a perturbative system, it makes sense to nor-
malize the generating functional with respect to the non-interacting (i.e. Sint = 0) generating
functional in the absence of sources, which we call Z0[0]. We thus define
W [J ] = Z[J ]/Z0[0]. (4.6)
We may define the generating functional of connected diagrams as:
W c[J ] = log(Z[J ]/Z0[0]). (4.7)
The Legendre transformation of W c, which in the fRG context usually is defined as
Γ[Φ] = −W c[J ]− (J,Φ) + (Φ†, G−10 Φ), (4.8)
with
Φ = ∂JW
c (4.9)
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as the expectation value of Φ, is the 1PI generating functional.2 Since the fields Φ are numbers,
the † appearing in the the Legendre transformation is a purely formal expression. It should
be read as complex conjugation, which for fermions includes a conjugation in the Grassmann
basis. In a perturbative theory, it makes sense to expand Γ around Φ = 0 to obtain a set of
vertices {γp}:
Γ[Φ] =
∑
n
(−i)n/2
n!
γnpΦ
n. (4.10)
To see why this is useful, let us consider some correlation function. It may be computed from
the generating functional Z[J ]. Z[J ] is given by the inverse Legendre transformation of Γ. To
determine Z[J ], we thus need to find the saddle-points of Γ. If we think of Γ as an action, we
are looking for the (semi-)classical solutions, which are given by adding all tree-level diagrams
generated by γ. We thus identify the γnp with full, amputated 1PI vertices. Note that we usually
would identify γ2p with the inverse full Green’s function. However, because the way we defined
the Legendre-transformation, γ2p is actually only the negative self-energy.
Comment 1: In the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking, we may of course still per-
form all of the above steps to arrive at a set of γnp ’s. However, there are some subtleties in-
volved ([Wei96], chapter 16): If a symmetry is spontaneously broken, the generating functional
is usually not a convex function of the source. The Legendre-transformation thus yields the
Legendre-transform of the convex hull of the generating functional. In the context of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking, we may exemplify the meaning of this by considering a typical
Mexican hat potential. The convex hull is obtained by a Maxwell construction. The Legendre-
transform minimizes the energy given an expectation value Φ. In a Mexican hat potential, if
Φ = 0, we may consider a superposition of the different vacua which has minimal energy (i.e.
the energy of the vacua) and yet averages to an expectation value of zero. This is precisely
the form obtained by a Maxwell construction. It is then clear that in the case of spontaneous
symmetry breaking, an expansion of the 1PI generating functional around Φ = 0 is not nec-
essarily as useful as in the perturbative case. In this work, however, we remain firmly in the
perturbative regime.
Comment 2: In a model with the unbroken Z2-symmetry Φ→ −Φ we have γ2n+1p = 0.3 4
Comment 3: Once we leave the perturbative regime, the expansion Eq. (4.10) is usually a
bad idea. Thankfully, in most cases, the expansion itself clearly indicates this by having the full
vertex γ4p become large compared to the bare vertex. We may use the size of γ4p as an indication
for the “perturbativity” of our system.
2 At this stage, we start to be somewhat imprecise, as the precise statements distract from the essential ideas. We
will clean up the details in Sec. 4.3.1
3 This Z2-symmetry is usually present for fermions; in relativistic systems this may be related to a super-selection
rule [WWW52]. Since the super-selection rule can be traced to the behavior of fermions under time-reversal (a state
with an odd number of fermions picks up an additional minus sign), we will assume the same super-selection rule
here.
4 In fact, linearly realized symmetries of the action that are not anomalous also appear in the 1PI generating
functional [ZJ02].
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4.2 Simplifications for the model at hand
Before we derive the fRG equations as used in this work, let us specify some properties of our
system, which are important when deriving the fRG equations:
1. We describe only fermionic degrees of freedom, no bosons appear as explicit degrees of
freedom, i.e. Φ is a Grassmann field. To distinguish the specific case considered here from
general statements, we will call the fermionic field ψ.
2. ψ will be labeled by either frequency ω or time t, site i, spin σ, and Keldysh index α.
We group all labels into a multi-index ρ. To distinguish between particles and holes, we
use ψ (which annihilates a particle or creates a hole) and ψ (which creates a particle or
annihilates a hole).
3. The model has an unbroken global U(1)-symmetry ψρ → exp(iγ)ψρ. It is an actual sym-
metry of the full quantum system (i.e. not anomalous).
4. While we may explicitly break the spin SU(2) symmetry by including a magnetic field,
this symmetry is not broken spontaneously.
5. We work with a reduced generating functional, where some degrees of freedom (the
leads) have been integrated out (c.f. Sec. 3.3), and only effective degrees of freedom with
finite lifetime remain in the system.
In the case considered here it is useful to expand in the n-particle vertex γn instead of the
2n-vertex γ2np :
Γ[Φ] =
∑
n
(−i)n
(n!)2
∑
j′1,...,j
′
n
∑
j1,...,jn
γn(j′1, . . . , j
′
n; j1, . . . jn)ψj′1 . . . ψj′nψjn . . . ψj1 , (4.11)
where j(
′)
k contains all relevant quantum numbers.
4.3 fRG on the level of the connected generating functional: flow
equations
In order to derive the flow equations, we first consider the derivative of the normalized gener-
ating functional:
Ẇ [η, η] =
d
dΛ
W =
d
dΛ
[
1
Z0
∫
D{ψ̃} exp
(
S0 + iSint − (ψ̃, η)− (η, ψ̃)
)]
, (4.12)
where we have labeled the sources for ψ̃ (ψ̃) with η (η).5 The dot denotes a derivative with
respect to the flow parameter Λ. We write
S0 = (ψ̃, G
−1
0 ψ̃) (4.13)
5 Throughout this section, we will use tildes to denote the field we integrate over (i.e. the name of the integration-
variable). The expectation value of a field (or better: the new variable introduced in the Legendre-transform) we
denote without tildes. We use bars to distinguish between creation and annihilation of particles.
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and assume that G0 is the only quantity in the exponent of Eq. (4.12) that explicitly depends on
Λ. We thus obtain
Ẇ [η, η] = − Ż0
Z0
W [η] + i∂Λ
(
G−10
)
∂η∂ηW (4.14)
⇒ Ẇ c = d
dΛ
logW = − Ż0
Z0
+
1
W
i∂Λ
(
G−10
)
∂η∂ηW (4.15)
Our first goal is to re-express Ẇ c in terms of its ”natural” quantities: W c and G. To this end,
we note that Ż0 = Tr
(
G0Ġ
−1
0
)
and W = eW
c
. Eq. (4.15) may thus be written as
Ẇ c = −Tr
(
G0Ġ
−1
0 − iĠ−10 ∂ηW c∂ηW c − iĠ−10 ∂η∂ηW c
)
, (4.16)
where we have used the trick xiAijyj = Tr
(
A(yxT )
)
for normal numbers and xiAijyj =
−Tr
(
A(yxT )
)
if x and y are Grassmann-odd numbers.
To obtain the flow of the 1PI generating functional, we need to perform the Legendre trans-
formation, Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9), of Eq. (4.16). Note that the Legendre transformation entails a
change of coordinates. With the introduction of Λ, there are two simple choices: (i) have ψ
depend on Λ, or (ii) have η depend on Λ. We will go with option (ii), i.e. we fix the same value
of ψ for each Λ. With this in mind, we actually have to change Eq. (4.16) to
Ẇ c [η, η] = −Tr
(
G0Ġ
−1
0 − iĠ−10 ∂ηW c∂ηW c − iĠ−10 ∂η∂ηW c
)
+ η̇∂ηW
c + η̇∂ηW
c. (4.17)
Inserting into the Legendre transformation and using Eq. (4.9) we obtain
Γ̇
[
ψ,ψ
]
= −Ẇ c −
(
ψ, η̇
)
−
(
η̇, ψ
)
+
(
ψ, Ġ−10 ψ
)
= Tr
[
G0Ġ
−1
0 + iĠ
−1
0 ∂η∂ηW
c
]
|ψ=−i∂ηW c,ψ=i∂ηW c . (4.18)
The next step is to figure out if there is a convenient way of expressing ∂η∂ηW c in terms of Γ
and ψ. Naively, ∂η∂ηW c is related to the single-particle Green’s function (however, note that it
is not directly proportional to the Green’s functions, as the sources are not necessarily put to
zero). It is however reasonable to expect some relation between ∂η∂ηW c and the self-energy
type term ∂ψ∂ψΓ (if ψ is not put to zero, this is unrelated to the self-energy). We thus compute
∂ψΓ = −∂ψη ∂ηW c︸ ︷︷ ︸
iψ
−∂ψη ∂ηW c︸ ︷︷ ︸
−iψ
+
(
ψ, ∂ψη
)
− (∂ψη, ψ) + iη − iψG−10
= iη − iψG−10 ,
∂ψΓ = −∂ψη ∂ηW c︸ ︷︷ ︸
iψ
−∂ψη ∂ηW c︸ ︷︷ ︸
−iψ
−iη +
(
ψ, ∂ψη
)
−
(
∂ψη, ψ
)
+ iG−10 ψ
= −iη + iG−10 ψ, (4.19)
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which implies (
∂ψ∂ψΓ ∂ψ∂ψΓ
∂ψ∂ψΓ ∂ψ∂ψΓ
)
=
(
i∂ψη − iG−10 −i∂ψη
i∂ψη −i∂ψη + iG−1T0
)
. (4.20)
While Eq. (4.20) does not yet constitute the relation we are looking for, we may in addition
consider the (trivial) equations
(
1 0
0 1
)
=
(
∂ψψ ∂ψψ
∂ψψ ∂ψψ
)
=
(−i∂ψ∂ηW c i∂ψ∂ηW c
−i∂ψ∂ηW c i∂ψ∂ηW c
)
=
(−i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c − i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c + i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c
−i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c − i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c + i∂ψη∂η∂ηW c
)
=
(
∂ψη −∂ψη
∂ψη −∂ψη
)(
−i∂η∂ηW c i∂η∂ηW c
i∂η∂ηW
c −i∂η∂ηW c
)
4.20
=
(
−i∂ψ∂ψΓ + iG−10 −i∂ψ∂ψΓ
−i∂ψ∂ψΓ −i∂ψ∂ψΓ− iG−1T0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:AΓ
(
−i∂η∂ηW c i∂η∂ηW c
i∂η∂ηW
c −i∂η∂ηW c
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:AW
(4.21)
If we read Eq. (4.21) as matrix equation, we see that
∂η∂ηW
c = i
(
A−1Γ
)
1,1
. (4.22)
Inserting into Eq. (4.18), we obtain the flow
Γ̇
[
ψ,ψ
]
= Tr
[
G0Ġ
−1
0 − Ġ−10
(
A−1Γ
)
1,1
]
. (4.23)
In order to get a handle on A−1Γ , it is useful to write it as
(
A−1Γ
)
11
=
(
−i∂ψ∂ψΓ + iG−10 −i∂ψ∂ψΓ
−i∂ψ∂ψΓ −i∂ψ∂ψΓ− iG−1T0
)
11
=
([(
G−1 0
0 −G−1T
)
+
(
U −i∂ψ∂ψΓ
−i∂ψ∂ψΓ −UT
)]−1)
11
, U = −i∂ψ∂ψΓ−G−1 + iG−10
=
([(
1 0
0 1
)
+
(
G 0
0 −GT
)(
U −i∂ψ∂ψΓ
−i∂ψ∂ψΓ −UT
)]−1(
G 0
0 −GT
))
11
= G−GUG+GUGUG+G∂ψ∂ψΓGT∂ψ∂ψΓG+ . . . . (4.24)
If we expand the flow Eq. (4.23), using the definition Eq. (4.11) and the expansion Eq. (4.24), by
comparing coefficients of powers of ψ, we obtain the equations
γ̇11′1 = S22′γ
2
1′2′;12, (4.25)
γ̇21′2′;12 = S33′
(
γ31′2′3′;123 − γ23′4;12G4′4γ21′2′;4′3 − γ21′3′;14G44′γ22′4′;23
+γ22′3′;14G44′γ
2
1′4′;23 + γ
2
1′3′;24G44′γ
2
2′4′;13 − γ22′3′;24G44′γ21′4′;13
)
. (4.26)
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Here, we have introduced the single-scale propagator
S = GĠ−10 G. (4.27)
Upon inspection, we see that Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) do not constitute a closed set of equations,
as we require input from γ3. This is actually a generic feature of the expansion: The flow of
γn will require input of γn+1. Before we delve into the approximations used in this work, let
us briefly mention some properties of the flow equations Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) and the objects
therein:
1. The flow of γn can be obtained by drawing all 1PI diagrams containing the available
vertices γm with a single loop and then substituting one Green’s function within the loop
by S. We sum over all possible diagrams and all ways of substituting a Green’s function
by S. In particular, this implies that the flow of the n-particle vertex contains the n + 1-
particle vertex. We thus obtain an infinite hierarchy of flow equations.
2. If the interacting part of the bare model contains only a two-particle interaction of strength
u, then γn ∼ un for n > 2.
4.3.1 Minor correction
We have cheated somewhat when introducing the 1PI generating functional. Let us clean this
up: The Legendre transformation L is actually defined for real functions f as
L(f)(p) = sup
x
(xp− f(x)) . (4.28)
If the function f is convex, then xp − f is concave and the supremum coincides with the ex-
tremum of xp − f , which is determined by ∂x(xp − f) = 0, yielding p = ∂xf (assuming f is
sufficiently nice). With this in mind, for differentiable, convex, real functions f we might as
well define the Legendre transformation as
L(f)(p) = xp− f(x), p = ∂xf, (4.29)
as is usually done in physics.6 In the case discussed above, we would like to identify f as the
generating functional of connected diagrams W c, x as the source J , and p as the new field Φ.
Comment: The generating functional is usually a complex function. In fact, for a non-
interacting model, we have
Z[J ] = exp ((J,G0J)) (4.30)
(recall that the brackets are defined with a factor of i, Eq. (4.2)). For complex functions, we may
use the definition Eq. (4.29), but we need to keep in mind that it now refers to stationary points,
not necessarily minima of the function. However, this is perfectly fine, as in a perturbative
model stationary points are unique, and we can invert the Legendre transformation as defined
in Eq. (4.29). After a Wick-rotation (in a Euclidean space-time) the non-interacting model actu-
ally has a convex generating functional. This follows from the fact that we impose stability (a
lower bound on the spectrum of the Hamiltonian).
6 Note that we have to be able to invert the relation p = ∂xf to obtain x(p), which we then use in L(f)(p) =
xp− f(x) to make the right-hand-side a function of p.
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4.4 Truncating the flow; Channel decomposition
In practice, the flow Eq. (4.23) is approximated. While different approximation schemes are
possible, in this work we use a perturbative scheme: We expand the flow equations in terms of
the vertices and set the 3-particle vertex (and all higher vertices) to zero throughout the flow.
At weak interaction strength u, this means that we keep all terms of order u2, but neglect some
terms of order u3. Note that due to the resummation occurring by solving the flow we still take
into account some diagrams of arbitrary order.
We also note that such a truncation violates the symmetries of the underlying action: For
a given global, continuous symmetry, we may derive Ward-identities, which usually relate
vertices of different particle numbers (c.f. Sec. 5.2, or [ZJ02, Kat04]). Any approximation which
simply neglects one vertex thus usually violates at least some Ward-identities, i.e. symmetries.
As further approximation, we decompose the 2-particle vertex into channels as
γ2 ≈ v + γ2P + γ2X + γ2D, (4.31)
where v is the bare interaction.
At this stage, additional details are required: While we may associate each of the channels
with a possible two-particle pairing, depending on how the quantum numbers are introduced,
the labeling of the channels may differ, as they usually are related through symmetries (e.g.
exchange of external legs). In general, the vertex γ2 depends on three frequencies (assuming
temporal translational invariance), four positions (provided we break spatial translational in-
variance), four Keldysh indices, and two spins (provided spin [in the U(1), not necessarily
the SU(2) sense, i.e. the number of up spins and the number of down spins is conserved] is
conserved). In the leading order (i.e. second order in the on-site interactions), each channel cor-
responds to one possible type of contraction. Restricting to the structure obtained already in
second order, each channel depends only on one frequency, two positions, one Keldysh index,
and one spin (in the X- and P -Channel, the spins of the in-going particles have to be different,
in the D-Channel they have to be the same). Using the symmetries (see Sec. 3.6), we may re-
strict to vertices where the spins are arranged according to the scheme στ |στ . For the spatial
indices, the spin indices, and the frequency dependence (which is that of Ref. [BHS+13]) we
use:
γ
στ |στ
i′j′|ij (ω
′
1, ω
′
2;ω1, ω2) ≈ vσσ|σσij|ij δi′iδijδj′jδ
στ + ϕP
σσ|σσ
i′i′|ii (ω1 + ω2)δi′j′δijδ
στ
+ ϕX
σσ|σσ
i′i|ii′ (ω2 − ω′1)δi′jδj′iδστ + ϕD
σσ|σσ
i′j|i′j (ω2 − ω′2)δi′iδj′jδστ , (4.32)
We arrange the Keldysh structure according to the convention
γαβ|γδ =


(qq|qq) (qq|cq) (qq|qc) (qq|cc)
(cq|qq) (cq|cq) (cq|qc) (cq|cc)
(qc|qq) (qc|cq) (qc|qc) (qc|cc)
(cc|qq) (cc|cq) (cc|qc) (cc|cc)

 . (4.33)
The channels are labeled as (the Keldysh structure corresponds to Eqs. (A8,A11,A17) of Ref. [JPS10a])
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(ϕP )
↑↓|↑↓
ii|jj (Π) =


0 aP∗ji a
P∗
ji 0
aPij b
P
ij b
P
ij a
P
ij
aPij b
P
ij b
P
ij a
P
ij
0 aP∗ji a
P∗
ji 0

 (Π), (4.34a)
(ϕX)
↑↓|↑↓
ji|ij (X) =


0 aX∗ji a
X
ij b
X
ij
aXij b
X
ij 0 a
X∗
ji
aX∗ji 0 b
X
ij a
X
ij
bXij a
X
ij a
X∗
ji 0

 (X), (4.34b)
(ϕD)
σσ|σσ
ij|ij (∆) =


0 aDij a
D∗
ji b
D
ij
aDij 0 b
D
ij a
D∗
ii
aD∗ji b
D
ij 0 a
D
ij
bDij a
D∗
ji a
D
ij 0


σσ
(∆). (4.34c)
Each channel is labeled by only two spatial indices and one frequency. Conceptually, it can be
thought of as the propagator of a Hubbard-Stratonovitch particle of the corresponding channel
with retarded (aP , aD, and aX∗) and Keldysh (bP , bD, and bX ) components. From this point
of view it is not surprising that in equilibrium the channels satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation
theorems (c.f. Eqs. (A10,A13,A19) of Ref. [JPS10a], or section 3.6.3):
bP
(σσ)
(ij) (Π) = 2i coth
[
β
(
Π
2
− µ
)]
Im aP
(σσ)
(ij) (Π) (4.35a)
bX
(σσ)
(ij) (X) = −2i coth
[
βX
2
]
Im aX
(σσ)
(ij) (X) (4.35b)
bD
(σσ)
(ij) (∆) = 2i coth
[
β∆
2
]
Im aD
(σσ)
(ij) (∆) (4.35c)
We note that – due to the symmetries of complex conjugation and particle exchange – there
are no more independent components. Consider e.g. (ϕP )↓↑|↑↓ii|jj (Π). Using particle exchange we
have (ϕP )↓↑|↑↓ii|jj (Π) = −(ϕP )
↑↓|↑↓
ii|jj (Π). Similarly all other components may be eliminated.
While the representation Eq. (4.34) is not the most general representation, it is the most
general representation obtainable by the approximated flow we use (c.f. Ref. [JPS10a]).7
7 In Sec. 3.6.3, we stated that it is possible in equilibrium to reduce the vertex to three Keldysh components.
Here, each channel is – in equilibrium – determined by a single Keldysh component. This makes sense on a simple,
physical level: Each channel may be thought of as some quasi-particle excitation (associate each channel with a
Hubbard-Stratonovitch field). In the channel decomposition, the vertex determines the propagation of one channel-
particle (the corresponding Hubbard-Stratonovitch field). On a single particle level, one Keldysh component is
sufficient to capture the physics. So, one Keldysh component should suffice to describe the propagation of a single
Hubbard-Stratonovitch field. In the same spirit, we will call the a’s “retarded” (for the P - and D−channel) or
“advanced” (for the X-channel).
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4.4.1 The Flow Equations
When all vertices higher than the 2-particle vertex are set to zero, the resulting truncated flow
equations are (c.f. Eqs. (27,28) of Ref. [JPS10a])
d
dΛ
ΣΛ1′1 =−
∑∫
2′2
i
2π
γΛ1′2′12S
Λ
22′
d
dΛ
γΛ1′2′12 = +
∑∫
3′4′34
i
2π
γΛ1′2′34S
Λ
33′G
Λ
44′γ
Λ
3′4′12
+
∑∫
3′4′34
i
2π
γΛ1′4′32
[
SΛ33′G
Λ
44′ + S
Λ
44′G
Λ
33′
]
γΛ3′2′14
−
∑∫
3′4′34
i
2π
γΛ1′3′14
[
SΛ33′G
Λ
44′ + S
Λ
44′G
Λ
33′
]
γΛ4′2′32. (4.36)
Here, 1, 1′ etc. are multi-indices encompassing spin, site and frequency. In the flow of the
vertex, each summand corresponds to a single channel. The vertex of each summand will
be approximated by the contribution of the corresponding channel for all frequencies and the
feedback of the other channels at a specific frequency (µL + µR for the P-channel, 0 for the
X- and D-channels). Inserting the channel decomposition with the above notations into the
flow equations, the flow of the self-energy is given by [compare Eqs. (B3,B4) of Ref. [JPS10a];
For illustration purposes, we will give the detailed steps for the derivation of the flow of the
P-Channel in the appendix 10]:
∂ΛΣ
q|c(σ)
(kl) (ω) = −
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
S
c|c(σ)
(lk) (ω
′)aP
(σσ)
(kl) (ω + ω
′) + Sc|c(σ)(kl) (ω
′)aX
(σσ)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω)
− Sc|c(σ)(kl) (ω
′)aD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′) + S
q|c(σ)
(lk) (ω
′)bP
(σσ)
(kl) (ω + ω
′)
+ S
c|q(σ)
(kl) (ω
′)bX
(σσ)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω)− Sc|q(σ)(kl) (ω
′)bD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′)
+ S
c|c(σ)
(lk) (ω
′)Uk/2δkl +
∑
m
S
c|c(σ)
(mm)(ω
′)aD
(σσ)
(km)(0)δkl
]
(4.37a)
and
∂ΛΣ
q|q(σ)
(kl) (ω) = −
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
S
c|q(σ)
(kl) (ω
′)aX
(σσ)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω) − Sc|q(σ)(kl) (ω
′)aD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′)
+ S
q|c(σ)
(lk) (ω
′)aP
(σσ)
(kl) (ω + ω
′) + Sc|q(σ)(lk) (ω
′)aP∗
(σσ)
(lk) (ω
′ + ω)
+ S
q|c(σ)
(kl) (ω
′)aX∗
(σσ)
(kl) (ω
′ − ω)− Sq|c(σ)(kl) (ω
′)aD∗
(σσ)
(lk) (ω − ω′)
+ S
c|c(σ)
(lk) (ω
′)bP
(σσ)
(kl) (ω + ω
′) + Sc|c(σ)(kl) (ω
′)bX
(σσ)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω)
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− Sc|c(σ)(kl) (ω
′)bD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′) +
(
S
c|q(σ)
(lk) (ω
′) + Sq|c(σ)(lk) (ω
′)
)
Uk/2δkl
]
.
(4.37b)
The flow of the vertex contains two bubbles
Ippab|a′b′(ω)
(σ1σ2)
(ij|kl) =
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
G
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (ω/2 + ω
′)Sb|b
′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2− ω
′)
+S
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (ω/2 + ω
′)Gb|b
′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2− ω
′)
]
, (4.38)
Iphab|a′b′(ω)
(σ1σ2)
(ij|kl) =
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
G
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (−ω/2 + ω
′)Sb|b
′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2 + ω
′)
+S
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (−ω/2 + ω
′)Gb|b
′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2 + ω
′)
]
, (4.39)
and is given by (compare Eqs. (C3,C6,C9) of Ref. [JPS10a])
∂Λ(ϕ
P )
qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ii|jj)(Π) = ∂Λa
P∗(σσ)
(ij) (Π)
=
∑
km
(
1
2Ukδkj + a
P∗(Π)(σσ)(kj) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(kj)
)(
Ippcq|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
qc|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)
×
(
1
2Umδim + a
P∗(Π)(σσ)(im) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(im)
)
(4.40a)
∂Λ(ϕ
X)
qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ji|ij)(X) = ∂Λa
X∗(X)(σσ)(ji)
=
∑
kl
(
1
2Ujδjk +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(jk) + a
X∗(X)(σσ)(jk)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X)
(σσ|σσ)
lk|kl + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
(σσ|σσ)
lk|kl
)
×
(
1
2Uiδil +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(li) + a
X∗(X)(σσ)(li)
)
(4.40b)
∂Λ(ϕ
D)
cq|qq
(σσ)(ij|ij)(∆) = ∂Λa
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ij)
=−
∑
kl
[(
−12WD
(σσ)
(ik) + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
)(
Iphqc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)
×
(
−12WD
(σσ)
(lj) + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(lj)
)
+
(
1
2Ui +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(ik)
)
δik
(
Iphqc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)
δjl
×
(
1
2Uj +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(jl) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(jl)
)]
(4.40c)
∂Λ(ϕ
P )
cq|cq
(σσ)(ii|jj)(Π) = ∂Λb
P (Π)
(σσ)
(ij)
=
∑
km
[(
1
2Uiδik + a
P (Π)
(σσ)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(ik)
)(
Ippcc|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
qq|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cc|qq(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)
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×
(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σσ)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(jm)
)
+ bP (Π)
(σσ)
(ik)
(
Ippqc|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cq|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σσ)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(jm)
)
+
(
1
2Uiδik + a
P (Π)
(σσ)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(ik)
)(
Ippcc|qc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cc|cq(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)
bP (Π)
(σσ)
(mj)
]
(4.40d)
∂Λ(ϕ
X)
qq|cc
ji|ij (X) = ∂Λb
X(X)
(σσ)
(ij)
=
∑
kl
[(
1
2Ukδkj +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(jk) + a
X(X)
(σσ)
(kj)
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Iphcc|cc(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk + I
ph
qc|cq(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk + I
ph
cq|qc(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk
)
×
(
1
2Ulδil +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(il) + a
X∗(X)σσ(li)
)
+ bX(X)
(σσ)
(kj)
(
Iphqc|cc(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk
)(
1
2Ulδil +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(li) + a
X∗(X)σσli
)
+
(
1
2Ujδjk +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(jk) + a
X(X)
(σσ)
(kj)
)(
Iphcq|cc(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk + I
ph
cc|qc(X)
(σσ|σσ)
kl|lk
)
bX(X)
(σσ)
(il)
]
(4.40e)
∂Λ(ϕ
D)
cc|qq
(σσ)(ij|ij)(∆) = ∂Λb
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ij)
=−
∑
kl
[(
−12WD
σσ
ik + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
)
·
(
Iphcc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
qc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cq|qc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)
×
(
−12WD
(σσ)
(lj) + a
D∗(∆)(σσ)(jl)
)
+
(
−12WD
(σσ)
(ik) + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
)(
Iphqc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)
bD(∆)
(σσ)
(lj)
+ bD(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
(
Iphcq|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|qc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)(
−12WD
(σσ)
(jl) + a
D∗(∆)(σσ)(jl)
)
+
(
1
2Uiδik +
1
2U
P σσ
(ik) +
1
2U
Xσσ
(ik)
)(
Iphcc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
qc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cq|qc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)
×
(
1
2Ulδlj +
1
2U
P (σσ)
(lj) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(lj)
)]
(4.40f)
The relative signs between the X- and the D-channel stem from the fact that they are related
through exchange of two fermionic legs.
4.4.2 The Feedback
Since we introduced a decomposition of the two-particle vertex into channels, Eq. (4.32), we
have to specify the mixing (or feedback) of the channels. In other words, we have to determine
the quantities UX , UP , and WD. We fix them by the following consideration: The feedback
should be such, that the properties visible in second order in the interaction (which is the “nat-
ural” order when determining the channels) remain valid. The simplest way to ensure this is if
the feedback is of the same structure as the bare interaction. In this case, the Keldysh-structure,
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the analytical properties and the spatial and spin structure of the channels are conserved even
with the feedback. This is clear because we know that these properties are conserved in the
absence of feedback, and the feedback – if it has the structure of the bare interaction – only
changes the value, but not the properties of the flow equation.
How can we construct a feedback that is of the same form as the bare interaction? First, let
us recall the main properties of the bare interaction:
1. The bare interaction is purely local in space (i.e. the bare interaction is non-zero only if all
four spatial indices take the same value).
2. The bare interaction conserves spin and charge (i.e. it contains the same number of cre-
ation and annihilation operators for each spin species).
3. The bare interaction is purely local in time (i.e. it is non-zero only if all times are equal).
4. The bare interaction is non-zero only if an odd number of Keldysh-indices are q(uantum).
5. The bare interaction is real.
These properties may be satisfied by the following choice:
1. We consider the diagonal part in space of the channels only.
2. Conservation of spin and charge was used during the definition of the channels to con-
strain the available indices.
3. The feedback is the same for all frequencies.
4. The feedback is completely determined by the “a” components of the channels, while we
neglect the “b” components.
5. We may take the real part of the combination of the “a” that we choose.
So, what remains to be done is to fix a way of obtaining a frequency-independent number
from the frequency-dependent diagonal part of the “a”s. In equilibrium, we know from the
fluctuation-dissipation theorems that aP (2µ), aX(0), and aD(0) are all real. It thus seems nat-
ural to use these numbers for the feedback, as they automatically satisfy the last condition. In
non-equilibrium, the feedback is less clear, as these numbers are no longer real in a general set-
ting. However, in the case of proportional coupling, aP (µL + µR), aX(0), and aD(0) are all real.
We use this as justification to use the real part of the “a”s at these frequencies for the feedback,
i.e. the interchannel feedback we use is given by
UP = 2ReaP (µL + µR); U
X = 2ReaX(0); WDσ = 2Rea
D
σσ(0). (4.41)
Since in our approximation the feedback has the same form as the bare vertex, there is
a small trick we may use: If we consider the flow equations in the channel decomposition
Eq. (4.37a) to (4.40f), and insert the specific feedback Eq. (4.41), we see that the bare vertex U
never enters on its own. Rather, it always enters in the combination U/2 +aP +aX (diagonal in
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real space). If we introduce ãP = U/4+aP , ãX = U/4+aX , we see that the flow-equations retain
their form, but without the explicit bare vertex. In other words, the flow for Σ, ãP , ãX , and aD,
with a flow where we set U = 0 in the flow equations and ãX = U/4 = ãP as initial condition
yields the same result as the flow for Σ, aP , aX , and aD, with the equations as written here and
the initial condition aX = 0 = aP . By introducing the tilde quantities, we have absorbed the
bare interaction in the P - and X-channels.
4.5 The choice of flow parameter
We choose the flow parameter following the considerations in Ref. [Jak10]: We want to en-
sure that the Green’s function satisfies as many exact properties as possible. The flow pa-
rameter chosen here satisfies: Analytic properties (GR(ω) is analytic in the upper half plane),
fluctuation-dissipation-theorems in equilibrium, Fermi-liquid relations (e.g. ΣR(ω = µ) is real).
The way to achieve this is to pick a ”physical” flow parameter, where the relations are satisfied
at each step of the flow. Note that we will usually not be able to satisfy Ward-identities in the
truncation used.8
Here, we use as flow parameter a set of artificial leads. Heuristically, to each site we couple
a flat lead, which at the beginning of the flow dominates the physics and is removed through
the flow. In order to avoid artifacts due to a sharp transition between the physical leads and
the central region, we couple the artificial leads to all sites, including the physical leads.
Mathematically, the flow parameter is determined by the bare retarded Green’s function of
the full system
G̃R0,Λ,σ(ω) =
1
ω1− H̃σ + i
(
1
2Λ
)
1
, (4.42)
where H̃σ is the non-interacting Hamiltonian matrix. Λ is the flow parameter, ranging from∞
(start of flow) to 0 (end of flow). 1 is the unit matrix in the space of the sites, which we will
omit from now on. The tilde denotes that we deal with the full system, not only the reduced
system with an effective generating functional (c.f. Sec. 3.3).
Once the leads have been projected out, we drop the tilde on the restricted Hamiltonian
matrix Hσ and the spatial indices then only run from −N ′ to N ′. We use the artificial on-site
broadening for all sites (including the leads) to avoid artifacts at the transition from the lead to
the central region.
The retarded single-scale propagator S̃R is
S̃R(ω) =
(
G̃G̃−10 ∂ΛG̃0G̃
−1
0 G̃
)R
= − i
2
G̃RΛ · G̃RΛ , (4.43)
where we omit the site and spin labels.
8 While it is possible to interpret fluctuation-dissipation-theorems as Ward-Identities of a symmetry of the
Keldysh action [SCG+15], the Ward-identities corresponding to this symmetry do not link vertices of different
particle number. Thus, it is in fact not necessarily impossible to respect that symmetry even in a truncated flow (the
flow parameter chosen here does in fact respect that symmetry).
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After the integration over the leads’ degrees of freedom has been performed, the Green’s
function projected onto the central part acquires an additional self-energy term
G
R(σ)
0 (ω) =
1
ω(σ) −H(σ) − Σ(σ)Rlead (ω,Λ) + iΛ/2
, (4.44)
where ω(σ) = ω + σ2B and
Σ
(σ)R
lead ij
(ω,Λ) =
1
2
(
ω(σ) + iΛ2 − i
√
4τ2 −
(
ω(σ) + iΛ2
)2
)
× (δi,−N ′δj,−N ′ + δi,N ′δj,N ′). (4.45)
This self-energy is also reflected in the projected single-scale propagator, which now takes the
form
SR(ω) =
(
GG−10 ∂ΛG0G
−1
0 G
)R
= GRΛ ·
(
− i
2
+ ∂ΛΣ
R
lead(ω,Λ)
)
·GRΛ . (4.46)
For Λ→∞ the model is exactly solvable and the irreducible part of the full vertex is simply
the bare vertex [JPS10b]. The Keldysh-components are determined via the relations
GK = GR
(
ΣK + ΣKlead
)
GA, (4.47)
and
SK(ω) =
(
GG−10 ∂ΛG0G
−1
0 G
)K
. (4.48)
In equilibrium, GK and SK are determined through the FDT.
4.5.1 Initial conditions
In order to solve the flow Eqs. (4.37) and (4.40), we need to know the initial conditions, i.e. the
value of the self-energy and the vertex at the beginning of the flow. If we start at some finite,
but large value Λ0, we have [JPS10b]
Σ(Λ0) = U/2; γ
2(Λ0) = U/2. (4.49)
The initial conditions are obtained by approximately solving the system at this large value of
Λ0: At large Λ, the physics is clearly dominated by the artificial leads. On each site, there is a
number of electrons in accordance with the filling of the artificial leads, and hopping between
sites is suppressed quite strongly. Since the artificial leads have infinite band-width, irrespec-
tive of the chemical potential and temperature the artificial leads are at half-filling. Thus, on
each site we have one particle (the density of up- and down-electrons is one half each). The only
contribution to the self-energy in this scenario stems from the first-order Hartree term, each
other diagram is suppressed by positive powers of 1/Λ0. The Hartree term yields Σσ = Unσ,
where nτ is the filling of the species with spin τ . All loop-diagrams contributing to the vertex
are suppressed by positive powers of 1/Λ0. To accuracy O (1/Λ0), Eq. (4.49) thus yields the
initial condition of the flow.
Chapter 5
The local current density
In field theory, any global, continuous symmetry leads to a local conservation equation. On the
classical level, this conservation equation is a continuity equation. On the quantum level, two
subtleties enter:
1. Anomalies: It is possible that a symmetry of the bare action is not a symmetry of the
generating functional. This is the case if – in a functional integral – the measure is not
invariant under the symmetry. In this case the symmetry is called anomalous and is not
a real symmetry of the theory. A famous example is the chiral anomaly.
2. The continuity equation only holds in the weak sense, i.e. it is a relation for expecta-
tion values with certain operator insertions, not an operator identity. Furthermore, the
continuity acquires a new name: The weak equations are called “Ward identities”.
The classical continuity equation following from a continuous global symmetry is of the
form
∂tq + ∂xj = 0. (5.1)
We will call q the (Noether) charge and j the (Noether) current. For the purpose of this section, we
restrict ourselves to Abelian symmetries (we will be interested in the electric current, which is
associated with a U(1) symmetry).
5.1 Classical Field Theory
Before we go into the derivation of the Ward-identities, let us recall Noether’s procedure for
a classical field theory [ZJ02]. We will use the derivation which most easily generalizes to the
quantum case: Let us consider the action of a complex bosonic scalar field in d = d̃ + 1 total
dimensions (of which d̃ are spatial dimensions)
Sclassical[Φ] =
∫
ddxΦG−1Φ + Sclassical;int[ΦΦ]. (5.2)
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For simplicity, we will assume that the interactions depend only on the combination ΦΦ. This
action has the global symmetry
Φ→ exp(iα)Φ; Φ→ exp(−iα)Φ (5.3)
A solution Φs to the equations of motion is obtained through a variational principle:
δSclassical[Φs] = 0. (5.4)
The idea of Noether’s theorem is to consider a variational direction which corresponds to a
symmetry transformation, i.e. we consider the variation (for infinitesimal α)
Φ(x)→ Φ(x) + δΦ(x) = exp(iα(x))Φ(x) = Φ(x) + iα(x)Φ(x) + . . . . (5.5)
If Φs is a solution of the equations of motion, the action does not change under any infinitesimal
change of Φs, so – in particular – the action does not change under the variation (5.5). Since the
variation Eq. (5.5) is a symmetry-transformation for α = const., the change of the action under
the variation must be proportional to derivatives of α. We thus obtain for the variation Eq. (5.5)
δS ∼
∫
ddx∂xα (A(x)) = −
∫
ddxα∂x (A(x))
!
= 0. (5.6)
We thus observe that the quantity ∂x (A(x)) vanishes for solutions of the equations of motion,
i.e. A satisfies a continuity equation. We note that the continuity equation is only satisfied
for fields solving the equations of motion (for fields not satisfying the equations of motion we
cannot impose δS = 0).
Let us turn to the specific example, Eq. (5.2): If we perform the transformation Eq. (5.5), we
see that
δS =
∫
ddx
(
−iαΦG−1Φ + iΦG−1 (αΦ)
)
. (5.7)
We note that Sclassical;int does not contribute as it only depends on the combination ΦΦ, which
is invariant even under the gauged (local) variation Eq. (5.5). Further, we note that usuallyG−1
contains one or more derivatives (e.g. G−1 =  (where  denotes the d’Alembert operator)
for a relativistic, massless field). As an example (which is almost relevant here), consider a
non-relativistic field with quadratic dispersion G−1 = i∂t − av∂2x, where a is a length and v a
velocity:
G−1 (αΦ) =
(
i∂t − av∂2x
)
(αΦ) = iα∂tΦ + i∂tαΦ− 2av∂xα∂xΦ− av∂2xαΦ− avα∂2xΦ. (5.8)
Thus,
δS =
∫
ddx
(
−iαΦ
(
i∂t − av∂2x
)
Φ + iΦ
(
iα∂tΦ + i∂tαΦ− 2av∂xα∂xΦ− av∂2xαΦ− avα∂2xΦ
))
=
∫
ddx
(
+iΦ
(
+i∂tαΦ− 2av∂xα∂xΦ− av∂2xαΦ
))
IP
=
∫
ddxα
(
∂t
(
ΦΦ
)
+ 2iav∂x
(
Φ∂xΦ
)
− iav∂2x
(
ΦΦ
))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=A
, (5.9)
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where we have integrated by parts in the last step. If we now write the equation A = 0,
and interpret this equation as a continuity equation, we may identify the charge and current
densities
0 = ∂t
(
ΦΦ
)
+ ∂x
(
2iavΦ∂xΦ− iav∂x
(
ΦΦ
))
= ∂t
(
ΦΦ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ρ
+∂x
(
iavΦ∂xΦ− iav
(
∂xΦ
)
Φ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=j
. (5.10)
As generally expected, the charge looks like the overall density, while the current depends on
the spatial change of the field.
In the following, we will essentially redo the above steps for the fermionic quantum system
we are actually attempting to solve.
5.2 Ward Identities
We now turn to the quantum case and specify to the action (we now focus on the QPC at zero
magnetic field; the derivation at finite magnetic field is perfectly analogous)
S =
∫
dt
∫
dx
∑
σ
ψσ(x, t)G
−1
0 ψσ(x, t) + Uψ↑(x, t)ψ↓(x, t)ψ↑(x, t)ψ↓(x, t). (5.11)
Considering the generating functional
Z[J ] =
∫
Dψ exp
(
iS + i
∫
dt
∫
dxJψ + i
∫
dt
∫
dxψJ
)
, (5.12)
we observe that we integrate over all configurations of ψ. Following [ZJ02] we consider the
global change of coordinates in field space
ψ(x, t)→ exp [−iα(x, t)]ψ(x, t), ψ(x, t)→ exp [iα(x, t)]ψ(x, t), (5.13)
where α is some smooth function of x, t. Clearly, Z[J ] must be invariant under any valid
reparametrization of the integration manifold, i.e. Z[J ] → Z[J ] for any α(x, t). Expanding the
change of Z[J ] in powers of α thus leads to a set of equations, of which we will use the linear
order. We remark that the measure contains ψ and ψ at the same position in equal powers and
is invariant under the change of coordinates Eq. (5.13).1 We thus obtain for the change of the
generating functional δZ to first order in α
δZ[J ] =
∫
Dψ exp
(
iS + i
∫
dt
∫
dxJψ + i
∫
dt
∫
dxψJ
)
×
(
iδS + i
∫
dt
∫
dxJψ(iα) + i
∫
dt
∫
dxψJ(−iα)
)
!
= 0, (5.14)
1 For general symmetries, it is non-trivial to prove the absence of an anomaly. For the symmetry at hand, the
absence of an anomaly is a well-known fact (e.g. [Wei96]).
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Now, since for α = const. the action S is invariant, we know that δS is proportional to
δS ∼
∫
dt
∫
dxα (∂tq + ∂xj) . (5.15)
Note that this expression for δS actually defines q and j.2 It coincides with the classical ex-
pressions for q and j obtained by the Noether procedure. To proceed, we expand Eq. (5.14) in
powers of J and obtain
J0 : 0 = 〈T δS〉 , (5.16a)
J1J2 : 0 =
〈
T
(
−iδSψ1ψ2 − iψ1α1ψ2 + iψ1α2ψ2
)〉
, (5.16b)
where we have introduced the index 1, 2 to denote the arguments (x1, t1), (x2, t2).
Before proceeding with the Ward identities, let us take a closer look at δS: The interaction
part of S is of the density-density type. Since the density is invariant under the transformation
Eq. (5.13), the interaction part of S does not contribute to the continuity equation. We are thus
left with the quadratic part S0 of S. For the model under consideration (we now go to discrete
positions), we have
S0 =
∫
dt
∑
ij
ψi(t) (i∂tδij −Hij)ψj(t), (5.17)
where the matrix H is symmetric and only has non-vanishing entries Hij 6= 0 for |i − j| = 1.
Under the transformation Eq. (5.13) we obtain
δS = δS0 = i
∫
dt
∑
ij
[(
ψi(t) (i∂tδij −Hij)ψj(t)
)
(−αi + αj)− ∂tαjψiψjδij
]
= i
∫
dt
∑
ij
[(
ψi(t) (−Hij)ψj(t)
)
(−αi + αj)− ∂tαjψiψjδij
]
= i
∫
dt
∑
ij
αi(t)
[
−
(
ψi(t) (−Hij)ψj(t)
)
+
(
ψj(t) (−Hji)ψi(t)
)
+ ∂t
(
ψiψjδij
)]
. (5.18)
To get a better understanding of the expression Eq. (5.18), let us assume αi(t) = δi0δ(t). Then:
δS ∼ +ψ0(t)H01ψ1(t)−ψ1(t)H10ψ0(t)+ψ0(t)H0−1ψ−1(t)−ψ−1(t)H−10ψ0(t)−∂t
(
ψ0ψ0
)
, (5.19)
where we assumed that H only contains short-range hopping. Comparing Eq. (5.19) with
Eq. (5.15), we identify the charge and current as
q0(t) = −ψ0(t)ψ0(t), j0(t) = +ψ0(t)H01ψ1(t)− ψ1(t)H10ψ0(t), (5.20)
which have the physical interpretation as counting the number of charged particles on site 0
to obtain the charge and counting the number of charged particles moving between site 0 and
site 1 to obtain the current. Note that the Noether procedure does not fix the overall scale of
2 A unique identification of q and j is possible because G−10 does not mix space and time.
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the current or the charge. However, the Noether procedure does fix the relative scale between
charge and current.
Now that we have an expression for the current, we could proceed with the Ward identities.
However, it is useful to first consider these expressions on the Keldysh-contour.
Upon instating the contour-indices, we obtain as Ward identities
J0 : 0 = 〈TcδS〉 , (5.21a)
J1J2 : 0 =
〈
Tc
(
−iδSψa′1 ψa
′′
2 − (−a′)iψa
′
1 α
a′
1 ψ
a′′
2 + (−a′′)iψa
′
1 α
a′′
2 ψ
a′′
2
)〉
, (5.21b)
where
δS = i
∫
dt
∑
ij
∑
a=±
(−a)αai (t)
[
−
(
ψai (t) (−Hij)ψaj (t)
)
+
(
ψaj (t) (−Hji)ψai (t)
)
+ ∂t
(
ψaiψ
a
j δij
)]
.
(5.22)
When introducing the contour-indices for α, we have made the choice α→ (−a)αa. If we now
redo the previous example, i.e. we set e.g. αai (t) = δi0δ(t)δ
a−, we obtain:
δS ∼ +ψ−0 (t)H01ψ−1 (t)− ψ−1 (t)H10ψ−0 (t) + ψ−0 (t)H0−1ψ−−1(t)− ψ−−1(t)H−10ψ−0 (t)− ∂t
(
ψ−0 ψ
−
0
)
.
(5.23)
As before, we would like to identify the density as ψ−0 ψ
−
0 . However, this term is proportional
to G−− ∼ GK − GR − GA. But we know that the particle density is proportional to G< ∼
GK + GA − GR. The two results differ by 2GA evaluated at equal times. The reason lies in
the ordering of operators at equal times in the continuum and discrete time representation of
the Keldysh action. We note that in the steady-state setup pursued here, on the level of the
Ward identity, this difference does not matter, as the charge only enters via the the temporal
derivative (which vanishes in a steady state) and the current does not suffer from this problem,
as the ordering issues of operators at equal times on different sites do not arise. For now, we
will proceed by ignoring the ordering subtlety.
We thus proceed naı̈vely and consider the term ∼ J2:
0 =
〈
Tc


∫
dt
∑
ij
∑
a=±
(−a)αai (t)
[
ψai (t)Hijψ
a
j (t)− ψaj (t)Hjiψai (t) + ∂t
(
ψaiψ
a
j δij
)]
ψa
′
1 ψ
a′′
2


〉
+
〈
Tc
(
−(−a′)iψa′1 αa
′
1 ψ
a′′
2 + (−a′′)iψa
′
1 α
a′′
2 ψ
a′′
2
)〉
=
∫
dt
∑
ij
∑
a=±
(−a)αai (t)
{〈
Tc
([
ψai (t)Hijψ
a
j (t)− ψaj (t)Hjiψai (t) + ∂t
(
ψaiψ
a
j δij
)]
ψa
′
l (t
′)ψa
′′
k (t
′′)
)〉
+
〈
Tc
(
−δaa′δ(t− t′)δiliψa
′
l (t
′)ψa
′′
k (t
′′) + δaa
′′
δ(t− t′′)δikiψa
′
l (t
′)ψa
′′
k (t
′′)
)〉}
=
∫
dt
∑
ij
∑
a=±
(−a)αai (t)
{
−Gaa
′|a′′a
jl|ki (t, t
′|t′′, t)Hij +Gaa
′|a′′a
il|kj (t, t
′|t′′, t)Hji − ∂tGaa
′|a′′a
jl|ki (t, t
′|t′′, t)δij
+δaa
′
δ(t− t′)δijGa
′|a′′
j|k (t
′|t′′)− δaa′′δ(t− t′′)δikGa
′|a′′
j|k (t
′|t′′)
}
(5.24)
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where we have used the definition of the Green’s function and reinstated the labels i, j, . . . and
t, t′, . . . instead of 1 or 2. As Eq. (5.24) should hold for all αai (t), we obtain
0 =−Gaa
′|a′′a
jl|ki (t, t
′|t′′, t)Hij +Gaa
′|a′′a
il|kj (t, t
′|t′′, t)Hji − ∂tGaa
′|a′′a
jl|ki (t, t
′|t′′, t)δij
+ δaa
′
δ(t− t′)δijGa
′|a′′
j|k (t
′|t′′)− δaa′′δ(t− t′′)δikGa
′|a′′
j|k (t
′|t′′). (5.25)
We see that we obtain a relation between one- and two-particle correlation functions.
If we had considered the term∼ J3, we would have obtained a relation between one-, two-,
and three-particle correlation functions. It is to be expected that an approximation of the flow
corresponding to a truncation of any n-particle vertex will violate the Ward-identity linking the
corresponding n-particle correlation function to other correlation functions (this violation does
indeed appear).
5.3 Derivation of the local distribution function
We now have obtained an expression for the current flowing between the neighboring sites j
and k (c.f. Eqs. (5.18) and (5.20)):3
jjk =−
e
~
Hjk
(
G−+jk (t, t)−G−+kj (t, t)
)
=− e
~
Hjk
∫
dω
2π
(
G−+jk (ω)−G−+kj (ω)
)
=− e
~
Hjk
∫
dω
2π
(
GKjk(ω) +G
A
jk(ω)−GRjk(ω)−GKkj(ω)−GAkj(ω) +GRkj(ω)
)
. (5.26)
We may now study the current between the system and an artificial lead coupling infinites-
imally to a single site. To do so, let us assume that j is an index within the system and k is an
index describing the site in the official lead coupled to j. For simplicity, we set the hopping
between j and k to τ , i.e. Hjk = τ , and control the importance of the artificial lead through its
(decoupled) density of states on site k, i.e. the LDOS of the lead at site k if we set Hjk to zero.
In order to eliminate the lead, we consider the Dyson equations
GRjk = τG
R
jjg
R
kk, G
A
jk = τG
A
jjg
A
kk, G
K
jk = τG
R
jjg
K
kk + τG
K
jjg
A
kk, (5.27)
where g denotes the lead’s Green’s function in the absence of coupling between system and
lead. Inserting the Dyson Eqs. (5.27) into the expression for the current Eq. (5.26), we obtain
jjk = −
e
~
τ2
∫
dω
2π
(
GRjj(ω)g
K
kk(ω) +G
K
jj(ω)g
A
kk(ω) +G
A
jj(ω)g
A
kk(ω)−GRjj(ω)gRkk(ω)
−gRkk(ω)GKjj(ω)− gKkk(ω)GAjj(ω)− gAkk(ω)GAjj(ω) + gRkk(ω)GRjj(ω)
)
. (5.28)
In the artificial leads, we assume some distribution function fk(ω), such that a generalized
fluctuation-dissipation theorem is satisfied:
gK = (1− 2fk)
(
gR − gA
)
. (5.29)
3 Recall that we assume that the bare non-interacting Hamiltonian H is a real, symmetric matrix.
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Inserting the generalized fluctuation-dissipation theorem Eq. (5.29) into Eq. (5.28), and defining
Γk(ω) = τ
2
(
gRkk(ω)− gAkk(ω)
)
, (5.30)
the current into the artificial lead can be written as
jjk =
e
~
τ2
∫
dω
2π
[
GKjj(ω)− (1− 2fk(ω))
(
GRjj(ω)−GAjj(ω)
)]
Γk(ω). (5.31)
We introduce the local distribution function nj(ω) through the relation
GKjj(ω) = (1− 2nj(ω))
(
GRjj(ω)−GAjj(ω)
)
, (5.32)
and assume the existence of a solution for nj(ω)4. Inserting Eq. (5.32) into the current Eq. (5.31),
we obtain
jjk =
e
~
τ2
∫
dω
2π
[−2nj(ω) + 2fk(ω)]
(
GRjj(ω)−GAjj(ω)
)
Γk(ω). (5.33)
We see that no current flows if fk(ω) = nj(ω). This motivates the use of nj(ω) as local distri-
bution function: Instead of an artificial lead, we might have coupled an actual probing lead
to the system. If we apply an ac-bias, the current through this probing lead would measure
the frequency-dependent integrand of the current. If the states of the probing lead are occu-
pied according to the local distribution function, the probing lead and the system are in local
equilibrium and no current flows.
Later on, in Sec. 8.3, we will use the current into an artificial lead Eq. (5.33), to determine a
flow where no electrons flow between the artificial leads and the system, thus improving the
fRG-flow.
5.4 The local conductance
Once we have an expression for the local current (Eq. (5.26)), we may obtain an expression for
the conductance as the derivative of the current with respect to the bias voltage µL − µR. We
will assume that the voltage drops symmetrically, i.e. µL = µ + 12δµ, µR = µ − 12δµ. Thus, we
need to compute5
Gjk = ∂Vsdjjk
= −e
2
~
Hjk∂Vsd
∫
dω
2π
(
GKjk(ω) +G
A
jk(ω)−GRjk(ω)−GKkj(ω)−GAkj(ω) +GRkj(ω)
)
= −e
2
~
Hjk∂Vsd
∫
dω
2π
(
GRjlΣ
K
lmG
A
mk +G
A
jk −GRjk −GRklΣKlmGAmj −GAkj +GRkj
)
= −e
2
~
Hjk
∫
dω
2π
(
GRjl
′
ΣKlmG
A
mk +G
R
jlΣ
K
lm
′
GAmk +G
R
jlΣ
K
lmG
A
mk
′
+GAjk
′ −GRjk
′
4 Clearly, no unique solution for nj(ω) can exist if ImGRjj(ω) = 0. In our setup, we have ImGRjj(|ω| > 2τ) = 0 to
a very good approximation. Unless indicated otherwise, we pick nj(ω < −2τ) = 1 and nj(ω > 2τ) = 0.
5 To avoid confusion, in this section only, we will label the conductance by a gothic G.
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−GRkl
′
ΣKlmG
A
mj −GRklΣKlm
′
GAmj −GRklΣKlmGAmj
′ −GAkj
′
+GRkj
′)
, (5.34)
where a prime denotes a derivative w.r.t. the bias voltage. We observe that
GR
′
= ∂Vsd
1
ω −H − ΣR = G
RΣR
′
GR, (5.35)
as the Hamiltonian H does not contain any information on the distribution functions.
We recall that the bias enters only in the distribution function of the leads in the absence
of the central system. Thus, the bias enters only in the quadratic part of the generating ac-
tion. However, we already know how to take derivatives of the self-energy with respect to a
parameter appearing only in the quadratic part of the action: the fRG-equations (chapter 4).6
Before we apply the fRG-equations, we remark that the self-energy Σ has two contributions:
the lead contribution Σlead and the interaction-induced contribution ΣU. The fRG-equations ap-
ply for the interaction-induced contribution, not the lead contribution. We thus have to write
Σ′ = Σlead′ + ΣU′, where only ΣU′ is determined by the fRG-equations, and Σlead′ is “trivial”.
Since we intend to vary the distribution functions only and the leads are assumed to be in
equilibrium,
Σlead
R′ = 0 = Σlead
A′, and ΣleadK
′
= −2n′(ΣleadR − ΣleadA). (5.36)
To determine ΣU′, we require the appropriate single-scale propagator S. SK is the only non-
vanishing component, as the Hamiltonian does not change as we vary the bias δµ, and is given
by
SK = −
(
G∂VsdG
−1
0 G
)K
= GR∂VsdΣlead
KGA. (5.37)
If we insert Eqs. (5.35), (5.36), and (5.37) into Eq. (5.34), we obtain the schematic answer
Gjk = −
e2
~
Hjk
∫
dω
2π
(
+GRjlΣlead
K
lm
′
GAmk −GRklΣleadKlm
′
GAmj + F [n, n
′, G, γ(2)]
)
, (5.38)
where F depends on the leads’ distribution functions n, its derivative n′, the Green’s functions
G and the two-particle vertex γ.7 F vanishes if the two-particle vertex is zero (e.g. in a non-
interacting system).
Eq. (5.38), when read in the spirit of Eq. (5.33), has a simple physical interpretation: For
simplicity, let us first consider a system at zero temperature. If the system is non-interacting,
the current is determined by the number of particles that traverse the system within the bias
window. If we infinitesimally increase the bias window, more particles traverse the system.
These particles have energies at the edges of the old bias window and are fully responsible for
the conductance. This type of physics corresponds to the first two summands in Eq. (5.38). If
we now turn on interactions, we introduce two additional effects: The transmission probability
of particles at the edges of the bias window is different (which is still modeled by the first
two summands of Eq. (5.38), which contain the full Green’s functions), and the transmission
6 Note that the fRG-equations are in principle exact, i.e. the (schematic) equation ∂ΛΣ = γ2S is always satisfied,
provided we have computed the two-particle vertex γ2 and the Green’s function exactly.
7 Eq. (5.38) constitutes a straightforward extension of the conductance equations proposed in [Ogu01, HBSvD17].
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of particles within the bias window is different (naı̈vely, a larger bias window may lead to a
larger density, which induces a higher potential barrier; this change of transmission probability
within the bias window is modeled by the last term in Eq. (5.38)). At finite temperature, this
interpretation is enriched by a smearing of the distribution functions.
Finally, we note that if an fRG implementation that can deal with arbitrary single-scale
propagators already exists, it is most useful to employ this implementation to determine Σ′
and insert Σ′ into the Eqs. (5.35) and (5.34), directly yielding the conductance.
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Chapter 6
Publication: Spin fluctuations in the
0.7-anomaly in quantum point contacts
Now that we have introduced the physical system and model (chapter 2), and the method
(chapter 4 and chapter 3), let us take a closer look at what we can learn about the model. This
closer look was performed in the publication [SBv17]. The dynamical properties of the model
Eq. (2.6) are analyzed in detail. It is found that a parabolic barrier in a one-dimensional model is
able to qualitatively reproduce the universal behavior of the 0.7 anomaly as a function of tem-
perature. The 0.7 anomaly goes hand in hand with a pinning of the maximum of the LDOS to
the chemical potential, leading to an enhancement of interaction effects throughout the whole
subopen region. As the temperature is increased, the large LDOS at the chemical potential
opens up a large phase-space for (back-)scattering, leading to a suppression of the conductance
throughout the whole subopen region. In order to connect different attempts at explaining the
0.7 anomaly, we have compared the characteristic time scales of spin excitations and the single-
particle traversal time. While we find no indication of truly static spin configurations, we do
find that the time scale of spin excitations is of the same size as the single-particle traversal
time. Since the spin excitations are spatially aligned over the range of the QPC, we may in-
terpret the findings as follows: If there is some finite excitation energy within the system (we
need finite energy to activate the spin excitations), the electrons traversing the QPC experience
a quasi-static, spatially extended spin polarized background. While this background does fluc-
tuate as function of time and space, on the length scale of the QPC (∼ lx) and the time scale of
traversing the QPC, the background changes only little.
The supplement of [SBv17] gives more details and the technical aspects, explains the form
of the spin excitations, and compares the fRG results to DMRG computations.
The DMRG computations were performed by Benedikt Bruognolo, while the supervision
and conception of the project were due to Jan von Delft. The rest of the publication was due to
Dennis Schimmel.
In the following chapters we will explain more on the frequency (dynamical) structure of
the QPC (chapter 7) and the technical details (chapter 8).
Spin fluctuations in the 0.7-anomaly in quantum point contacts
Dennis H. Schimmel,1 Benedikt Bruognolo,1, 2 and Jan von Delft1
1Physics Department, Arnold Sommerfeld Center for Theoretical Physics, and Center for NanoScience,
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Theresienstraße 37, 80333 Munich, Germany
2Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, Hans-Kopfermann-Straße 1, 85748 Garching, Germany
(Dated: November 3, 2017)
It has been argued that the 0.7 anomaly in quantum point contacts (QPCs) is due to an enhanced
density of states at the top of the QPC-barrier (van Hove ridge), which strongly enhances the effects
of interactions. Here, we analyze their effect on dynamical quantities. We find that they pin the van
Hove ridge to the chemical potential when the QPC is subopen; cause a temperature dependence for
the linear conductance that qualitatively agrees with experiment; strongly enhance the magnitude of
the dynamical spin susceptibility; and significantly lengthen the QPC traversal time. We conclude
that electrons traverse the QPC via a slowly fluctuating spin structure of finite spatial extent.
Quantum point contacts are narrow, one-dimensional
(1D) constrictions usually patterned in a two-dimensional
electron system (2DES) by applying voltages to local
gates. As QPCs are the ultimate building blocks for
controlling nanoscale electron transport, much effort has
been devoted to understand their behavior at a funda-
mental level. Nevertheless, in spite of a quarter of a cen-
tury of intensive research into the subject, some aspects
of their behavior still remain puzzling.
When a QPC is opened up by sweeping the gate volt-
age, Vg, that controls its width, its linear conductance
famously rises in integer steps of the conductance quan-
tum, GQ = 2e
2/h [1, 2]. This conductance quantization
is well understood [3] and constitutes one of the foun-
dations of mesoscopic physics. However, during the first
conductance step, where the dimensionless conductance
g = G/GQ changes from 0 to 1 (“closed” to “open”
QPC), an unexpected shoulder is generically observed
near g ' 0.7. More generally, the conductance shows
anomalous behavior as function of temperature (T ), mag-
netic field (B) and source-drain voltage (Vsd) throughout
the regime 0.5 . g . 0.9, where the QPC is “subopen”.
The source of this behavior, collectively known as the
“0.7-anomaly”, has been controversially discussed [4–23]
ever since it was first systematically described in 1996
[4]. Though no consensus has yet been reached regard-
ing its detailed microscopic origin [10, 22], general agree-
ment exists that it involves electron spin dynamics and
geometrically-enhanced interaction effects.
In this paper we further explore the van Hove ridge sce-
nario, proposed in [22]. It asserts that the 0.7 anomaly
is a direct consequence of a “van Hove ridge”, i. e. a
smeared van Hove peak in the energy-resolved local den-
sity of states (LDOS) Ai(ω) at the bottom of the lowest
1D subband of the QPC. Its shape follows that of the
QPC barrier [22–24] and in the subopen regime, where
the barrier top lies just below the chemical potential µ,
it causes the LDOS at µ to be strongly enhanced. This
reflects the fact that electrons slow down while crossing
the QPC barrier (since the semiclassical velocity of an
electron with energy ω at position i is inversely propor-
tional to the LDOS, Ai(ω) ∼ v−1). The slow electrons
experience strongly enhanced mutual interactions, with
striking consequences for various physical properties.
In this paper, we elucidate their effect on various dy-
namical quantities, which govern those aspects of the
0.7 anomaly that probe finite-energy excitations. To
this end, we compute real-frequency correlation functions
computed using the functional Renormalization Group
(fRG) on the Keldysh contour [25–28]. We compute (i)
the energy dependence of the LDOS, finding that its max-
imum is pinned to µ in the subopen regime, due to
a Hartree-increase in the barrier height with increasing
density; (ii) the temperature dependence of the linear
conductance, finding qualitative agreement with experi-
ment; (iii) the dynamical spin susceptibility χ(ω), from
which we extract a characteristic time scale tspin for spin
fluctuations, and (iv) the time ttrav for a quasiparticle
to traverse the QPC, which we extract from the single-
particle scattering matrix S(ω). Intermediate interaction
strengths suffice to obtain the characteristic 0.7 shoulder
at finite temperatures. We find strong links between the
ω-dependence of the spin susceptibility, the one-particle
S-matrix, and the form of the LDOS. As long as the van
Hove ridge is pinned to µ, interactions cause relevant
degrees of freedom to slow down, inducing significant in-
creases in both ttrav and tspin. Moreover, these two times
are comparable in magnitude, implying that a quasipar-
ticle traversing the QPC encounters a quasi-static spin
background. This provides links to other proposed ex-
planations of the 0.7 anomaly [4–18].
Model.— Focusing on the first subband, we model the
QPC by a smooth potential barrier describing the ef-
fective 1D-potential along the transport direction. Af-
ter discretizing the longitudinal position coordinate as
x = ai, with site index i and lattice spacing a, the model
Hamiltonian has the form [22]
H = −
∑
σ,i
τi
(
c†i+1,σci,σ + h.c.
)
+
∑
i
Uic
†
i↑ci↑c
†
i↓ci↓. (1)
It describes an infinite tight-binding chain with nearest-
neighbor hopping τi of quasiparticles with spin σ =↑, ↓
2
Figure 1. van Hove ridge in the LDOS Ai(ω) (color scale)
of a non-interacting (upper row) and interacting (lower row)
QPC, plotted as function of energy ω−µ and position x = ai.
The thick solid white line depicts the effective bare potential
barrier Vi, the thin dashed white line the chemical potential µ.
From left to right: closed, subopen and open regimes. With
interactions, the Hove ridge is shifted upward and flattened
in the (sub-)open regime [compare (b) and (e), (c) and (f)].
and short-range interactions Ui. The hopping amplitude
τi varies smoothly with i, thus creating an effective po-
tential barrier Vi = −(τi+τi+1)+2τ measured w.r.t. the
leads’ band bottom −2τ . We choose Ui 6= 0 and τi 6= τ
only for N = 2N ′+1 sites, symmetric around i = 0, that
define the extent of the QPC (central region). Ui is con-
stant in the center of the QPC with U0 = U and drops
smoothly to zero as i approaches the edges of the central
region at sites ±N ′. We tune the hopping such that the
effective barrier is symmetric and parabolic near the top,
Vi = Ṽc − i2Ω2x/(2τ), where the barrier height Ṽc mimics
the role of gate voltage from experiment, and the curva-
ture Ωx sets the characteristic length scale lx = a
√
τ/Ωx
of the QPC. We sweep Ṽc such that the barrier crosses
the chemical potential µ. The precise form of Ui and
τi is given in Sec. S-I of [29]. The model is solved
with the perturbatively-truncated Keldysh-fRG in equi-
librium (see Sec. S-II of [29]). We use τ = 1, U = 0.7τ ,
µ = −1.475τ , Vc = Ṽc − µ − 2τ ∈ [−2.83, 1.83]Ωx, and
Ωx ≈ 0.03τ [with ~ = 1].
Local density of states.— It has been argued in Ref.
[22] that the physics of the QPC is governed by the
LDOS, Ai(ω) = − 1π ImGRii(ω), where GRij is the retarded
single-particle Green’s function between site i and j.
Fig. 1(a-c) shows the bare LDOS AU=0i (ω) of the QPC
as a function of site i and energy ω at three values of
the barrier height Vc. The bare LDOS has a maximum
just above the band bottom, visible as a red structure,
that follows the shape of the effective potential (thick
white line). This structure is the bare van Hove ridge
discussed in [22], the apex of the which has a maximum
value ∼ (Ωxτ)−1/2, and occurs at an energy ωmax(Vc)
Figure 2. (a) The interacting LDOS (solid lines) and bare
LDOS (dashed lines), plotted as function of energy ω for three
values of Vc, indicated by dots of corresponding color in (c,d).
In the subopen (red) and open (orange) regimes, interactions
shift the van Hove peak to larger energies, as the barrier height
is renormalized. Moreover, in the subopen regime, flattening
of the van Hove ridge causes the peak to become sharper and
higher. (b) A0(ω) in the subopen regime, for several different
temperatures. At larger temperatures, the maximum is lower
as weight is shifted into the flanks of the van Hove ridge and
redistributed in the band. (c) A0(ω), the interacting LDOS
(color scale) at the central site, as function of ω and Vc. The
solid white line shows the bare barrier height, V0. In the
subopen regime the energy of the van Hove ridge maximum,
ωmax, is pinned to the chemical potential. The black circles
show the characteristic energy ωspin of the spin susceptibility
χ. They clearly follow the LDOS maximum. (d) Conduc-
tance g (left axis) for different temperatures (dashed curve:
g for T = U = 0); and T∗ (circles), extracted via Eq. (2),
shown on a logarithmic scale (right axis). Temperature is
measured in units of Tmin∗ = min T∗(Vc). As guide to the
eye: 0.001 · exp(−Vc/Ωx) (dashed-dotted line). Our fRG re-
sults qualitatively reproduce the generic feature common to
numerous experiments [29], namely a strong reduction of g
with increasing T in the subopen regime, causing an increas-
ing asymmetry in the conductance step.
that lies slightly higher than the bare potential maxi-
mum V0, by an amount ∼ Ωx.
Upon adding interactions, we obtain Fig. 1(d-f), which
shows two striking differences to the non-interacting case:
In the (sub-)open regime the renormalized van Hove ridge
is shifted upwards in energy (ωmax is larger) and becomes
flatter spatially. Both of these effects may qualitatively
be understood by a mean field argument [37, 38]: The
slope of the van Hove ridge may be interpreted as re-
flecting the shape of an effective, renormalized potential
barrier, which is shifted upwards relative to the bare bar-
rier by a Hartree-shift proportional to the local electron
density. Away from the center, the density is higher,
such that the shift is larger, causing the van Hove ridge
to become flatter as function of x near its apex, while
becoming narrower and higher as function of ω. This
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is also seen clearly in Fig. 2(a), which shows the inter-
acting (solid lines) and bare (dashed lines) LDOS A0(ω).
The x-flattening and ω-sharpening is most striking in the
subopen regime, where the van Hove ridge apex inter-
sects the chemical potential [Fig. 1(e)], because there the
interaction-induced effects are largest. We have checked
our Keldysh-fRG results against DMRG computations of
the system with somewhat different parameters, finding
good qualitative agreement and, in particular, the same
values for ωmax (see Sec. S-III of [29]).
The evolution of A0(ω) as Vc is varied is shown in
Fig. 2(c). As Vc is lowered, the energy ωmax of the Hove
ridge maximum follows the bare barrier top (solid white
line) as long as the QPC is closed, then remains pinned at
the chemical potential throughout the subopen regime to
form a plateau-like structure, and finally decreases again
only deep in the open regime (compare Fig. 1(d) of [37]).
The plateau-like structure sets in once the bare barrier
top V0 drops below the chemical potential, because then
the electron density near the QPC center begins to in-
crease, leading to an upward Hartree-shift of the barrier
height that almost compensates the decrease in Vc [37].
This pinning is the reason why the conductance step at
zero temperature is asymmetric [compared to the non-
interacting case, dashed line in Fig. 2(d)], changing much
more slowly with Vc for g & 0.5 than for g . 0.5.
Finite temperature.— This structure sheds new light
on the temperature dependence of the linear conduc-
tance on temperature. When the temperature, T , is in-
creased, the van Hove peak in the LDOS retains its over-
all shape and is broadened only slightly (for T . Ωx/10)
[Fig. 2(b)]. At the same time, the first conductance step
is flattened out in a characteristic, asymmetric fashion
[Fig. 2(d)], in qualitative agreement with experiment (see
Sec. S-IV of Ref. [29]). This can be understood as follows
[22]: Increasing T increases the available phase space for
inelastic scattering, thus enhancing interaction effects.
Their strength is governed by the LDOS near the chem-
ical potential, which is particularly large throughout the
subopen region, due to the pinning of ωmax to the chemi-
cal potential. Accordingly, interaction-induced backscat-
tering is large in the whole subopen regime, leading to
a strong suppression of the conductance [Fig. 2(d)] even
into the open regime. At pinch-off, the conductance is
slightly increased due to thermal activation.
To quantify the strength of the temperature depen-
dence as function of Vc, we expand the conductance as
g(T, Vc) = g(0, Vc)− T 2/T 2∗ (Vc) +O(T 3), (2)
as appropriate for a Fermi liquid [22]. The T∗(Vc) values
extracted from our finite-T data [see Fig. 2(d), circles]
depend roughly exponentially on gate voltage T∗(Vc) ∼
exp(−Vc/Ωx) [Fig. 2(d), dashed-dotted line], when the
QPC is tuned from subopen to open, reflecting the Vc-
dependence of the bare QPC transmission rate [22].
Spin susceptibility.— In the van Hove ridge scenario a
Figure 3. Non-interacting (a-c) and interacting (d-f) dynam-
ical spin susceptibility [multiplied by a factor of 20 in order
to be visible in (a) and (d)], for a closed, subopen and open
QPC. The blue line shows |Im (G0i(ω = µ)) | (a.u.).
Figure 4. Non-interacting (a) and interacting (b) spin-spin
correlations on the central site in the subopen regime at dif-
ferent temperatures, i.e. the blue lines are vertical cuts of
Fig. 3(b), (e) through x = 0. The dashed black line is at
ω = ωspin. The shoulder in (b) is due to the LDOS-dependent
enhancement of the spin susceptibility due to interactions.
key property of a subopen QPC is the presence of “slow
spin fluctuations” [22], as advocated also in Ref. [39]. To
explore this, we have computed the dynamical equilib-
rium spin susceptibility
χij(ω) =
∫
dt〈T Szi (t)Szj (0)〉 exp(iωt), (3)
where T denotes time-ordering. In a Fermi liquid, the
spin susceptibility is determined by the particle-hole bub-
ble and thus governed by single-particle properties. How-
ever, due to the inhomogenuity of the QPC, both the
energy- and position-dependence of the spin susceptibil-
ity are non-trivial. For now, we focus on χ0j , shown in
Fig. 3, which has the following salient features:
(i) χ0j oscillates with a spatially varying wavelength,
which becomes shorter as the QPC is opened or the en-
ergy increased. For small energies ω the wavelength of
these oscillations is determined by the “local Fermi wave-
length” λF , which can be extracted from |ImGR0j(µ)|
(blue line in Fig. 3). In the subopen regime, λF is large
in the center, where the density is small, such that the
sign of the spin susceptibility only changes far away from
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Figure 5. Comparison of non-interacting (a,c) and interacting
(b,d) traversal time. (a,b): Conductance g as function of gate
voltage Vc, to identificy closed, subopen and open regimes.
The color code is identical to Fig. 2; (c,d): Traversal time
[Eq. (4)] as function of energy ω and gate voltage Vc. While
the traversal time of modes below the barrier is small, these
modes have low transmission probability and are irrelevant
when determining the timescale of transport.
the center. Thus, an excited spin in the center leads to
a rather large cloud (covering a region of ∼ 3lx) of co-
oriented spins. Away from the QPC the oscillations in
χ0j simply follow the Friedel oscillations.
(ii) On the central site, χ00(ω) shows a clear charac-
teristic at an energy ωspin(Vc), whose dependence on Vc
follows that of ωmax [−ωspin is indicated by black circles
in Fig. 2(c)]. In general, for small energies, ωspin is set
by the distance between the chemical potential and the
nearest peak in the LDOS (see Sec. S-V of [29]).
(iii) The spin susceptibility χ0i(ω) is amplified by
interactions (Stoner physics) [compare Fig. 3(a-c) and
Fig. 3(d-f); also Fig. 4(a) and (b)]. Interactions also am-
plify the temperature-induced reduction of the spin sus-
ceptibility at ωspin [Fig. 4(a,b)]. This effect is of similar
strength as the decrease of the LDOS at ωmax [Fig. 2(b)].
Traversal time.— The traversal time ttrav for a single
incident quasiparticle with energy ω to traverse a scatter-
ing region can be obtained by a procedure due to Wigner
[40], which relates it to the scattering-induced dispersion
of the incident wave-packet: It is given by
ttrav(ω) = t0(ω) + tdelay(ω), tdelay(ω) = 2∂ωφ(ω), (4)
where t0(ω) is the traversal time through the central re-
gion with the potential and interactions being turned
off, tdelay and φ(ω) are the delay time and the scat-
tering phase shift due to the potential- and interaction-
induced slow-down of the quasiparticles. In our setup
φ(ω) is the phase of the left-right-component of the zero-
temperature single-particle S-matrix,
Sl,r(ω) = −2πiτρ(ω)GR−N ′,N ′(ω), (5)
where ρ(ω) is the lead density of states at the sites
±(N ′ + 1) in the absence of the central region and τ is
the hopping amplitude there. |Sl,r(ω)|2 yields the trans-
mission probability. Figs. 5(a,b) show the traversal time.
Though calculated from a non-local correlation function,
its behaviour is strikingly similar to that of the LDOS
at the central site, Fig. 2(c). This is consistent with
the semiclassical interpretation A ∼ v−1: Whenever the
LDOS is large, quasiparticles are slow and thus a large
time is required to traverse the QPC.
Interestingly, we find that in the subopen regime the
traversal time ttrav is of the same order as the character-
istic time scale, tspin =
2π
ωspin
, associated with spin fluctu-
ations, namely ttrav . 8/Ωx and tspin . 10/Ωx. We note
that with our parameters, t0 ≈ 1.3/Ωx, thus ttrav is dom-
inated by the delay time. That ttrav and tspin are compa-
rable in magnitude is consistent with a Fermi-liquid de-
scription of the system (which underlies the fRG-method
used here): The only stable degrees of freedom in a Fermi
liquid are dressed electron- and hole-like quasiparticles,
and spin fluctuations arise via electron-hole-like excita-
tions. Near the QPC center (x . lx) the lifetime of spin
fluctuations is thus governed by the quasiparticle decay
time. Heuristically, this roughly corresponds to ttrav, as
the region where interaction effects are strongest extends
over only few λF -oscillations. Though we find no static
contributions to the dynamical spin susceptibility at zero
magnetic field, the fact that tspin ' ttrav, together with
the extended spatial structure of the spin susceptibility
in the subopen regime, suggests the heuristic view that
a quasiparticle traversing the QPC encounters a quasi-
static, spatially coherent spin environment.
Discussion.—Our results allow us to establish con-
tact with two other prominent scenarios that have been
proposed to explain the 0.7 anomaly. (i) According to
the “spin-polarization scenario”, interactions cause the
spin degree of freedom in the QPC to spontaneously po-
larize, giving rise to a non-zero magnetization even at
vanishing magnetic field, B = 0 [4–9, 14–18]. (ii) Ac-
cording to the “quasi-localized spin scenario” proposed
by Meir and coworkers [13], a subopen QPC hosts a
quasi-localized state involving a spin- 12 magnetic mo-
ment, causing Kondo-like conductance anomalies [10–13].
At low energies, a quasi-localized spin would be screened,
giving rise to Fermi-liquid behavior that includes slow
spin fluctuations. These two scenarios thus seem to offer
starkly contrasting views of the spin structure in a QPC:
(i) spatially extended but static in time, vs. (ii) spatially
localized but fluctuating in time. Our work suggests that
a view that entails elements of both: the spin struc-
ture fluctuates in time, in accord with (ii), but slowly
– which is compatible with (i) if one is willing to rein-
terpret “spontaneous polarization” as “slowly fluctuating
polarization”. And the spin structure is spatially coher-
ent, in accord with (i), over a region of finite extent –
which is compatible with (ii) if one is willing to associate
a nonzero spatial extent and a finite life-time with the
quasi-localized state evoked there. We thus suggest that
the controversy between the opposing views (i) and (ii)
can be resolved by associating the quasi-localized state
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evoked in (ii) with the slow electrons of the van Hove
ridge, and realizing that these constitute a quasi-static,
spatially coherent spin environment, in the spirit of (i),
for electrons traversing the QPC. Thus, though the var-
ious scenarios differ substantially in their details (and if
one insists on comparing these details, the controversy
will never be put to rest), they can be argued to have
a common core: a slowly fluctuating spin structure of fi-
nite spatial extent in the center of the QPC. Moreover,
our work shows that this spin structure originates nat-
urally from the same interplay of interactions and QPC
barrier geometry, encoded in the van Hove ridge, that
causes transport properties to be anomalous.
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Supplementary material
This supplement consists of two parts. In the first, we
give the technical details on the model, the fRG- flow
equations and the numerics involved. We also argue that
the characteristic energy for spin fluctuations, ωspin, is
governed by the distance between the chemical potential
and the effective lower band edge, ωspin ' µ − ωmax.
In the second part, we report on DMRG calculations of
the LDOS that we have performed to as an independent
check of our fRG predictions. We find good qualitative
agreement between both methods.
S-I. MODEL
We use a modified version of Model II of Ref. [22]: In
the central region, described by N = 2N ′ + 1 sites, with
i = −N ′, . . . , N ′, the on-site potential is zero, and the
hopping elements vary from site to site according to
τj = τ − 12 Ṽc exp
(
−
x2j
1− x2j
)
; xj =
2j + 1
N − 1 , (S1)
where j runs from −N ′ to N ′ − 1. In Ref. [22, 23], it
was shown that such a spatially varying hopping may be
used to mimick an inhomogenous on-site potential, which
has the advantage that no long-lived states appear above
the upper band edge (see Sec. V of [23] for a detailed
discussion). The on-site interaction in the central region
is given by
Ui = U0 exp
(
− l
6
i
1− l2i
)
; li =
i
N ′ + 12
, (S2)
The hopping and interaction Eqs. (S1),(S2) lead to a
Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
σ,i
τi
(
c†i+1,σci,σ + h.c.
)
+
∑
i
(
Uic
†
i↑ci↑c
†
i↓ci↓
)
,
=:
∑
σ,i,j
(
H̃σjic
†
j,σci,σ + h.c.
)
+
∑
i
(
Uic
†
i↑ci↑c
†
i↓ci↓
)
,
(S3)
where we use the tilde to indicate that the indices of
the Hamiltonian matrix H̃σ run over Z. H̃σij is invariant
under transposition and parity P, which we implement
as P : i 7→ −i. We will explicitly assume the presence
of these symmetries in the following. Note that for our
description of the central region, the effect of the tight-
binding leads with hopping τ coupling to sites −N ′ and
N ′ is fully included in the self-energy contribution
ΣRleadij(ω) =(δi,−N ′δj,−N ′ + δi,N ′δj,N ′)
×



ω
2
(
1−
√
1−
(
2τ
ω
)2
)
, |ω| > 2τ
ω
2 − iτ
√
1−
(
ω
2τ
)2
, |ω| < 2τ,
(S4)
ΣKleadij(ω) =(1− 2nF (ω))(ΣRleadij − ΣAleadij). (S5)
Here, the superscript R(K,A) denotes the retarded
(Keldysh, advanced) component of the self energy and
nF is the Fermi distribution function.
As stated in the main text, we use U0 = 0.7τ and
Ṽc ∈ [0.44, 0.58]τ .
S-II. KELDYSH FRG
The model is solved by employing the functional renor-
malization group (fRG) [25–28] on the Keldysh-contour
to obtain real-frequency information. The flow is trun-
cated perturbatively, i.e. we set the three-particle ver-
tex (and all higher vertices) to zero during the flow
and approximate the two-particle vertex by the three
usual channels (P , X, and D) [22, 25], assuming a
local and static inter-channel mixing (coupled-ladder-
approximation). The computation is then exact to sec-
ond order in the interaction. It may be viewed as exten-
sion of the flow used in Ref. [26] to multiple sites (neglect-
ing the Dσσ̄-channel, which in our case is of order U30 )
or an extension of the flow used in Ref. [22] to real fre-
quencies. As flow parameter we use an artificial, on-site
broadening of the spectrum (c.f. Eq. (S6), and Ref. [25]).
This flow parameter respects fluctuation-dissipation the-
orems, so that in equilibrium it is unnecessary to compute
the Keldysh components of the self energy (ΣK) and the
channels (bP , bX , bD).
Once the model has been solved using Keldysh fRG,
we use the two-particle vertex and the self-energy to com-
pute the conductance, using Eq. (23) of Ref. [23].
The conventions on the Keldysh-contour used are those
of Ref. [26], with the difference that after the Keldysh
rotation we use the labels c(lassical) and q(uantum), in-
stead of 2 and 1. In particular, this means that the
Keldysh rotation used for the fermions is the same as
the one usually used for bosons. We use σ =↑, ↓ to de-
note spin, and σ̄ to denote the spin opposite to σ. Letters
from the middle of the roman alphabet (i,j) refer to spa-
tial sites, while letters from the beginning of the Greek
alphabet (α, β) refer to the Keldysh indices.
2
A. The Single-Scale Propagator
The flow parameter is determined by the bare retarded
Green’s function
G̃R0,Λ,σ(ω) =
1
ω1− H̃σ + i
(
1
2Λ
)
1
, (S6)
where H̃σ is the non-interacting Hamiltonian matrix ex-
tracted from Eq. (S3). Λ is the flow parameter, ranging
from ∞ (start of flow) to 0 (end of flow). 1 is the unit
matrix in the space of the sites, which we will omit from
now on. Once the leads have been projected out, we drop
the tilde on the restricted Hamiltonian matrix Hσ and
the spatial indices then only run from −N ′ to N ′. We
use the artificial on-site broadening for all sites (includ-
ing the leads) to avoid artifacts at the transition from the
lead to the central region.
The retarded single-scale propagator S̃R is
S̃R(ω) =
(
G̃G̃−10 ∂ΛG̃0G̃
−1
0 G̃
)R
= − i
2
G̃RΛ · G̃RΛ , (S7)
where we omit the site and spin labels.
After the integration over the leads’ degrees of freedom
has been performed, the Green’s function projected onto
the central part acquires an additional self-energy term
G
R(σ)
0 (ω) =
1
ω(σ) −H(σ) − Σ(σ)lead(ω,Λ) + iΛ/2
, (S8)
where ω(σ) = ω + σ2B and
Σ
(σ)
leadij
(ω,Λ) =
1
2
(
ω(σ) + iΛ2 − i
√
4τ2 −
(
ω(σ) + iΛ2
)2
)
× (δi,−N ′δj,−N ′ + δi,N ′δj,N ′). (S9)
This self-energy is also reflected in the projected single-
scale propagator, which now takes the form
SR(ω) =
(
GG−10 ∂ΛG0G
−1
0 G
)R
= GRΛ ·
(
− i
2
+ ∂ΛΣlead(ω,Λ)
)
·GRΛ . (S10)
For Λ → ∞ the model is exactly solvable and the
irreducible part of the full vertex is simply the bare
vertex [26]. Since we only consider equilibrium situ-
ations in this paper and the flow parameter respects
fluctuation-dissipation theorems, the Keldysh Green’s
function GK [and single scale SK ] is determined simply
via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
GK = (1− 2nF )(GR −GA), SK = (1− 2nF )(SR − SA).
(S11)
B. The Vertex
The vertex is assumed to consist only of a two-particle
contribution. This contribution is approximated by a
structure compatible with a decomposition into three
channels (with only static and local interchannel feed-
back). This approximation yields a consistent set of flow
equations. We use the following parametrization:
We decompose the 2-particle vertex into three chan-
nels, according to
γ(ω′1, ω
′
2;ω1, ω2) ≈ v̄+ϕP (ω1+ω2)+ϕX(ω2−ω′1)+ϕD(ω2−ω′2),
(S12)
where we have suppressed all indices other than energy,
and primed quantities denote outgoing legs. v̄ denotes
the bare vertex. The Keldsh structure is arranged ac-
cording to the convention
γαβ|γδ =


(qq|qq) (qq|cq) (qq|qc) (qq|cc)
(cq|qq) (cq|cq) (cq|qc) (cq|cc)
(qc|qq) (qc|cq) (qc|qc) (qc|cc)
(cc|qq) (cc|cq) (cc|qc) (cc|cc)

 . (S13)
The channels are labelled as (the Keldysh structure cor-
responds to Eqs. (A8,A11,A17) of Ref. [25], while the
spatial structure is that of Eq. (S48) of Ref. [22])
(ϕP )(σσ̄|σσ̄),(ii|jj)(Π) =


0 aP∗ji a
P∗
ji 0
aPij b
P
ij b
P
ij a
P
ij
aPij b
P
ij b
P
ij a
P
ij
0 aP∗ji a
P∗
ji 0


(σσ̄)
(Π),
(S14)
(ϕX)(σσ̄|σσ̄),(ji|ij)(X) =


0 aX∗ji a
X
ij b
X
ij
aXij b
X
ij 0 a
X∗
ji
aX∗ji 0 b
X
ij a
X
ij
bXij a
X
ij a
X∗
ji 0


(σσ̄)
(X),
(S15)
(ϕD)(σσ|σσ),(ij|ij)(∆) =


0 aDij a
D∗
ji b
D
ij
aDij 0 b
D
ij a
D∗
ii
aD∗ji b
D
ij 0 a
D
ij
bDij a
D∗
ji a
D
ij 0


(σσ)
(∆).
(S16)
Each channel is labelled by only two spatial indices and
one energy. Conceptually, it can be thought of as the
propagator of a Hubbard-Stratonovitch particle of the
corresponding channel with retarded (aP , aD, and aX∗)
and Keldysh (bP , bD, and bX) components. From this
point of view it is not surprising that in equilibrium the
channels satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorems (c.f.
3
Eqs. (A10,A13,A19) of Ref. [25]:
bP
(σσ̄)
(ij) (Π) = 2i coth
[
β
(
Π
2
− µ
)]
Im aP
(σσ̄)
(ij) (Π)
(S17a)
bX
(σσ̄)
(ij) (X) = −2i coth
[
βX
2
]
Im aX
(σσ̄)
(ij) (X) (S17b)
bD
(σσ)
(ij) (∆) = 2i coth
[
β∆
2
]
Im aD
(σσ)
(ij) (∆) (S17c)
C. The Flow Equations
When all vertices higher than the 2-particle vertex are
set to zero, the resulting truncated flow equations are
(c.f. Eqs. (27,28) of Ref. [25])
d
dΛ
ΣΛ1′1 =−
∑∫
2′2
i
2π
γΛ1′2′12S
Λ
22′
d
dΛ
γΛ1′2′12 = +
∑∫
3′4′34
i
2π
γΛ1′2′34S
Λ
33′G
Λ
44′γ
Λ
3′4′12
+
∑∫
3′4′34
i
2π
γΛ1′4′32
[
SΛ33′G
Λ
44′ + S
Λ
44′G
Λ
33′
]
γΛ3′2′14
−
∑∫
3′4′34
i
2π
γΛ1′3′14
[
SΛ33′G
Λ
44′ + S
Λ
44′G
Λ
33′
]
γΛ4′2′32.
(S18)
Here, 1, 1′ etc. are multi-indices encompassing spin, site
and energy. In the flow of the vertex, each summand
corresponds to a single channel. The vertex of each sum-
mand will be approximated by the contribution of the
corresponding channel for all energies and the feedback
of the other channels at a specific energy (2µ for the
P-channel, 0 for the X- and D-channels). Inserting the
channel decomposition with the above notations into the
flow equations, the flow of the self-energy is given by
[compare Eqs. (B3,B4) of Ref. [25]]:
∂ΛΣ
q|c(σ)
(kl) (ω) = −
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
S
c|c(σ̄)
(lk) (ω
′)aP
(σσ̄)
(kl) (ω + ω
′) + Sc|c(σ̄)(kl) (ω
′)aX
(σσ̄)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω)− Sc|c(σ)(kl) (ω′)aD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′)
+ S
q|c(σ̄)
(lk) (ω
′)bP
(σσ̄)
(kl) (ω + ω
′) + Sc|q(σ̄)(kl) (ω
′)bX
(σσ̄)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω)− Sc|q(σ)(kl) (ω′)bD
(σσ)
(lk) (ω − ω′)
+ S
c|c(σ̄)
(lk) (ω
′)Uk/2δkl +
∑
m
S
c|c(σ)
(mm) (ω
′)aD
(σσ)
(km)(0)δkl
]
(S19)
and
∂ΛΣ
q|q(σ)
(kl) (ω) = −
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
S
c|q(σ̄)
(kl) (ω
′)aX
(σσ̄)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω) − Sc|q(σ)(kl) (ω′)aD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′) + Sq|c(σ̄)(lk) (ω′)aP
(σσ̄)
(kl) (ω + ω
′)
+ S
c|q(σ̄)
(lk) (ω
′)aP∗
(σσ̄)
(lk) (ω
′ + ω) + Sq|c(σ̄)(kl) (ω
′)aX∗
(σσ̄)
(kl) (ω
′ − ω)− Sq|c(σ)(kl) (ω′)aD∗
(σσ)
(lk) (ω − ω′)
+ S
c|c(σ̄)
(lk) (ω
′)bP
(σσ̄)
(kl) (ω + ω
′) + Sc|c(σ̄)(kl) (ω
′)bX
(σσ̄)
(lk) (ω
′ − ω)− Sc|c(σ)(kl) (ω′)bD
(σσ)
(kl) (ω − ω′)
+
(
S
c|q(σ̄)
(lk) (ω
′) + Sq|c(σ̄)(lk) (ω
′)
)
Uk/2δkl
]
.
(S20)
The flow of the vertex contains two bubbles
Ippab|a′b′(ω)
(σ1σ2)
(ij|kl) =
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
G
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (ω/2 + ω
′)Sb|b
′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2− ω′) + S
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (ω/2 + ω
′)Gb|b
′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2− ω′)
]
, (S21)
Iphab|a′b′(ω)
(σ1σ2)
(ij|kl) =
i
2π
∫
dω′
[
G
a|a′(σ1)
(i|k) (−ω/2 + ω′)S
b|b′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2 + ω
′) + Sa|a
′(σ1)
(i|k) (−ω/2 + ω′)G
b|b′(σ2)
(j|l) (ω/2 + ω
′)
]
,
(S22)
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and is given by (compare Eqs. (C3,C6,C9) of Ref. [25])
∂Λ(ϕ
P )
qq|cq
(σσ̄|σσ̄)(ii|jj)(Π) = ∂Λa
P∗(σ̄σ)
(ij) (Π)
=
∑
km
(
1
2Ukδki + a
P∗(Π)(σ̄σ)(ki) +
1
2U
X (σ̄σ)
(ki)
)(
Ippcq|cc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
qc|cc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm)
)(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σ̄σ)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σ̄σ)
(jm)
)
(S23)
∂Λ(ϕ
X)
qq|cq
(σσ̄|σσ̄)(ji|ij)(X) = ∂Λa
X∗(X)(σ̄σ)(ji)
=
∑
kl
(
1
2Ujδjk +
1
2U
P (σ̄σ)
(jk) + a
X∗(X)(σ̄σ)(jk)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk
)(
1
2Uiδil +
1
2U
P (σ̄σ)
(li) + a
X∗(X)(σ̄σ)(li)
)
(S24)
∂Λ(ϕ
D)
cq|qq
(σσ)(ij|ij)(∆) = ∂Λa
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ij)
=−
∑
kl
[(
− 12WD
(σσ)
(ik) + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
)(
Iphqc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)(
− 12WD
(σσ)
(lj) + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(lj)
)
+
(
1
2Ui +
1
2U
P (σσ̄)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ̄)
(ik)
)
δik
(
Iphqc|cc(∆)
(σ̄σ̄|σ̄σ̄)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|cq(∆)
(σ̄σ̄|σ̄σ̄)
(lk|kl)
)
δjl
(
1
2Uj +
1
2U
P (σ̄σ)
(jl) +
1
2U
X (σ̄σ)
(jl)
)]
(S25)
∂Λ(ϕ
P )
cq|cq
(σσ̄)(ii|jj)(Π) = ∂Λb
P (Π)
(σσ̄)
(ij)
=
∑
km
[(
1
2Uiδik + a
P (Π)
(σσ̄)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ̄)
(ik)
)(
Ippcc|cc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
qq|cc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cc|qq(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm)
)
×
(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σσ̄)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σσ̄)
(jm)
)
+ bP (Π)
(σσ̄)
(ik)
(
Ippqc|cc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cq|cc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm)
)(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σσ̄)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σσ̄)
(jm)
)
+
(
1
2Uiδik + a
P (Π)
(σσ̄)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ̄)
(ik)
)(
Ippcc|qc(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cc|cq(Π)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
(kk|mm)
)
bP (Π)
(σσ̄)
(mj)
]
(S26)
∂Λ(ϕ
X)
qq|cc
ji|ij (X) = ∂Λb
X(X)
(σσ̄)
(ij)
=
∑
kl
[(
1
2Ukδkj +
1
2U
P (σσ̄)
(kj) + a
X(X)
(σσ̄)
(kj)
)(
Iphcc|cc(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk + I
ph
qc|cq(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk + I
ph
cq|qc(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk
)
×
(
1
2Ulδil +
1
2U
P (σσ̄)
(il) + a
X∗(X)σσ̄(li)
)
+ bX(X)
(σσ̄)
(kj)
(
Iphqc|cc(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk
)(
1
2Ulδil +
1
2U
P (σσ̄)
(li) + a
X∗(X)σσ̄li
)
+
(
1
2Ujδjk +
1
2U
P (σσ̄)
(jk) + a
X(X)
(σσ̄)
(kj)
)(
Iphcq|cc(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk + I
ph
cc|qc(X)
(σσ̄|σσ̄)
kl|lk
)
bX(X)
(σσ̄)
(il)
]
(S27)
∂Λ(ϕ
D)
cc|qq
(σσ)(ij|ij)(∆) = ∂Λb
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ij)
=−
∑
kl
[(
− 12WD
σσ
ik + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
)
·
(
Iphcc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
qc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cq|qc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)(
− 12WD
(σσ)
(lj) + a
D∗(∆)(σσ)(jl)
)
+
(
− 12WD
(σσ)
(ik) + a
D(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
)(
Iphqc|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|cq(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)
bD(∆)
(σσ)
(lj)
+ bD(∆)
(σσ)
(ik)
(
Iphcq|cc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cc|qc(∆)
(σσ|σσ)
(lk|kl)
)(
− 12WD
(σσ)
(lj) + a
D∗(∆)(σσ)(jl)
)
+
(
1
2Uiδik +
1
2U
P σσ̄
(ik) +
1
2U
Xσσ̄
(ik)
)(
Iphcc|cc(∆)
(σ̄σ̄|σ̄σ̄)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
qc|cq(∆)
(σ̄σ̄|σ̄σ̄)
(lk|kl) + I
ph
cq|qc(∆)
(σ̄σ̄|σ̄σ̄)
(lk|kl)
)
×
(
1
2Ulδlj +
1
2U
P (σ̄σ)
(lj) +
1
2U
X (σ̄σ)
(lj)
)]
(S28)
The relative signs between the X- and the D-channel stem from the fact that they are related through ex-
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change of two fermionic legs.
In equilibrium, we set
UP
(σσ̄)
ij = 2Re a
P (2µ)
(σσ̄)
(ij) δij ,
UX
(σσ̄)
(ij) = 2Re a
X(0)
(σσ̄)
(ij) δij ,
WD
(σσ)
(ij) = 2Re a
D(0)
(σσ)
(ij) δij . (S29)
Note that in equilibrium, aP (2µ), aX(0), and aD(0) are
all real matrices.
In order to fully specify the flow, it remains to fix the
initial conditions at large but finite Lambda:
Σij = δijUi/2, (S30)
φX = φP = φD = 0. (S31)
D. Implementational Details
The central region consists of N = 61 sites. We use
∼ 1500 frequencies to sample the real frequency axis.
One third of the frequencies is sampled exponentially in
the region |ω| > 4τ , the rest is sampled homogeneously in
the region ω ∈ [−4τ, 4τ ]. An additional 100 frequencies
are included in windows of size 4T around µ and 2µ. In
order to numerically perform the integrals, it is useful to
map the real axis to a finite region. We thus represent
ω ∈ R in terms of the variable ỹ = y/τ ∈ (−7, 7) via
ω =



−2τ (ỹ+6)(1+Λ)(ỹ+6)2−1 − 6τ, for (ỹ < −6)
−2τ − τ(ỹ + 2)2/4, for (−6 < ỹ < −2)
τ ỹ
√
4
ỹ2 −
(ỹ2−4)2
4ỹ2 , for (−2 < ỹ < 2)
2τ + τ(ỹ − 2)2/4, for (2 < ỹ < 6)
−2τ (ỹ−6)(1+Λ)(ỹ−6)2−1 + 6τ, for (6 < ỹ).
(S32)
The structure of this substitution is chosen such that the
van Hove divergence at the band edges is trivially in-
tegrated (i.e. the integral
∫
dω(ω ± 2τ)−1/2 is mapped
to the integral const. ×
∫
dỹ1 for ω close to the band
edges), while the large-frequency region is scaled with
the flow parameter Λ and substituted such that the in-
tegral
∫
dωω−2 (the most diverging integral that occurs)
is mapped to the integral const.×
∫
dỹ1 for ω  Λ. For
convenience, y = ±2τ,±6τ is mapped to ω = ±2τ,±6τ .
Continuous frequency information is obtained by linearly
interpolating in y-space.
The flow equation is solved with a 6th-order Runge-
Kutta ODE solver with adaptive step size, while the in-
tegrals over internal frequencies are computed using Pat-
terson sets. The integrals over internal frequencies are
split into multiple intervals, such that a strong depen-
dence on the internal frequency occurs near the integra-
tion boundaries, as the sampling is more dense there.
The boundaries are determined by either the unsubsti-
tuted frequency of a Green’s function or single scale prop-
agator taking the value ±2τ , µ, µ± 10T , ±(−2τ +Vc) or
− 3 0 3
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Figure S1. Comparison between Keldysh-fRG and DMRG re-
sults. (a) The local density as a function of position and (b)
the LDOS as a function of energy of a closed (green), subopen
(red), and open (orange) QPC, computed without interac-
tions (dashed lines), and with interactions (solid lines), using
Keldysh-fRG (colored) and DMRG (black), respectively.
±2τ±Λ, or by the argument of the P-channel (X-channel,
D-channel) taking the value 2µ (0). The flow parameter
used is not Λ, but rather u := log
(
Λ
1+Λ
)
. This improves
the dynamic choice of step size within the ODE-solver.
The flow starts at Λ ≈ 105 and goes down to Λ ≈ 10−9.
To minimize runtime, the Green’s function and single
scale propagator are computed at ∼ 30000 frequencies,
and a linear interpolation in y-space is used when either
of them is required in an integrand. In equilibrium, the
matrices appearing are symmetric under an exchange of
sites. Further, the model considered here has a left-right
parity symmetry. Both symmetries are exploited by us-
ing symmetric matrices to store the self-energy and the
vertex, and by using a parity basis in the computation of
the Green’s function and the single scale propagator.
S-III. DMRG CALCULATIONS
The results in the main text are obtained using
Keldysh-fRG, which is based on a perturbative ansatz.
To verify the validity of the fRG data, we also em-
ploy density-matrix-renormalization-group (DMRG) cal-
culations [30]. DMRG represents one of the most
powerful quasi-exact numerical method for describing
one-dimensional quantum many-body systems regarding
their static ground-state, dynamic, as well as thermo-
dynamic properties. In particular, DMRG can treat
fermionic systems with arbitrary interaction strength due
to its non-perturbative character. Specifically, we have
used DMRG to compute the local density n [Fig. S1(a)]
and the LDOS [Fig. S1(b)], obtaining good qualitative
agreement between our DMRG (black) and Keldysh-fRG
(colored) results.
Below, we first elaborate on some peculiarities of our
matrix-product-state (MPS) implementation [30], which
could be of interest to practitioners, and then discuss the
choice of model parameters used for this comparison.
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A. DMRG details
The QPC model in Eq. (1) poses a particular challenge
to DMRG since, in contrast to fRG, it is not possible
to incorporate the non-interacting leads to the left and
right of the interacting region by an additional term in
the self-energy. Instead, a finite-size chain representation
of both leads is necessary as a prerequisite to make the
model accessible for DMRG. The simplest ansatz is to
replace the semi-infinite leads by a finite-length tight-
binding chain with open boundary conditions (OBC).
However, this setup is not practicable as it requires to
go to very large system sizes in order to avoid strong
finite-size artefacts in physical properties in the interact-
ing part of the QPC. Instead, we here employ the con-
cept of smooth boundary conditions (SBC) [31], which
enable us to minimize finite-size effects in the interacting
region of the QPC. Implementing SBC, the parameters
of the non-interacting tight-binding chains are smoothly
decreased to zero towards both ends of the chain to avoid
having a sharp and rigid boundary as in the OBC setup.
Thus for the interacting region of the QPC, the system’s
size is no longer fully determinable. SBC enable us to
mimic very large leads with only O(10) sites.
In practice, we scale the Hamiltonian parameters in the
non-interacting regions (which we label symmetrically by
I = 1, . . . , NL for both the left and right lead; I = 1 cor-
responds to the left- or rightmost boundary, I = NL to
the lead sites closest to the central region) with a smooth-
ing function fI such that τI =
τ
2 (fI+fI+1) and µI = µfI .
Following Ref. [31], we choose fI = y(1 − I/[NL + 1]]),
and the smoothing function y(x) = 12
(
1 − tanh x−1/2x(1−x)
)
for 0 < x < 1, which interpolates between 1 at the edge
of the central region and 0 and the boundary.
In this setup, we first determine the ground state of
the QPC using standard DMRG formulated in terms
of MPS. The LDOS Ai(ω) = − 1π ImGRii(ω) is then de-
termined using time-dependent DMRG [32]. To this
end, we carry out two independent tDMRG runs to
determine the retarded correlator in the time domain,
GRii(t) = −i[〈c†i (t)ci〉+ 〈ci(t)c†i 〉∗]. The entanglement in
the MPS increases linearly during the real-time evolu-
tion, thus the number of states D kept in simulation
needs to be continuously increased to kept the numer-
ical error constant. This implies that the simulation is
bound to some maximum time Tmax at which the simula-
tion is no longer numerically feasible. A finite-time cutoff
typically introduces artificial oscillations in the Fourier
transform, requiring some artificial broadening to obtain
a smooth and positive definite LDOS. However, we can
avoid incorporating a broadening function by extending
Tmax to much larger times by means of linear prediction
[33]. The extrapolation scheme is expected to work for
the present model since the correlator GRii(t) decreases
exponentially over time scales smaller than the inverse
mean level spacing and larger than the lifetime of exci-
tations in the central region.
We end this section with some technical notes. All
DMRG calculations in this work are performed with the
QSpace tensor library of A. Weichselbaum [34]. We
studied a QPC with an interacting region consisting of
N = 31 sites and two non-interacting regions to the
left and right containing NL = 50 sites each, yielding
a total of NDMRGtot = 131 sites, whose parameters are
tuned in terms of SBCs (see above). The DMRG ground-
state calculation employs a two-site update keeping up to
D = 1600 states. Convergence was typically reached af-
ter 10 to 40 sweeps, 40 being required particularly for
an almost closed QPC, where the low particle density
slows down convergence and the algorithm can get stuck
in local minima during early iterations. In the tDMRG
simulations we use a second-order Trotter-Suzuki decom-
position with a time step ∆t = 0.05/τ and adapt the
number of states in the MPS dynamically by truncating
all singular values smaller than εSVD = 5 · 10−5. We
stop the simulation when the number of kept states in
the MPS exceeds D = 4000. In this setting, we typically
reach time scales Tmax ·τ = 60−65 before applying linear
prediction.
B. Choice of model parameters
Since DMRG solves a finite system, we need a way
to estimate the ’optimal’ system size: We extract the
LDOS as a Fourier-transform of the real time Green’s
function, computed by DMRG. However, the resulting
LDOS is only reliable if the Green’s function is evolved
up to time scales of the order of the traversal time ttrav,
as at shorter times the low-energy quasi-particles have
yet to leave the central region. This means that the sys-
tem size must be chosen sufficiently large, such that the
reflection time trefl ∼ NDMRGtot /(2τ) (the time until the
first quasi-particles reflected at the boundary return to
the center) is larger than the traversal time: trefl & ttrav.
For the setup of the main text this yields NDMRGtot & 500.
Combined with the fact that we need to perform time-
evolution up to the traversal time ttrav ≈ 250/τ , this
would have required an unfeasible amount of resources
in DMRG.
In order to reduce the traversal time, we shrink the
system (i.e. reduce N) and make the QPC potential
steeper (i.e. increase the curvature Ωx): If the curvature
is larger, a larger interaction is necessary to observe the
same physics, as the LDOS is smeared out more. We have
tried to compensate for this by choosing an appropriately
larger interaction. Comparing Figs. 2(a) and S1(b), we
see that the qualitative features of the fRG-LDOS are
the same: There is a roughly constant energy-shift of
the LDOS in the open region, in the sub-open region
the LDOS peak is sharpened (the effective potential is
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flatter) and pinned to the chemical potential, while the
LDOS in the closed region is almost unaffected by in-
teractions. Since the new parameters yield results that
exhibit the same qualitative features as those shown in
the main text, we consider them a reasonable proxy for
a direct comparison between DMRG and Keldysh-fRG.
To be specific, the set of parameters used for this
comparison is: NDMRG = 31, UDMRG = 0.94τ ,
V DMRGc = {−1.69,−0.56, 0.56}ΩDMRGx , µDMRG = −τ ,
and ΩDMRGx ≈ 0.9τ . Since Ωx is 3 times larger than in
the main text, the traversal time should be reduced by
a factor of roughly 3. We find ttrav ≈ 70/τ , and thus
estimate N totDMRG & 140 (we use N totDMRG = 131), which is
still viable.
Finally, we remark that the choice of time tlp, after
which linear prediction is applied, is a subtle issue: The
linear prediction method does not capture any physics
that happens at time scales t  tlp (this is an intended
feature of the method, e.g. to mask finite-size effects).
However, this implies that for ttrav  tlp there may exist
times at which linear prediction appears stable (i.e. ro-
bust against variation of parameters used in linear pre-
diction), while missing the finer details of the LDOS.
This happens in our system for times tlp ∼ 30/τ , and
is generically to be expected in a system with multiple
time scales. Once the largest time scale surviving the
limit of infinite leads is reached (which in our case is
ttrav), and provided that time scale is still much shorter
than the inverse level spacing, linear prediction appears
to yield reasonable long-time results.
S-IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT
Numerous experiments have been performed on the 0.7
anomaly. Fig. S2 (a)-(e) displays some representative
data sets from the literature for the first conductance
step, showing how the step shape evolves with increasing
temperature. The data shows multiple features, some of
which are more robust than others:
1. When the temperature is increased, the conduc-
tance in the lower part of the conductance step (g . 0.5,
the “pinch-off” regime), increases only weakly, whereas
the conductance in the upper part of the conductance
step (0.5 . g . 0.9, the “subopen regime”) is strongly
reduced. This causes the conductance step to become
strongly asymmetric with increasing temperature. All
data sets show this feature.
2. At the lowest temperature, a shoulder near g ' 0.7
is seen quite clearly in some data sets, e.g. (a), (e), but
less clearly in (b), (c). Moreover the position of the shoul-
der is known to vary from sample to sample, with values
in the range of 0.6 to 0.9 having been observed. Clearly,
the shape of the conductance step is not universal, even
at the lowest temperatures. This non-universality is ex-
emplified by the data from [10], shown in Fig. S2(d),
where the length of the QPC is varied, interpolating be-
tween a short QPC on the left and a long QPC (i.e. a
short quantum wire) on the right.
3. With increasing temperatures, the asymmetry in
the conductance step becomes so strong that a distinct
plateau-like feature develops in some samples (a,c,e),
though not in all (b,d).
To summarize, the temperature dependence of g(T )
shows a generic trend described in point 1 (strength-
ening asymmetry), but is not characterized by a set of
curves g(Vc, T ) of universal shape (points 2 and 3). Our
data, shown in Fig. S2(f), clearly exhibits the strength-
ening asymmetry of point 1, while lacking the plateau at
large temperatures mentioned in point 3. The absence of
the plateau may be due to the fact that our Keldysh-fRG
method was not able to reliably deal with a QPC at tem-
peratures larger than the ones shown in Fig. S2(f). We
suspect that the reduced reliability of our fRG method
at finite temperature is due to the growing importance
of multi-particle processess (recall that we neglect the
three-particle vertex, and approximate the two-particle
vertex through a channel decomposition). Improved fRG
schemes which either do not approximate the two-particle
vertex and/or strive to incorporate effects of the three-
particle vertex [36] might be able to reach larger temper-
atures and determine if the model yields a plateau-like
structure at these temperatures.
S-V. THE ENERGY STRUCTURE OF THE
SPIN-SUSCEPTIBILITY
In this section, we substantiate the claim of the main
text that the characteristic energy ωspin of spin fluctua-
tions is given by the distance between the chemical poten-
tial, µ, and the lower effective band edge, ωmax. To do so,
we consider the local non-interacting spin-susceptibility,
defined in Eq. (3), which at zero temperature can be
written as
χU=0ii (ω) = 2π
2
∫ µ+ω
µ
dΩAi(Ω)Ai(Ω− ω). (S33)
Let us begin by analyzing its properties for a homoge-
nous tight-binding model with hopping τ and Fermi en-
ergy εF close to the lower band edge, i.e. εF = µ+ 2τ 
D,ω  D, where D = 4τ is the band width. This choice
of εF most closely resembles the situation in the cen-
ter of a QPC. Ai(Ω) is zero for energies below the band
edge, shows a divergence at the band edge and subse-
quently decreases monotonically with increasing energies
[Fig. S3 (a,b)]. χU=0ii essentially counts the number of
available electron-hole excitations, where the electrons
have an energy of Ω ∈ [µ, µ+ ω] and the holes an energy
Ω− ω ∈ [µ− ω, µ] [Fig. S3 (a,b)].
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Figure S2. (a)-(e) Experimental data, reproduced from (a) [12], (b) [35], (c) [22], (d) [10] (e) [9], and (f) our data [Fig. 2(d) of
the main text, with an additional curve (black, dashed) showing the conductance step for the non-interacting model (U = 0)
at T = 0]. The precise form of the conductance shoulder and its evolution with temperature vary from one experiment to
the next. All experiments show the common generic feature, that the conductance decreases significantly with the increasing
temperature in the subopen regime. This feature is well captured by our fRG results in (f). In (d), the different curves show
QPCs of increasing lengths, from a short QPC on the left to a short quantum wire on the right. Our model is used for short
QPCs, corresponding to the curves on the left of (d). In (e), T = 350 mK, 1.3 K, and 2.4 K data are shifted horizontally by
2.5, 5, and −3.5 mV, respectively, to align with 25 mK data.
Consider ω < εF [Fig. S3(a)]. Then
∂ωχ
U=0
ii (ω) = −2π2
∫ µ+ω
µ
dΩAi(Ω)A′i(Ω− ω)
+ 2π2Ai(µ+ ω)Ai(µ) > 0. (S34)
Here, the prime denotes a derivative. Thus χU=0ii (ω) in-
creases monotonically with ω for ω < εF. This can be
understood intuitively by considering the effects of an
infinitesimal increase in ω: The first term in Eq. (S34)
describes how, if the electron remains at energy Ω, the
weight of the hole at energy Ω−ω increases [A′i(Ω−ω)].
The second term in Eq. (S34) describes the appearance
of additional electron-hole pairs.
For εF < ω [Fig. S3(b)] Eq. (S34) is not useful, as the
derivative of A is ill-defined at the band edge. We thus
rewrite Eq. (S33) as
χU=0ii (ω) = 2π
2
∫ µ
µ−εF
dΩAi(Ω + ω)Ai(Ω), (S35)
where we have used the fact that A vanishes for argu-
ments below the band edge to restrict the range of inte-
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Figure S3. (a,b) LDOS of a non-interacting homogenous sys-
tem and (c,d) LDOS at the central site of an interacting QPC
in the open regime. The filled (empty) circles show electrons
(holes) of an electron-hole pair contributing to the spin sus-
ceptibility Eq. (S33), (a,c) for ω < εF and (b,d) for ω > εF.
Electron (or hole) energies lie between the chemical potential
µ (solid black line) and µ+ω (or µ−ω), indicated by the dot-
ted green (or red) line. The energy ωmax, at which the LDOS
is maximal, is indicated by the black dashed-dotted line.
gration. Using Eq. (S35) we obtain
∂ωχ
U=0
ii (ω) = 2π
2
∫ µ
µ−εF
dΩA′i(Ω + ω)Ai(Ω) < 0. (S36)
For εF < ω, χ
U=0
ii (ω) thus decreases monotonically with
ω. This can again be understood intuitively by consid-
ering the effects of an infinitesimal increase in ω: con-
sider an electron-hole pair with fixed hole energy Ω. The
weight of the electron states near Ω + ω [described by
A′i(Ω + ω)] diminishes, reducing the spin susceptibility.
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Figure S4. Local spin susceptibility as function of energy ω
for (a) a non-interacting homogenous system (wire), (b) a
non-interacting QPC, and (c) an interacting QPC. For the
QPCs, the spin susceptibility is taken at the central site. The
position of the maximum, ωspin, is set by the energy difference
from the lower band edge [at the central site, for (b,c)] and
the chemical potential.
The above analysis and Eqs. (S34) and (S36), to-
gether, lead to the following important conclusion: For
the homogenous system considered so far, χU=0ii (ω) ex-
hibits a local maximum at an energy, ωspin, that cor-
responds to the Fermi energy, i.e. to the distance be-
tween the chemical potential µ and the lower band edge
ωmax, ωspin = µ−ωmax. The function χU=0ii (ω) for a non-
interacting homogenous system is shown in Fig. S4(a).
We now switch to a QPC geometry in the presence
of interactions. The inhomogenuity of the QPC poten-
tial changes the divergence of the bare LDOS at the
band bottom into a broadened peak, but leaves the other
features of the LDOS qualitatively unchanged [compare
Figs. S3(a) and (c), or Figs. S3 (b) and (d)]. The geomet-
ric effect of a smeared LDOS on χii(ω) can already be
seen for a non-interacting QPC [Fig. S4(b)]: The sharp
maximum gets smeared out, but the qualitative shape of
χii(ω) remains the same as in Fig. S4(a).
For an interacting QPC, all of the above arguments still
apply within a Fermi liquid picture, albeit with renor-
malized parameters. We thus expect in the interacting
QPC that ωspin ' µ− ωmax, where both ωspin and ωmax
are renormalized quantities. This situation is shown in
Fig. S4(c): Compared to the non-interacting QPC, the ef-
fective barrier is higher, reducing ωspin. Moreover, there
is an additional overall enhancement of the spin suscep-
tibility in the interacting system due to Stoner physics.
Chapter 7
The frequency-resolved QPC
In this chapter, we will analyze the workings of a QPC from a dynamical perspective, i.e. we
will look at frequency-resolved correlation functions. This chapter is intended as a an adden-
dum to chapter 6. We will repeat the most important insights from chapter 6 and add some
further concepts (the local distribution function is explained in Sec. 7.5, the S-matrix is consid-
ered in more detail in Sec. 7.4).
In order to emphasize the left-right symmetry of the problem and to connect to chapter 6,
throughout this chapter we use the convention that the central site of the QPC is labelled by
zero, and the left-most site has a negative index.
7.1 Local density of states
The main quantity we consider is the local density of states1
Ai(ω) = −
1
π
ImGRii(ω). (7.1)
Before we delve into the shape of the LDOS in a QPC, let us first as warm-up consider a
one-dimensional homogeneous system. The LDOS is then given by
Ai(ω) = −
1
π
∫
dkIm
1
ω − ε(k) + iη = ∂εk(ε)|ε=ω, (7.2)
where we have introduced the dispersion ε(k), its inverse k(ε), and an infinitesimal regularizer
η > 0.2 If we recall that the group velocity for a given dispersion is given by vgroup ∼ ∂kε,
we see that the LDOS is proportional to the inverse velocity of a wave-packet centered at the
corresponding energy Ai(ω) ∼ 1vgroup .
1 We remark that the definition Eq. (7.1) is for a system with a spatial lattice. In relativistic QFTs in continuum we
usually cannot sensibly define a local density of states, due to divergences in the UV (the equal position correlation
function is generically problematic in these theories).
2 In a homogeneous system, the momentum k is a good quantum number and may be used to label eigenstates
and eigenenergies ε(k).
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If instead of a homogeneous system we now consider an inhomogeneous system where the
inhomogeneity is adiabatically turned on, we may view the system as basically homogeneous,
but with a weakly position-dependent momentum. We then expect to obtain Ai(ω) ∼ 1vgroup(i) ,
where vgroup(i) is the group velocity at site i. We may compute vgroup(i) from the dispersion
ε(k) of the homogeneous system and the local momentum k(i).
Before we consider actual data of a QPC, let us formulate our expectations:
(a) Our model is one-dimensional and – in the leads – describes particles with a quadratic
dispersion ε(k) = k
2
2m . We obtain the group velocity vgroup(ε) =
√
2ε
m . Intuitively speaking,
particles at low energy are slow. If we consider the LDOS, we see that this dispersion
yields a 1/
√
ε-divergence if the momentum approaches zero (the kinetic energy becomes
minimal). The LDOS should thus be large whenever the momentum is small.
(b) Since we think of a QPC as a barrier, there are tunneling states. This means that for a
barrier of finite length, the LDOS underneath the barrier should not be zero. However,
since tunneling is exponentially suppressed in a semi-classical approximation, we expect
the LDOS below the barrier to vanish quickly the deeper we penetrate into the barrier.
(c) If we have states with a long lifetime (e.g. because these states couple only very weakly
to the leads), these states should appear as narrow strips in frequency space at the sites
where they are mainly localized. Candidates for such states are states outside of the leads’
bandwidth, or states localized by a potential (e.g. between two barriers).
(d) At positions somewhat removed from the inhomogeneity we expect to see Friedel oscil-
lations, i.e. peaks in the LDOS with a distance of λF /2 because the eigenfunctions are
standing waves.
(e) Actually, our spatial direction is discretized, leading to a dispersion of the form ε(k) =
−2τ cos(ka), with the hopping τ and the lattice spacing a. The corresponding group veloc-
ity vgroup(ε) = 2τa
√
1− ε2
4τ2
goes to zero for ε → ±2τ . We thus expect a large LDOS not
only at the lower band edge, where the dispersion is approximately quadratic, but also at
the upper band edge (where the dispersion is quadratic as well, although with the opposite
curvature and a different offset).
Since all of the above expectations hold for both interacting and non-interacting systems,
we first consider the LDOS of non-interacting systems. Fig. 7.1(a-c) shows the LDOS of a non-
interacting QPC (zoomed in on the barrier) at three different gate voltages Vg. To check the
veracity of our expectations, we observe:
(a) The LDOS is large just above the barrier. At energies only slightly above the barrier, most
of the energy is used as potential energy and the kinetic energy (and thus the momentum)
is small.
(b) The LDOS underneath the barrier is very small. However, we can see that some of the
LDOS leaks underneath the bare barrier (the bare barrier is indicated by the black curve).
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Figure 7.1: The local density of states (color scale) of a QPC with 61 sites as function of position
(site) and energy ω at zero temperature. The maximum of the QPC potential is at site i =
31. Upper row: non-interacting (U = 0); lower row: interacting. From left to right: closed,
subopen, and open QPC. The black horizontal line indicates the chemical potential and the
black curve indicates the effective bare barrier. We clearly observe flattening and overall growth
of the renormalized effective barrier due to interactions.
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(c) (Quasi-)bound states do not appear in a QPC.
(d) Away from the center, there are clear stripes visible in the LDOS.
(e) In the non-interacting system, a change of chemical potential would have no influence
whatsoever on the LDOS. We see that our choice of varying the gate voltage Vg instead
of the chemical potential µ does not deform the barrier in a significant way throughout
the range of parameters we consider. Therefore the LDOS of the closed QPC in a window
around the chemical potential (the LDOS for low-energy excitations) looks just like the
LDOS of the open QPC, only the window is shifted to a different energy.
Upon turning on interactions, we arrive at Fig. 7.1(d-f). In the closed QPC [Fig. 7.1(a,d)],
we observe very little change in the LDOS. As soon as we reach the (sub-)open region however
[Fig. 7.1(b,c,e,f)], we observe two clear effects:
(i) The peak of the LDOS is shifted to higher energies, i.e. the renormalized effective barrier
is higher.
(ii) The peak of the LDOS is spatially broader, i.e. the renormalized effective barrier is flatter.
Both of these effects can qualitatively be understood as a Hartree-shift: To first order in the
interaction U , the renormalized barrier Vren,eff is
Vren,eff(x) = Vbare,eff(x) + U(x)n(x), (7.3)
where n(x) is the local density. The density is small in the center of the QPC, and grows towards
the QPC’s edges. We thus expect the effective renormalized barrier to be higher than the bare
effective barrier (once there is some density of electrons within the QPC’s center). The growth
should be larger away from the center, as the density there is higher than in the QPC’s center.
Thus, the barrier is shifted up in the (sub-)open region, and the effective renormalized barrier
is flattened. We remark that a flatter barrier leads to a higher peak in the LDOS.
It is important to note that the first-order Hartree-shift can only yield a qualitative under-
standing of the new effective potential. While studies using the self-consistent Hartree approxi-
mation have found the same qualitative behavior, the effective renormalized barrier obtained in
these studies leads to a conductance that disagrees with the experimental observations [SL13]
(which the authors of [SL13] attribute to their choice of a smooth potential; in our view, the self-
consistent Hartree approximation is simply not sufficiently powerful to capture all the relevant
physics of the system).
It is also necessary to take into account the non-local parts of the self-energy and their effect
on the renormalized effective barrier, as neglecting long-range parts of the self-energy leads to
a wrong conductance and a wrong LDOS.3
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Figure 7.2: The local density of states (color scale) of a QPC at the central site as function of
gate voltage Vg and energy ω at zero temperature [(b) non-interacting, and (c) interacting]. The
black horizontal line indicates the chemical potential and the black diagonal line indicates the
top of the effective bare barrier. For better identification of the relevant regions, we show the
conductance [(a): the non-interacting conductance is shown in blue, the interacting conduc-
tance in black]. Throughout the subopen region, we clearly see that the maximum of the LDOS
(i.e. the top of the renormalized effective barrier) is pinned to the chemical potential. Once the
QPC is open, the maximum of the LDOS follows the gate voltage, although with a slightly
different slope.
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7.2 Resonant energy structure
Now that we have seen the structure of the LDOS at some given gate voltages Vg, let us consider
the evolution of the LDOS as we vary Vg. If we want to see how the frequency-resolved LDOS
changes as we vary Vg, we either have to take a lot of snapshots or decide on either a single
site or the average of some sites. One possible choice is to view the LDOS at the central site
as function of Vg and frequency ω. Following [IZ09], we call Acentral site(ω, Vg) the “resonant
energy structure”.4 The result is shown in Fig. 7.2 (b,c). Fig. 7.2 shows the non-interacting
LDOS at the central site as function of gate voltage Vg and energy ω. The solid black diagonal
is the nominal barrier top (the maximum of the bare effective barrier). As can be clearly seen,
the non-interacting resonant energy structure simply follows the nominal barrier top.
Upon adding interactions, we obtain Fig. 7.2(c). As long as the QPC is closed [we have
plotted the conductance in Fig. 7.2(a) to allow for an easy identification of the different regimes],
there is no significant difference in the resonant energy structure between the interacting and
the non-interacting case. We have made the same observation for the LDOS in Fig. 7.1(a,d). As
we reach the sub-open regime, we observe a pinning of the peak in the LDOS to the chemical
potential (the chemical potential is indicated as a horizontal black line). Only once the QPC is
open, the peak in the LDOS leaves the chemical potential and once again roughly follows the
nominal barrier top (with an additional offset, and a slightly modified slope). The offset and the
slightly slower growth of the energy of the peak in the LDOS can qualitatively be understood
through the same Hartree-term we used earlier (c.f. Eq. (7.3)): Once the QPC is open, there is
non-vanishing electron-density in the center which increases the effective renormalized barrier
height. This electron density grows slowly as the QPC is opened further, thus reducing the
effect of lowering the barrier, leading to a less steep slope of the peak of the LDOS.
For now, let us focus on the pinning of the peak of the LDOS to the chemical potential
throughout the sub-open region. It is this pinning that sets apart the sub-open region from all
other points in the conductance curve. When the peak of the LDOS is at the chemical potential,
interaction effects are enhanced. We thus expect a strong reaction of the system to external
stimulus (magnetic field or temperature) in and throughout the sub-open region. This strong
reaction is in fact the common feature of all experimental data on the 0.7 anomaly (we note that
the 0.7 anomaly occurs in exactly the region where we observe pinning of the peak of the LDOS
to the chemical potential).
As a sanity check of our claims, we may estimate the interaction strength required to ob-
serve pinning: If we infinitesimally reduce the bare barrier height from V0 to V0 − δV0, we
increase the electron density n at the center to n + Ac(ω = µ)δV0. The renormalized effective
barrier height changes from V0 +Un to approximately V0−δV0 +n+UAc(ω = δ)δV0. “Pinning”
3 By “barrier” we denote the structure that pushes the maximum of the LDOS upwards. Note that we do not
construct an on-site potential in the sense of a Kohn-Sham potential. “Barrier” in our context is thus slightly fuzzy,
but attempts at more precise definitions are not necessary for a qualitative understanding.
4 In [IZ09] the resonant energy structure is the position of the LDOS peak averaged over the QPC area. While
the averaged position contains less information than the frequency-resolved LDOS, the idea behind the object con-
sidered is sufficiently close that we feel justified in using their term.
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means that the new height of the barrier is the same as the old height of the barrier:
V0 + Un
!
= V0 − δV0 + Un+ UAc(ω = δ)δV0 ⇒ Ac(ω = δ)U = 1. (7.4)
Since we have used only the most naı̈ve, first order in U , arguments, we cannot expect the
relation Ac(ω = δ)U = 1 to be satisfied exactly. However, it should yield the correct order of
magnitude. For the plots shown in Fig. 7.2, we have Ac(ω = δ) ≈ 1.4/τ , U = 0.7τ , and thus
Ac(ω = δ)U ≈ 1.
7.3 Local Fermi wavelength
In an inhomogeneous system, there is usually at least one intrinsic length-scale to the problem
(the length scale(s) of the inhomogeneity). Before we turn to the QPC, let us take a short look
at the quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator H = p
2
2m +
k
2x
2. The eigenfunctions (polyno-
mial times a Gaussian) contain the characteristic length lx = (mk)−1/4.5 The parabolic QPC-
potential we use may be thought of as the continuation of the harmonic oscillator when send-
ing k → −k. After the continuation k → −k, the eigenfunctions retain the same characteristic
length scale.6
On a lattice, we use the length
lx = a
√
τ/Ωx (7.5)
as characteristic of the potential. If there is a significant deviation from a parabolic potential at
lengths smaller than lx, we should not think of the potential as parabolic.
Is lx the length scale associated with low-energy excitations in the center of the QPC (in
other words: is lx a relevant scale)? Yes, but we can do better: If the low-energy degrees
of freedom are electrons (if the model is in the perturbative regime), at low energies there is
intrinsically a further length-scale in the problem: the Fermi-wavelength λF . In the region
where electrons barely crest the QPC (at a conductance of about 0.8GQ), the Fermi-wavelength
in the center of the QPC is of the same order as lx. However, it is straightforward to extract a
reasonable idea of the precise value of λF from the single-particle Green’s function, while it is
5 This length is extracted from the decay of the Gaussian in the ground state wave function ψ(x) ∼ exp(− x2
2l2x
).
There are different conventions for defining this length scale (e.g. ψ(x) ∼ exp(− x2
l̃x
2 )). The common definitions
differ by factors of
√
2.
6 While we retain the same scale, the interpretation of the scale differs drastically: In the harmonic oscillator, the
scale lx is the characteristic spatial extent of the eigenfunctions. For the inverted parabolic potential (the QPC), it is
the characteristic scale of oscillations of wave-functions at energies corresponding to the resonance.
A similar change of interpretation occurs for the energy: The energy of the oscillator is determined by the scale
ω =
√
k/m. Since we can solve the spectrum of the oscillator exactly, we also know the spectrum of the inverted
parabolic potential. The spectrum can be thought of as having complex eigenvalues (when sending k → −k in
ω =
√
k/m, ω becomes imaginary). These complex eigenvalues physically correspond to resonances, whose energy
is determined by the real part and whose width is determined by the imaginary part [LB06]. Physically, a well-
defined resonance would have a width much smaller than the distance to the next energies. The resonances in the
inverted parabolic potential all lie at the same energy. While we may still use the terminology of resonances typically
employed when talking about complex eigenvalues, we must be aware that they do not constitute resonances in
the sense of well-defined peaks in the transmission.
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Figure 7.3: (a,b,c,d,e,f) The imaginary part of the Green’s function ReGRci(ω) (colorscale) be-
tween the center of the QPC and site i as function of site and energy ω. (g,h,i,j,k,l) The imagi-
nary part of the Green’s function ReGRLi(ω) (colorscale) between the left boundary of the QPC
and site i as function of site and energy ω. (a,b,c,g,h,i) are non-interacting, (d,e,f,j,k,l) include
interactions. The solid black line indicates the bare barrier.
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Figure 7.4: (a,b,c,d,e,f) The real part of the Green’s function ReGRci(ω) (colorscale) between
the center of the QPC and site i as function of site and energy ω. (g,h,i,j,k,l) The real part of
the Green’s function ReGRLi(ω) (colorscale) between the left boundary of the QPC and site i as
function of site and energy ω. (a,b,c,g,h,i) are non-interacting, (d,e,f,j,k,l) include interactions.
The solid black line indicates the bare barrier.
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somewhat more difficult to access the renormalized length lx, because the renormalized barrier
also depends on off-off-diagonal hopping elements, which are generated during the RG-flow.
Let us consider ImGR(ω = µ). Fig. 7.3(a-f) shows ImGR(ω)ic, where c is the central site of the
QPC. If we consider a fixed energy ω, we observe spatial oscillations, which we expect to occur
with a spatial modulation determined by the corresponding wavelength λ.7 We clearly see that
the spatial modulation varies (i.e. λ varies), and the spatial oscillation is slower in the center
(λ is larger in the center). This is in good agreement with the qualitative semi-classical idea
that electrons in the center of the QPC are slower, leading to a smaller momentum and a larger
wavelength. At higher energies, the local wavelength is shorter, as the electrons have more
energy. At energies below the barrier, we observe hardly any features remaining. This absence
of features below the barrier is related to the fact that we consider the Green’s function between
the center of the QPC and some other position: Far below the barrier, there are essentially no
states (the LDOS is exponentially small in the distance between ω and the nominal barrier top
underneath the barrier). Thus, any correlation function where we attempt to either add or
remove an electron far below the barrier is extremely small (and not visible at all on the scale
set by the correlation function in the (sub-)open regime).
In the non-interacting case [Fig. 7.3(a-c)], a change of the barrier height (Vg) merely shifts
the structure explained previously. In the interacting case [Fig. 7.3(d-f)], a change of the barrier
height (Vg) once more exhibits features of the Hartree-shift, pinning, and self-flattening: The
energy below which features vanish (i.e. the energy below which Fig. 7.3(d-f) appears essen-
tially mono-colored) is increased. As in the non-interacting case, this energy is slightly below
the renormalized barrier top. The spatial extent of oscillations, i.e. the local Fermi wavelength,
is enhanced as expected for a flatter barrier.
We observe that a precise definition of a local Fermi wavelength is tricky as significant mod-
ulation of the spatial oscillation length occurs within a single oscillation: Consider a subopen
QPC at an energy ω = µ (indicated by the black, horizontal line). In both the interacting and
non-interacting case, we may attempt to define half of a Fermi-wavelength as the distance be-
tween two zeros. The distance between the two zeros closest to the center (one on the left, one
on the right of the center) however is much larger than the distance between either of these
zeros and the next zero (by a factor of about 2 in the interacting case). Since the length of an
oscillation thus varies drastically within a single oscillation, we cannot simply define a clear
λF (x) in the same way we would if the potential were adiabatic. However, we may still com-
pare any occurring spatial structure with a Fermi wavelength, we just have to consider the
actual oscillations of GR instead of a simple value for λF .
To recap: The idea of a local Fermi wavelength is valid, but the local Fermi wavelength
varies quickly and we need to extract it directly from GR.
We also note that the Fermi wavelength in the center of the QPC is such that half an oscilla-
tion covers the central region within [−lx, lx]. Thus, the shape of the barrier is highly relevant
and the barrier may certainly not be treated as adiabatic (in the sense of “adiabatic” corre-
sponding to “essentially constant over the typical scale probed by the excitations”).
Let us now consider Fig. 7.3(g-l), which shows ImGR(ω)iL, where L is the left-most site of
7 If the energy lies at the chemical potential, ω = µ, the corresponding wavelength is just the Fermi wavelength
λF .
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the QPC. Similarly to Fig. 7.3(a-f), we observe spatial modulations whose wavelength is re-
duced the higher the energy is. The wavelength is large at the barrier top, which again exhibits
pinning, the Hartree-shift and self-flattening. We note that the local length scales are similar to
the ones extracted with GRic.
Compared with GRic (Fig. 7.3(a-f)), G
R
iL (Fig. 7.3(g-l)) shows two further features: (i) at en-
ergies where transmission is small, there are strong oscillations on the left of the QPC, but no
features on the right of the QPC; and (ii) the strong oscillations on left of a closed QPC ex-
hibit an additional modulation with energy. Both of these features are easy to explain: If we
consider excitations below the renormalized barrier top, the transmission is low (the tunneling
amplitude is suppressed exponentially in the area underneath the potential). Thus, if we add
an electron on the left of the barrier, it cannot efficiently propagate to the right of the barrier.
In other words, the correlation function between left and right half of the central region is very
small. If hardly any electrons are transmitted, then almost all electrons are reflected. At a given
energy, the eigenfunctions of almost entirely reflected particles are – in good approximation –
standing waves with a node at the barrier and a wavelength determined e.g. through WKB-
type arguments. These eigenfunctions will exhibit (approximate) nodes at a specific point in
space at some energies. If we hit an energy where the eigenfunction has an approximate node
at the site L, we cannot excite this mode by adding or removing an electron at site L (or excite
the mode only very weakly). Thus, at energies corresponding to this mode, the correlation
function GRiL should approximately vanish, leading to a modulation of the spatial oscillations
in the energy direction.
For completeness, Fig. 7.4 shows the real part of the Green’s function, but is otherwise
identical to Fig. 7.3. We observe the same features in the real part of the retarded Green’s
function as in the imaginary part. The reason for the similarity is simple: sinceGR(ω) is analytic
in the upper half plane and decays sufficiently fast,GR(ω) satisfies the Kramers-Kronig relation
connecting its real and imaginary parts. However, there is one additional feature in ReGRiC(ω):
a stripe at the center where ReGRCC(ω) is almost zero for energies above the barrier and the
modulus of ReGR is large for energies below the barrier. This stripe can be understood by
considering a single level of energy ε and width Γ. The real part of GRsingle level(ω) of such a
single level is ReGRsingle level(ω) ∼ ω−ε(ω−ε)2+Γ2 . So, if the energy ω hits the level, the real part
of GRsingle level vanishes, while the modulus of the real part takes its maximal value somewhat
removed from the single level. Heuristically, in the band ω almost always hits a level, leading
to a small on-site ReGR, while in the tunneling region there are almost no states to encounter,
such that |ReGR| becomes large and ReGR becomes negative for energies below the level (the
position of the “level” in the tunneling case is determined by the maximum of the LDOS).
7.4 One-particle S-matrix
The one-particle S-matrix links asymptotic one-particle states and is for our system given by
[Tay12]
Sab(ω) = 1− 2πiρτ2
(
GRLL(ω) G
R
LR(ω)
GRRL(ω) G
R
RR(ω)
)
, (7.6)
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where a, b take the values l(eft lead) and r(ight lead), and ρ is the density of states of the last
lead site coupling to the system.8 We would like to interpret the S-matrix according to
Sab(ω) =
(
RL(ω) TLR(ω)
TRL(ω) RR(ω)
)
, (7.7)
where R and T denote reflection and transmission amplitudes. If all one-particle states are
scattered into one-particle states, the one-particle S-matrix is unitary SS† = 1. In equilibrium,
due to the parity-symmetry of our setup, we have |TLR| = |TRL| and |RL| = |RR|. In equi-
librium, the one-particle S-matrix is diagonalized by considering symmetric or antisymmetric
wave-functions (r, l → 12(r + l), 12(r − l)). If the one-particle S-matrix is unitary, then its eigen-
values must be of norm one, i.e. its eigenvalues λi may be represented as λi = exp(iφi). φi is
the symmetric or antisymmetric scattering phase.9
7.4.1 Loss of one-particle probability
Before we go into any details regarding the structure of the one-particle S-matrix, let us con-
sider an incoming particle at finite energy.10 At finite energy, there is the possibility of inelastic
scattering: While one particle of energy ω comes in, we may have e.g. two particles and one
hole of combined energy ω leave the system. This process is not part of the one-particle S-
matrix given in Eq. (7.6). Since the one-particle S-matrix misses out on some final states, we do
not expect it to be unitary. In fact, we would expect the operator norm of the S-matrix to be
smaller than 1 (any normalized in-state is mapped to an out-state of at most the same norm;
typically, the norm of the out-state is smaller than the norm of the in-state as not all physically
possible out-states are contained in the out-states covered by this one-particle S-matrix).
Fig. 7.5 shows the norm of the deviation of the squared interacting single-particle S-matrix
|SS†−1| from the identity as function of gate voltage and energy at zero temperature (Fig. 7.5(a))
and at finite temperature (Fig. 7.5(b)).11 In the non-interacting case, only elastic scattering is
possible. In other words, a single incoming particle at energy ω can only scatter into a single
outgoing particle at energy ω. While the outgoing particle may be reflected or transmitted, the
8 The assumptions that go into the derivation of Eq. (7.6) (in addition to the usual assumptions in scattering
theory) are:
1. The system couples to two similar leads (both leads have the same spectrum and couple – apart from the
position – to the system in the same manner).
2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between energy (frequency) ω and an asymptotic eigenstate within the
lead.
3. Fermions are good degrees of freedom within the lead.
9 Even if the one-particle S-matrix is not unitary, we will still refer to the appropriate phases as “scattering
phases”.
10 By “finite energy”, in this section we mean to say: Not at the chemical potential. While it is theoretically easy to
postulate finite energy for the incoming electrons, experimentally it is much easier to go to either finite temperature
or finite bias. The effects we describe here also appear in these situations.
11 To be precise, we use the matrix 2-norm, which is equivalent to the modulus of the largest singular value of the
matrix and the operator norm.
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Figure 7.5: (a,b) The conductance as function of gate voltage for reference. Computed values
at zero temperature are shown (a) as black solid line and (b) as black dashed line. Computed
values at finite temperature are shown as blue curve in (b). (c,d) The norm of the deviation
of the squared single-particle S-matrix from the identity matrix (colorscale) as function of gate
voltage and energy; (c): zero temperature; (d): finite temperature. In the non-interacting case
(not shown), particles cannot decay (decay happens by losing energy and exciting particle-hole-
pairs) and the single particle S-matrix is unitary, i.e. |SnonintS†nonint| = 1. At zero temperature,
electrons at the chemical potential (black line in c,d) do not decay (we are within a Fermi liquid,
which is characterized by stable quasi-particle excitations at the chemical potential). At zero
temperature, close to but not at the chemical potential, still no decay occurs. This means that the
relevant physics has a reasonable chance of being captured by a static approximation. At finite
temperature (d), the situation is drastically different: Even at the chemical potential (full black
line; the dashed lines indicate µ±T to set the scale), single-particle physics is clearly insufficient
to capture the full physics in the subopen region. Far in the closed or open region, the single
particle excitations stabilize and the physics might be well-described by a static approximation.
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single-particle S-matrix of a non-interacting system is unitary, SS† = 1.12 In the interacting
case, a single incoming electron may “decay” into an outgoing electron at a smaller energy and
some number of electron-hole pairs (which may be split up; for example, if we inject a single
electron from the left, a possible outgoing state would be two electrons exciting on the right and
a hole moving to the left). Note that “smaller energy” should – in this context – be understood
as “closer to the chemical potential”. Since our system is in the perturbative regime, a single-
electron excitation should be a good degree of freedom, i.e. at zero temperature an electron
at the chemical potential should not decay into multi-particle states. This implies that at zero
temperature the single-particle S-matrix should be unitary, which is clearly the case (consider
the value of |SS†−1| at the chemical potential (black line) in Fig. 7.5(a)). We observe that there
is indeed a narrow belt around the chemical potential in which the single-particle S-matrix is
essentially unitary at zero temperature. It is reasonable to hope that the relevant physics within
this belt could also be captured by a static approximation, in which the single-particle S-matrix
is always unitary.13 We observe that the size of the belt is significantly smaller during the con-
ductance step (in particular in the subopen regime) than for a very open or closed QPC. This
suggests that interaction effects beyond a Hartree-shift play an important role mainly during
the conductance step.
The role of interactions beyond the Hartree-shift is well visible if we turn on a finite tem-
perature (Fig. 7.5(b)). The temperature is indicated by dashed line (the dashed line represent
ω = µ±T ; the relevant physics should occur in an energy window of this order).14 Of course, it
is completely natural to expect that single-electron excitations at finite energy decay into multi-
particle excitations. However, what is a priori unclear is the strength of this decay process.
Considering Fig. 7.5, we observe that the single-particle S-matrix strongly deviates from a uni-
tary matrix in the subopen regime, which leads us to conclude that inelastic processes (i.e. the
decay of e.g. electrons into electrons and electron-hole pairs) are highly relevant.15 It is thus
of paramount importance that the approximation employed be able to capture these inelastic
processes.
12 We do not show a plot of this as SS† = 1 implies |SS† − 1| = 0 and thus the corresponding figure would be a
mono-colored square.
13 In a static approximation, the self-energy does not depend on energy. Since we would like to impose that
electrons at the chemical potential are stable and do not decay in multi-particle processes, the self-energy at the
chemical potential has to be real. A static approximation thus corresponds to a real self-energy, which renormal-
izes the effective potential and hopping (and thus reflection and transmission amplitudes), but does not lead to a
violation of the unitarity of the single-particle S-matrix.
14 To be slightly more precise: if the Fermi-Dirac distribution function is nF (ε) = 11+exp(ε/T ) , then the derivative
of the distribution nF is a peaked function, whose full width at half maximum is 2T ln(3 +
√
8) ≈ 3.5T . This
window is almost twice as large as the window indicated by the dashed lines.
15 Since the diagonal entries of SS† correspond to sum of transmission and reflection probability (|T |2 and |R|2
respectively), as a rough estimate we may say that the deviation of SS† from the identity corresponds to 1− |R|2 −
|T |2, i.e. the probability of a particle to decay. While this is not true strictly speaking (the off-diagonal elements of
SS† may in principle be relevant), we have checked that for the system at hand the off-diagonal elements give a
correction of at most ∼ 20% (i.e. |SS† − 1| and |(SS†)11 − 1| differ by no more than ∼ 20%). We advise against
strictly interpreting Fig. 7.5 as “percentage of single-particle excitations that decay”, although the values shown are
a reasonable estimate of the decay rate.
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7.4.2 Phases of the S-matrix
There are at least four possibly interesting phases: The transmission and reflection phases,
which may be measured for example in an interferometry experiment, and the symmetric and
antisymmetric phase, which split the problem according to the Z2 parity symmetry. As we will
see in Sec. 7.4.3, the transmission phase can also be used to determine the traversal time at a
given energy ω.
Fig. 7.6 shows the four phases as functions of gate voltage and energy. As the QPC is
opened (or energy increased), the transmission phase grows (which can already be understood
in a WKB-type approximation: the corresponding wave-function has a larger kinetic energy
and thus oscillates more quickly, leading to a larger phase δ ∼ ikx). A feature of the reflection
phase at the chemical potential (the chemical potential is indicated by a black line) at a very
open QPC may be disregarded, as the reflection probability is very small.16 We emphasize that
in contrast to a quantum dot, both symmetric and anti-symmetric phase (Fig. 7.6(a,b)) matter
and change non-trivially.
In the interacting case (Fig. 7.6(e-h)), we observe a slow-down of phase growth as we open
the QPC (which we can qualitatively understand through the Hartree-shift of the barrier). This
slow-down of phase growth leads to a slow-down of the relevant physics.
7.4.3 Traversal time
It is useful to classify processes by the time-scales on which they occur. For the QPC, there is an
eminently useful timescale: the traversal time, i.e. the time a particle spends within the QPC.
In this section we wish to give some more details on the traversal time explained in chapter 6.
To be slightly more precise: We are interested in the time it takes a low-energy excitation
(an electron close to the chemical potential) to traverse the QPC. From this last statement it is
clear that we cannot simply compute the correlation function between a particle on the left and
a particle on the right of the system as a function of frequency and Fourier-transform that, i.e.
GRLR(t) does not give the correct time-scale as it involves all energies, while we are interested
in the low energy degrees of freedom only.
A solution was given by Wigner in [Wig55]. We reproduce the solution of [Wig55] in this
section for convenience. Consider the time-evolution of a minimal wave-packet, consisting of
two eigenstates close in energy (a single eigenstate will asymptotically [far in the leads] be a
plane wave, and cannot be thought of as localized):
ψin(x, t) = N (exp(i(k − δk)x− i(ω − δω)t) + exp(i(k + δk)x− i(ω + δω)t)) , (7.8)
where we have formed a superposition of the eigenstates at energies ω − δω and ω + δω (we
will assume δω to be infinitesimally small). N is required for the normalization of the wave-
function. The form Eq. (7.8) of ψin is valid for x deep in the leads. ψin is “localized” at the
position where the phases of its constituent eigenfunctions agree:
i(k − δk)x− i(ω − δω)t = i(k + δk)x− i(ω + δω)t
16 If the modulus of a complex number is very small, its phase may fluctuate wildly without large effect.
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Figure 7.6: The phases of (a-d) the non-interacting and (e-h) the interacting single-particle S-
matrix (colorscale) as function of gate voltage and energy ω: (a,e) antisymmetric phase, (b,f)
symmetric phase, (c,g) transmission phase, and (d,h) reflection phase. The chemical potential
is indicated by the solid black line. Note that in the non-interacting case, the position of the
chemical potential is irrelevant.
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⇒ 0 = −2δkx+ 2δωt
⇒ x = δω
δk
t = vgroupt. (7.9)
Given conservation of energy, the outgoing transmitted wave-function is of the form
ψtrans(x, t) = Ñ (exp(i(k − δk)x− i(ω − δω)t+ 2i(η − δη))
+ exp(i(k + δk)x− i(ω + δω)t+ 2i(η + δη))) , (7.10)
where we have used that asymptotically the momentum is in a one-to-one relation with the
energy. We have introduced the transmission phase shift η (η + δη) at energy ω (ω + δω). Ñ is
the normalization. Note that ψtrans contains only the transmitted part of the wave-function. As
such, its norm is |T |2 ≤ 1, where T is the transmission amplitude. The transmitted wavefunc-
tion is “localized” at
i(k − δk)x− i(ω − δω)t+ 2i(η − δη) = i(k + δk)x− i(ω + δω)t+ 2i(η + δη)
⇒ (−δk)x+ δωt− 2δη = +δkx− δωt+ 2δη
⇒ x = δω
δk
t− 2δη
δk
= vgroupt− 2vgroup∂ωη. (7.11)
If we define the traversal time at energy ω as the time required to go from the left to the right
of the system (traversing the length ∆x), we see that the traversal time ttrav is given by
ttrav(ω) =
∆x
vgroup
+ 2∂ωη(ω). (7.12)
In the case we consider here, the scattering phase η is due to both the QPC potential and the
interactions. Note that the traversal time ttrav manifestly depends on the choice of “left” and
“right” end of the system. For example, if we were to move what we call the left-most site of
the central region further into the lead, the traversal time would trivially increase as ∆x grows.
However, in the case we consider here, the slow-down due to the potential and the interactions
is sufficiently large that it dominates the trivial ∆xvgroup part for reasonable choices of ∆x.
17
We also note that the traversal time depends only on the phase acquired when traversing
the system, not the transmission probability itself. The reason is that we answer the question:
Given that a particle of energy ω passed through the system, how long did it take? Figures of
the traversal time must be read accordingly: The traversal time of particles at energies where
very few particles are transmitted at all, even though it takes a well-defined value, is physically
mostly irrelevant.18
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Figure 7.7: The local distribution function (color scale) of (a-d) a non-interacting and (e-h) an
interacting QPC as function of position (site) and energy ω at zero temperature. The QPC in
the upper row (a,b,e,f) is more open (conductance G ≈ 0.9GQ) than the QPC in the lower row
(c,d,g,h; G ≈ 0.2GQ). In the right column (b,d,f,h) the bias is larger than in the left column
(a,c,e,g). Apart from two clear discontinuities at the chemical potentials (the chemical poten-
tials are indicated by dashed white lines), we observe an oscillatory pattern within the bias win-
dow. The length scale of this oscillatory features fits well with the length scale extracted from
the single-particle dynamics (i.e. the Friedel oscillations). In white we show ImGci(ω = µL)
(scaled by 0.01 and shifted such that ImGci(ω = µL) = 0 lies at µL).
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7.5 Effective distribution function
Finally, let us take a short look at an out-of-equilibrium property: the local distribution func-
tion.19 Having defined a local distribution function ni (see e.g. Sec. 5.3), let us first figure out
what we expect:
(a) The local distribution function should exhibit sharp features at the leads’ chemical poten-
tials, which are smeared out on a scale set by the temperature.
(b) If we consider a closed QPC, the local distribution to the left (right) of the barrier should be
essentially the distribution function of the left (right) lead.
(c) If the QPC is (sub-)open, the local distribution function should interpolate between the
distribution function of the left and right leads.
As a corollary of (b) and (c), it follows that the distribution function outside of the window
set by the temperature-smeared bias window should be either zero (for energies larger than the
window) or one (for energies smaller than the window).
The local distribution function of two different non-interacting QPCs at zero temperature is
shown in Fig. 7.7(a-d).
Let us check if the local distribution function in the non-interacting case is in accordance
with our expectations:
(a) In Fig. (7.7)(a-d), we show the the left and right chemical potentials as dashed white lines.
We see that for energies larger than the bias window, the local distribution function is zero,
while it is one for energies below the bias window. Only within the bias window does the
distribution function show any other structure. The transition between the in- and outside
of the bias-window is abrupt.
(b) If we consider the more closed QPC (Fig. 7.7(c,d)), we see that the local distribution function
to the left (right) of the barrier is somewhat similar to the distribution function of the left
(right) lead (which is a step function). However, there are relevant corrections: We observe
clear oscillatory features. The length scale associated with these oscillations is the same as
the scale of Friedel-oscillations (which may be read off from the Green’s function, whose
imaginary part is shown as a white curve).
(c) If we go to a somewhat more open QPC (Fig. 7.7(a,b)), we see that the oscillations are less
pronounced and the local distribution function ni ≈ 12 (nL + nR) is well approximated by
a (roughly equal weight) average over the leads’ distribution functions.
17 For the choice of left- and rightmost site as shown in the plots of this section, the scattering contribution ∂ωη to
the traversal time is larger than the “trivial” background contribution ∆x
vgroup
by a factor of about 5 at the chemical
potential in the subopen region.
18 For more on the traversal time, see chapter 6.
19 Recall that for a non-equilibrium QPC we use a total of 41 sites.
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We observe further that the local distribution function of a non-interacting QPC is bounded
by zero and one, which is heartening.20
Let us now turn on interactions (Fig. 7.7(e-h)).
The first change that comes to mind is that the QPCs look more closed (i.e. the local dis-
tribution function shows a stronger dependence on position). This is easily explained by a
first-order effect (Hartree shift): The electrons repel each other, such that any electron density
(which is non-negligible in a somewhat open QPC) leads to an enhancement of the effective
barrier. This effect is also seen in a reduction of the conductance as interactions are turned on.
The second change is particularly visible at large bias on the right hand side of the QPC:
some of the oscillatory structure seems to bleed outside of the bias window (e.g. at i = 34,
ω = −1.5 in Fig. 7.7(h)). Since an interacting system generically mixes single-particle states of
different energies, this bleeding is not necessarily surprising.
There is one invisible problem: the local distribution function in the interacting system at
certain points takes values outside of the interval [0, 1]. We do not know if this is an error of the
method (fRG) or in fact a generic feature of the chosen definition of ni.
Comment: As a final remark, we note that there are many possible ways to define a local
distribution function. For example, we could
(i) take the general equation GK = GRF − FGA, and solve it for F .21 We then extract a local
distribution function by considering only the diagonal part of F .
(ii) take the general equation GK = GRF − FGA, solve it for F , and then average the so-
lution over some distances. Basically, we rewrite Fij in center of mass coordinates as
F̃ 1
2
(i+j), 1
2
(i−j) and average over
1
2(i − j). The idea behind stems from a hydrodynamic
intuition: We separate the system into slow and fast modes (fluctuating on long and short
length scales) and average over the fast modes.
(iii) take the general equationGK = GRF −FGA, solve it for F , and then average the solution
over some distances with a non-trivial weight associated with each distance induced by
the structure of the system. Basically, we rewrite Fij in center of mass coordinates as
F̃ 1
2
(i+j), 1
2
(i−j) and average over
1
2(i − j) with the weight ImGRi,j/ImGR 12(i+ j), 12(i+ j).
The idea is the same as previously.
The explicit form of the local distribution function is sensitive to the method chosen. However,
the basic features explained here (the local distribution function is non-trivial mainly within the
20 It is actually easy to prove that in a non-interacting system at zero temperature the local distribution outside
of the bias window is zero or one, as appropriate. The main input lies in the fact that a non-interacting system does
not mix single-particle states. In other words, if we consider a state at some energy ω, the distribution of this state
depends only on the occupation of states at the same energy ω in the leads. However, the occupation of states with
energies outside of the bias window is identical to the occupation of these states in equilibrium, with a chemical
potential somewhere in the bias window. Thus, the local distribution function outside of the bias window has to be
identical with an equilibrium distribution function with a chemical potential somewhere within the bias window.
We have already seen that for an equilibrium setup the local distribution function is the equilibrium distribution
function. Note that this argument does not constrain the local distribution function inside of the bias window.
21 An equation of the form AX + XA† + Q = 0 with Hermitian matrices X and Q (the matrices A and Q are
known, X is sought after) is known in control theory as Lyapunov-equation. It is a linear equation in X and may
thus be solved trivially.
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bias window, it has oscillatory structures following the Friedel-oscillations, and is dominated
by an average over the distribution functions of the leads) are robust under a change of method.
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Chapter 8
Specifics of the implementation
In this chapter, we explain the specific tricks and useful simplifications we employ when solv-
ing the QPC with Keldysh-fRG. As explained previously, we consider a perturbative trunca-
tion (we set the three-particle vertex and all higher vertices to zero) and approximate the two-
particle vertex by a channel decomposition.1
8.1 Generic
The Keldysh-fRG equations exhibit two numerically costly parts: solving a high-dimensional
ODE and performing integrals over frequencies. While both of these problems may be ad-
dressed by standard algorithms, it is usually possible to aid the algorithms with system-specific
input. As algorithms we use a sixth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with adaptive step-size
to solve the ODE and a Gaussian quadrature algorithm based on Patterson sets (both imple-
mented by Florian Bauer and Jan Heyder) to solve the ODE and perform the integrals.
8.1.1 ODE-Flow
It is useful to consider a flow not in Λ, but rather in some function f(Λ) in order to help the
predictor (the predictor guesses the size of the next step) as much as possible. If we flow directly
in Λ as introduced in [JPS10a] (and used in [SBv17]), the usual predictor fails to accurately
adapt the step-size. The reason lies in the different scales of the problem: If Λ is very large
(compared to the band-width in the leads, which in our model is 4τ ) the physics is dominated
by the artificial leads with hybridization ∼ Λ and large steps may be used. In order to resolve
the finer structures on the scale of the band-width (and later on, on the scale of the curvature or
the width of the LDOS maximum) much smaller steps are needed. In other words, the system
behaves drastically different at Λ  band width, at Λ . band width, and at Λ . Ωx. Since
these constitute different scales, it is very difficult for the generic predictor to adapt correctly.
However, if we use a log, we transform a change in scale to a linear change, which is much
1 Since this chapter deals mainly with the numerical implementation, we label the sites from 1 to N (with N
odd). The central site thus is at N+1
2
.
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easier to predict. To be specific, we use
x = log
(
Λ
1 + Λ
)
(8.1)
as flow parameter. From Λ ∈ [0,∞), we get x ∈ (−∞, 0). In practice, it is sufficient to flow from
x = −10−6 (Λ ≈ 106) to x = −20 (Λ ≈ 2 · 10−9).
Note that this substitution has to be compensated by a measure term w
∂Λ = w(x)∂x =
(1− exp(x))2
exp(x)
∂x. (8.2)
We remark that this weight has to be accounted for when determining the accuracy with
which internal operations are performed. It is easiest to absorb this weight for example in the
single-scale propagator and to then compute all expressions with a fixed accuracy.
8.1.2 Integrals over frequencies
Since our flow parameter is chosen such that the single-scale propagator does not exhibit δ-
like features, we actually do have to compute integrals over frequencies (as explained e.g. in
[JPS10a], a sharp single-scale propagator will lead to the violation of either causality or FDTs).
There are multiple difficulties and nontrivial tricks associated with these integrals:
1. The integrals cover the full frequency axis. Numerically integrating over ω ∈ (−∞,∞)
is not possible. However, we may mathematically substitute u = f(ω) with u ∈ (−a, a)
instead. We will give the explicit substitution later on. For now, we simply note that for
our choice of the flow parameter the single-scale propagator decays as 1/ω2 for large ω
(and thus all integrands decay at least this quickly).
2. The integrals range over divergent points. At small values of Λ, the Green’s function at
the edge of the central region, the single-scale propagator, and the leads’ Green’s func-
tions gain a 1/
√
ω − band edge singularity (cut off at the scale Λ). While this singularity
(or almost-singularity) is integrable, numerically such an integral is non-trivial. However,
since we know of this singularity, we may avoid it by a suitable substitution.
Thus, we have two issues which we want to solve via a clever substitution (the infinite
range of integration and divergences of the integrand at finite frequencies).
To obtain a useful substitution, we consider as example the integral
I =
∫
R
dω
1
ω2 + a2
, (8.3)
with a > 0. Before we process this expression, let us split the integral into three parts,
each of which has at most one problematic region:
I =
∫ −a
−∞
dω
1
ω2 + a2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+
∫ a
−a
dω
1
ω2 + a2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
+
∫ ∞
a
dω
1
ω2 + a2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3
. (8.4)
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Obviously, we encounter the “infinite integration range”-problem only in I1 and I3, and
only at one end of the range of integration in each separate integral Ij . Let us now con-
sider I1 (we may treat I3 analogously): We want to change I1 to an integral over a finite
range with a “simple” integrand, i.e. we want to pick u(ω) such that
I1 =
∫ b
−1
duf(u), (8.5)
where f(u) is well-behaved everywhere and u = −1 corresponds to ω → −∞. For con-
creteness, let us impose that limu→−1 f = const. The problematic part of the integral
stems from the 1/ω2 behavior for large ω. For large ω, we thus have
dω
ω2
≈ du⇒ ω−1 ≈ −u+ u0, (8.6)
with some offset u0. We choose as substitution
u = −1− ω−1. (8.7)
Using the substitution Eq. (8.7), the integral I1 becomes
I1 =
∫ −1+a−1
−1
du
1
1 + a2(1 + u)2
, (8.8)
which does not exhibit any problematic features. Note that by scaling initially, we could
have put a in the integrand to any value we wanted, so we can achieve that the upper
boundary remains fixed, i.e. −1 + a−1 != a. Any integral, where the analytical expression
for the integral of the problematic part is known, can be put into a “nice” form by this
procedure. It is even possible to introduce a sufficient number of free parameters to make
the substitution continuous.
Of course, the substitution is not fully specified by fixing the asymptotics. In this work,
we choose the substitution
ω =



−2τ (ỹ+6)(1+Λ)
(ỹ+6)2−1 − 6τ, for (ỹ < −6)
−2τ − τ(ỹ + 2)2/4, for (−6 < ỹ < −2)
τ ỹ
√
4
ỹ2
− (ỹ2−4)
2
4ỹ2
, for (−2 < ỹ < 2)
2τ + τ(ỹ − 2)2/4, for (2 < ỹ < 6)
−2τ (ỹ−6)(1+Λ)
(ỹ−6)2−1 + 6τ, for (6 < ỹ),
(8.9)
where ỹ = y/τ ∈ (−7, 7). For convenience, ω = ±6τ , ω = ±2τ , and ω = 0 are mapped
to y = ±6τ , y = ±2τ , and y = 0, respectively. Futhermore, the substitution is anti-
symmetric, i.e. ω(−y) = −ω(y).
Apart from the considerations just explained, at the outer regions ỹ < −6 and ỹ > 6,
we have scaled ω by 1 + Λ. The idea behind this scaling is simple: If we compress the
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region ω ∈ (−∞,−6τ ] to y ∈ [−7τ,−6τ ], then points “far away” from each other in ω
get bunched closer together in y. At large values of Λ, the single-scale propagator shows
characteristic structures at the scale Λ. If the substitution is insensitive to this fact, at
large Λ all this structure is pressed into a very small region close to y ≈ −7τ . This implies
that the integrand will change quickly close to y ≈ −7τ , which is generically problematic.
However, since the integrand changes on the scale of Λ, by appropriate scaling the change
becomes reasonably slow in the ỹ coordinates.
3. Computing the Green’s function and the single-scale propagator is slow. Since the Green’s
function and the single-scale propagator are obtained by inverting a matrix, computing
them takes a non-trivial amount of time. In itself, this time is relatively small. However,
if this inversion needs be performed for each point at which the integrand is evaluated
for each integral (the number of integrals at each step in the flow is proportional to the
number of frequencies at which we compute the vertex and self-energy), the inversion is
the slowest part of the computation of the integrand and highly relevant. One way out
is to compute the Green’s function and the single-scale propagator at a finite, but large
number of frequencies beforehand and to then interpolate whenever they are required.
The interpolation itself comes with a different set of problems:
(a) Interpolation method: A priori, it is not clear how to interpolate. Given a sufficiently
dense set of points, the method should become irrelevant, provided it does not pro-
duce severe artifacts. We pick a large number of frequencies (on the order of 30,000)
and interpolate linearly in the substituted region (i.e. in ỹ).
(b) Behavior outside of interpolation range: The value the interpolation should return
at frequencies larger/smaller than the largest/smallest point at which the function is
known is a priori undefined. Since we need different behavior for G, S, and for the
vertex (for G and S it is useful to return zero, while the vertex should return its value
at the largest/smallest point [corresponding to the static contribution]), we avoid this
issue by ensuring that we have all of these objects at sufficiently large/small frequen-
cies for G and S to already be essentially zero (up to our accuracy). We may thus
return the value of the largest/smallest known point.
(c) Order of operations: Given that we use a substitution which leads to large peaks in
the measure (e.g. when we map an infinite region to a finite region), generically even a
very dense set of points might not be sufficiently dense if we incorporate the measure.
It turns out that it is most practical to define a S̃ = wS, where w is the measure and
S “lives” on the substituted frequencies, and to interpolate S̃. As a consequence, we
have to ensure that we shift all integrands such that S is evaluated at the frequency
of integration, i.e.
∫
dωA(ω)S(ω + ω0) =
∫
dωA(ω − ω0)S(ω) =
∫
dyA(ω(y)− ω0)S̃(y), (8.10)
for some function A.
(d) Diverging points: At some frequencies S (or the measure times S) might diverge
(e.g. at the band edge). The divergent point itself can obviously not be used for the
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interpolation. In order to ensure a good interpolation, we thus add points very close
to critical frequencies ωc (at ω = ωc ±∆ ≈ ωc ± 10−12).
4. The integrands exhibit multiple structures (local sharp peaks or dips), at possibly dif-
ferent scales. The integrands appearing in either the bubbles (flow of the vertex) or the
self-energy are non-trivial in frequency space. The performance of some integrators can
be enhanced by using knowledge of the structures appearing. Before we go into the in-
tegrands themselves, let us recall how we expect the single-scale propagator S to look:
At large frequencies, SR decays as 1/ω2. The scale for this decay is set by max(τ,Λ).
At smaller frequencies, the behavior depends on the spatial position: Close to the band
edges, SR exhibits (at small Λ) a 1/
√
ω − band edge-divergence (cut off by Λ). At the
center of the QPC, there is a similar divergence at the effective band edge (∼top of the
barrier), which gets cut off by either Ωx or Λ. SK exhibits (at low temperature) an addi-
tional sharp feature at the leads’ chemical potentials (at zero temperature, this feature is
a jump; at finite temperature T , the jump is smeared on the scale T ). The structure of G is
similar to that of S. If we now consider a bubble, e.g.
∫
dεG(Ω− ε)S(ε), (8.11)
where G and S have various different Keldysh indices, we see that the integrand has
sharp features at
ε =



±2τ (band edges of S, smeared by Λ),
Ω± 2τ (band edges of G, smeared by Λ),
±(2τ − Vg) (effective band edges of S in the center, smeared by Λ or Ωx),
Ω± (2τ − Vg) (effective band edges of G in the center, smeared by Λ or Ωx),
µ (chemical potential of the leads in S, smeared by temperature),
Ω− µ (chemical potential of the leads in G, smeared by temperature),
(8.12)
Using the substitution explained previously, another sharp feature at ε ≈ ±Λ (and ε ≈
Ω±Λ) can appear in the substituted integrand at large Λ. Since the substitution is contin-
uous but not differentiable, the measure exhibits jumps, such that we additionally obtain
features at ε = ±6τ (and ε = Ω± 6τ ).
As a result of the bubble-integrals, the vertex contributions themselves exhibit sharp fea-
tures at certain frequencies, in particular at 2µ for bP and at 0 for bX and bD. These features
enter in the integrals required to obtain the flow of the self-energy.
Before we move on, a further comment regarding the structure of the integrands is in order:
Even though the QPC is “nice” in the sense that it is clear beforehand at which frequencies
(roughly) the density of states becomes large (it follows the renormalized QPC potential), we
might consider systems with sharper and less known frequency structure, for example a quan-
tum dot (modeled by a trapping potential) or a disordered system. At large values of the flow
parameter Λ used here, we do not expect these sharp structures to play a crucial role, as every
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structure in frequency space is smeared out by the artificial leads to have a width of order & Λ.
As the flow parameter Λ approaches zero, these structures become sharper and – hopefully –
settle at their actual width and position. While the non-interacting system might give an in-
dication of the position of these structures, if the structures are sharper than the Hartree-shift
(if they are so narrow that the overlap between the fully interacting level and the bare level is
small), the positions determined by the non-interacting model become bad guesses. However,
physically, we expect that these sharp levels smoothly appear or disappear with Λ. It would
thus be possible to find them at largish values of Λ and to track their position throughout the
flow (clearly, it is not valid to simply miss these structures with the integrator). A more ambi-
tious version of the tracking might try to automatically adapt the discretization of the frequency
axis to the new level positions. In the case of the QPC this additional tracking is not necessary.
8.1.3 Choice of frequencies
Since we are able to solve the system at only a finite number of frequencies (or: In order to work
on a computer, we need to represent each function of frequency with a finite basis. In this work,
we use a discrete set of frequencies and linearly interpolate), we need to pick a “good” set of
frequencies. The majority of frequencies should lie sufficiently dense at the relevant energies.
We thus linearly discretize the frequencies within [−4τ, 4τ ], using roughly two thirds of the
available frequencies, and use the remaining frequencies to discretize the large-frequency part
with exponential spacing. We aim at a largest frequency of about 108. In general, we wish to
ensure that certain frequencies are present (e.g. the self-energy at the chemical potential). We
thus add the additional frequencies µ, 2µ (for the P-channel), 0 (for the X- and D-channel), and
at finite temperature T we add additional frequencies within a window of about 10T around
these frequencies. We have checked that the results agree with a more dense discretization, i.e.
more frequencies.
8.1.4 Parallelization
The problem at hand lends itself to a simple, yet very effective parallelization scheme: First
off, we note that by far the largest part of the run-time of the program is spent on computing
internal integrals (i.e. computing the bubbles Eq. (4.38),(4.39), or the integral over frequencies
in the flow of the self-energy Eq. (4.37a)). Fortunately, the structure of the equations is such that
the results of one internal integral may be computed independently of the results of all other
internal integrals. It thus seems intuitive to parallelize the code on the level of the external
frequencies (e.g. the frequency Π flowing through a bubble) and possibly also external spatial
indices. Since we use∼ 1500 frequencies, and about 8 cores for production, a reasonable speed-
up is achieved by implementing multi-threading on the level of the external frequencies.
As an example, consider the flow of the P -channel. At any given frequency Π, we have
to compute the P -bubble at this frequency and then multiply the result by the corresponding
part of the vertex. We thus put each frequency Π into a separate thread, leading to ∼ 1500
threads. If each of these threads has its own local memory for the bubble, there is no danger
of the threads contaminating each others memory. On the other hand, we have tested that the
interpolation is sufficiently fast that there is no relevant locking associated with reading out
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the Green’s function and the single-scale propagator required for the bubble. We use OMP to
parallelize the ∼ 1500 threads (each of which is associated with an external frequency Π).
We remark that on 8 cores we achieve a speed-up of the program by a factor of about 6
to 7, while the bubble actually speeds up by a factor of almost 8. The difference is due to
non-parallelized pieces of the code, e.g. the ODE-solver.
8.1.5 Other flow parameters
In the derivations so far, we have used two properties of the single-scale propagator: The re-
tarded component as function of frequency is analytical in the upper half plane, and in equilib-
rium FDTs are respected throughout the flow. While this restricts the choice of flow parameters
to exclude the simple sharp cut-offs along the (real or imaginary) frequency axis (which violate
causality) or thermodynamic quantities (as a flow in the temperature T or the chemical poten-
tial µ will destroy FDTs), other flow parameters remain in principle valid. For example, if we
were to flow in the gate voltage Vg and store the self-energy and vertex during the solution of
the ODE, we would obtain a full conductance curve at once. Since this would constitute a large
reduction in computational cost, it is a very enticing prospect.
As we are unable to solve the interacting system for any value of Vg (or more general:
some barrier shape) exactly, we first need to obtain a starting self-energy and vertex for some
potential through an approximate scheme (recall that our leads are non-interacting, while there
are interactions in the central region. Thus, not even bosonization would necessarily help.).
Since we are already using fRG, we could use our usual flow parameter (the artificial leads), to
generate the vertex and self-energy for some barrier and then use this as initial value for a flow
generated by changing Vg.
While the idea seems promising, in practice it is not feasible: The flow along a very small
change of Vg (significantly less than Ωx) actually takes a time longer than the equivalent flow
of removing the artificial leads. In fact, the loss in time is such that a reasonable resolution of
the conductance curve is achieved much more quickly by simply computing a large number of
points with the flow utilizing the artificial leads. We suspect that the reason for the comparative
slowness of the Vg-flow lies in the sharp LDOS-features which are highly sensitive to Vg. While
the LDOS actually is pinned, the non-interacting LDOS is not. This means that the self-energy
has to compensate by shifting a peak. This shift is of the same order as the width of the peak.
Shifting a peak by its width – when considered at a given frequency – looks like a large change
in the function. A large change in a function over a small change in a parameter usually is
hard for an ODE-solver to do. Since the effects of changing the Hamiltonian are visible at all
energies, we do not even gain the benefit of skimping on the integrals over frequencies.
To summarize: While different flow parameters are an enticing idea, the physical flow pa-
rameters we have tried (temperature and gate voltage) did not work out in practice.
8.1.6 Katanin’s flow
The violation of charge conservation is a severe drawback of fRG. The simplest improvement
may be achieved by a modified flow proposed by Katanin [Kat04]. In the modified flow,
the derivative of the self-energy is calculated just as in the usual fRG flow. However, in the
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derivative of the vertex, the single-scale propagator S = G(Ġ−10 )G is replaced by S = −Ġ =
G(Ġ−10 )G−GΣ̇G, where Σ̇ (the derivative of the self-energy) has already been computed using
the usual single-scale propagator. In other words, the flow equations are (compare Eqs. (4.25)
and (4.26))
γ̇11′1 = S22′γ
2
1′2′;12, (8.13)
γ̇21′2′;12 = −Ġ33′
(
γ31′2′3′;123 − γ23′4;12G4′4γ21′2′;4′3 − γ21′3′;14G44′γ22′4′;23
+γ22′3′;14G44′γ
2
1′4′;23 + γ
2
1′3′;24G44′γ
2
2′4′;13 − γ22′3′;24G44′γ21′4′;13
)
. (8.14)
This modification leads to a slight improvement in the fulfillment of Ward-identities belonging
to conservation of electric charge.
While the violation of these Ward-identities is a severe issue, the Katanin flow does not help
with the QPC. If we use the modified flow Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14), the ODE only converges at
interaction strengths that are too weak for our purposes.
8.2 The QPC – Narrowing the band
Treating an homogeneous system on a computer entails a subtle issue: We would like to work
in real space, to easier represent the inhomogeneity. Working on a computer, it seems natural
to discretize the space. However, on a lattice, the dispersion is altered such that the spectrum
of the Hamiltonian has the form of bands and is bounded from above and below. If we now
turn on a potential energy in the form of
∑
i Vic
†
ici, the band is deformed. The deformation
is such that states close to the upper band edge get pushed above the leads’ upper band edge
(assuming that Vi is non-negative and vanishes in the leads). Consequently, in a non-interacting
system, these states will have infinite lifetime and be very sharp in frequency-space (in fact,
they will correspond to δ-functions [or – for more mathematically minded readers – form the
discrete part of the spectrum, which otherwise is continuous]). Of course, these states have
to be taken into account correctly and consistently. Numerically, keeping track of very sharp
features is expensive and tedious. Physically, we do not expect a large impact from states at the
upper band edge. In fact, they should not matter for the qualitative behavior of the low-energy
physics at all. We may thus ask: is there a way to simulate a potential which avoids these
long-lived states?
The answer was given in [HBSvD17]: Through a discretization that is non-constant we can
modify the upper band edge while keeping the lower band edge approximately invariant.
Here, we follow a slightly different argument and streamline the process somewhat: As an
ansatz, let us return to the continuous system and consider the quantum-mechanical Hamilto-
nian
H = −α(x)∂2x. (8.15)
The Hamiltonian Eq. (8.15) describes a system which upon discretization directly translates into
a system with a position-dependent hopping. We will show that the spectrum of such a Hamil-
tonian is identical to the spectrum of a Hamiltonian with only a potential energy (for the argu-
ment here, we use units where the mass is 12 ). We start by considering the time-independent
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Schrödinger equation:
Eψ(x) = Hψ(x) = −α(x)∂2xψ(x). (8.16)
We now change coordinates from x to y(x):
Eφ(y) =
[
−α(x)∂2xy∂y − α(∂xy)2∂2y
]
φ(y), ψ(x) = φ(y(x)). (8.17)
We choose y(x) such that the prefactor of ∂2y is minus one:
∂xy =
1√
α(x)
⇒ Eφ(y) =
[
α′(x)
2
√
α(x)
∂y − ∂2y
]
φ(y). (8.18)
If we change from α(x) to γ(y(x)) = α(x), we obtain
∂xα = (
√
γ)−1 ∂yγ ⇒ Eφ(y) =
[
γ′(y)
2γ(y)
∂y − ∂2y
]
φ(y). (8.19)
Upon making the ansatz φ(y) = exp(β(y))ρ(y), the Schrödinger equation becomes
Eρ(y) =
[
−∂2y +
(
−2β′(y) + γ
′(y)
2γ(y)
)
∂y +
γ′(y)
2γ(y)
β′(y)− β′′(y)
]
ρ(y). (8.20)
Choosing β′ = γ′/(4γ), we obtain
Eρ(y) =
[
−∂2y + 2β′(y)2 − β′′(y)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Hαpot
ρ(y). (8.21)
In order to get a better idea of what happens here, let us consider
α(x) = α0 − x2/l2 = α0 − x̃2, (8.22)
where we introduce some length scale l and use a tilde to denote a quantity measured in units
of this length scale l. For this α, we obtain for a suitable choice of integration constants ỹ =
arctan
[
x̃√
α0−x̃2
]
, β(y) = 14 log
α0
1+tan2(ỹ)
, and thus
Hαpot = −∂2y +
1
l2
[
3
4
− 1
4
cos(2ỹ)
]
sec2(ỹ)
≈ −∂2y +
1
l2
[
1
2
+ ỹ2
]
, (8.23)
where we expanded in ỹ. Thus, a quadratic barrier inHαpot has the same spectrum as a quadrat-
ically space-dependent mass (note that the curvatures differ). Close to the center of the barrier
the change of coordinates is merely a rescaling which can easily be taken into account (and
corresponds to the difference in curvatures). If the relevant physics occurs in a spatial region
close to the center of the barrier (of size . l), we may clearly choose either the Hamiltonian
Eq. (8.21) or the Hamiltonian Eq. (8.15).
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Figure 8.1: The local density of states (color scale) of a non-interacting QPC as function of
position (site) and energy ω (for the non-interacting system the LDOS is independent of tem-
perature and chemical potential). The maximum of the QPC potential is at site i = 31. (a)
shows the LDOS of a QPC with an on-site potential, (b) with a narrowed band. We observe
that the height of the LDOS peak at the center of the QPC close to the lower band edge is differ-
ent [which we associate with a different curvature, c.f. Eq. (8.23)]. Further, if we turn on only an
on-site potential, there appear stable states above the leads’ upper band edge (red horizontal
lines in (a) at frequencies larger than then 2τ ). These states become visible only because we
have introduced an artificial on-site broadening of 10−3 (in both plots). It is numerically quite
tedious to treat these stable states. The discrete LDOS at the lower band edge differs because
a step of size 1 in x̃- or in ỹ-coordinates corresponds to a different physical length in the con-
tinuum description. However, since we use the LDOS to extract the curvature and compare
observables only within the same model, the difference is irrelevant for us.
However, if we perform a naı̈ve discretization, the Hamiltonians Eq. (8.21) and Eq. (8.15)
differ substantially: The Hamiltonian with only a kinetic energy Eq. (8.15) leads to a space-
dependent hopping, while the Hamiltonian with potential energy, Eq. (8.21), leads to constant
hopping but an on-site energy. In the case of space-dependent hopping only, the upper band
edge is pushed inwards (the potential is mimicked by shrinking the band width), leading to
no bound states outside of the leads’ spectrum, while in the case of an on-site potential only
states outside of the leads’ spectrum with infinite lifetime appear. Numerically, we choose to
discretize Eq. (8.15), thus avoiding the problematic states at the upper band edge.2
Fig. 8.1 shows the effect of the two different Hamiltonians/discretizations: instead of intro-
ducing an on-site potential (whose LDOS is shown in Fig. 8.1(a)), we vary the hopping from
site to site (whose LDOS is shown in Fig. 8.1(a)). Qualitatively, the lower band edge looks the
same, while the upper band edge is deformed in a such a way that states with infinite lifetime
2 It is clear that we could have chose any other mix of kinetic and potential energy by using a different choice of
y and β. In fact, this is done in [HBSvD17], where both a potential energy and a spatially dependent hopping are
employed.
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are removed from the system.
8.3 Non-equilibrium Flow: The distribution function of the artificial
leads
When the system is in a non-equilibrium situation, some further complications arise. The most
severe complication is related to the fact that fRG is a non-conserving approximation, i.e. fRG
violates the Ward-identities related to U(1) charge conservation (e.g. Ref. [Kat04]). This mani-
fests in the fact that the current in our approximation differs from bond to bond (c.f. the end of
Sec. 8.3).
A subtle consequence of this spatial variation of the current is felt already during the flow:
In order to specify the flow, we need to assign a distribution function to the artificial leads. Of
course, in an exact solution of the full flow, this assignment is irrelevant at the end. During
each point in flow (at any finite Λ) however, the system behaves differently depending on this
assignment.
In equilibrium, we pick for each artificial lead the Fermi-Dirac distribution with chemical
potential and temperature set by the values we want for the physical leads, as otherwise the
system would not be in equilibrium at finite Λ. In a non-equilibrium situation, the choice of
distribution function for the artificial leads is not a priori clear. It turns out that the choice
is highly relevant for the results, given our approximation. While a strong dependence on
a parameter that should – ideally – be completely irrelevant can be seen as a clear sign to
distrust the results, we can view this dependence as a chance to pick the optimal value for the
parameter. Of course, we need to exercise extreme caution when interpreting results obtained
in this way.
In order to optimize the distribution function of the artificial leads, what is a good rationale?
We want to minimize the impact of the artificial leads. The main effect of a badly chosen
distribution function is to siphon particles from or inject particles into the system. If we can
minimize the flow of particles between the artificial leads and the system, this should reduce
artifacts due to our approximation. The flow of particles between the system and the artificial
leads at a given site j is determined by the local distribution function, c.f. Sec. 7.5. So, if we
pick a distribution function for the artificial lead that mimicks the local distribution function,
(naı̈vely) no particles can enter or leave the system through the artificial leads.
While this idea is good, there are some challenges and questions that need to be addressed:
1. Can we even impose an arbitrary distribution function on the artificial leads?
2. What effect does this modification have on the flow equations themselves?
3. How do we compute the distribution function?
4. What is a good implementation?
5. Does it work? Is it useful?
Let us address these issues in order:
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1. We can indeed impose an arbitrary distribution on the artificial leads. While this may
at first glance seem trivial, let us recall a important facet of the artificial leads: There is
a sensible physical system, with which we may associate with our generating functional
even at finite Λ. This statement has far-reaching consequences. Mainly, we may use
the fact that we describe a sensible physical system at finite Λ to generate a large set of
constraints. For example, it is by no means necessary for the Green’s function to have the
correct analytical properties or satisfy the FDT in equilibrium during the flow. However,
if the Green’s function does, we have both an additional simple check and a guarantee
that our approximations do not destroy this property. Various simplifications we have
used no longer hold if the system at finite Λ is completely arbitrary.
Now, it is well-known that a fermionic system will – in equilibrium – have a distribu-
tion function given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. However, if we consider the deriva-
tion, then this statement is only true if at least some interaction exists (which is the
case for any real system). On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that non-
interacting fermions may be distributed with whatever distribution function we wish
(e.g. [SCG+15]).3
2. Let us recall that the flow equations as presented here are valid if we modify only the
quadratic part of the action. Since the artificial leads are non-interacting, the distribution
function of the artificial leads enters only in the Keldysh component of the inverse bare
Green’s function, i.e. in the quadratic part of the action. So, the fRG equations as used
here remain – in their general form – valid. We just have to take into account the fact
that the explicit form of the single-scale propagator S and the Green’s functions G will
depend on the form of the local distribution functions.4
3. In order to compute the local distribution function ni at given value of the flow parameter,
we solve the (linear in ni) set of equations (Eq. (8.24a) is simply the definition of the
Keldysh component of the Green’s function spelled out, and Eq. (8.24b) is the defining
equation of the local distribution function, c.f. Sec. 5.3, 7.5)
GKil (Λ, ω) = G
R
ij(Λ, ω)
(
ΣU
K(Λ, ω)
)
jk
GAkl(Λ, ω)
+GRij(Λ, ω)

 ∑
α=L,R
(1− 2nα(Λ, ω))
(
Σlead
R
α (Λ, ω)− ΣleadAα (Λ, ω)
)


jk
GAkl(Λ, ω)
+GRij
(
N∑
α=1
(1− 2nα(Λ, ω))
(
Σart.lead
R
α (Λ, ω)− Σart.leadAα (Λ, ω)
)
)
jk
GAkl(Λ, ω),
(8.24a)
GKjj(Λ, ω) = (1− 2nj(Λ, ω))
(
GRjj(Λ, ω)−GAjj(Λ, ω)
)
. (8.24b)
3 If there are no interactions, non-interacting eigenenergies will never mix. A given occupation of a non-
interacting eigenstate will remain (as does the occupation of any eigenstate). If we adiabatically turn on interactions,
they will mix the eigenstates, leaving only one stable distribution (the Fermi-Dirac distribution). The simplest way
to see this is from the kinetic equation. If the scattering term vanishes, any distribution is a valid solution.
4 We will be more explicit regarding the form of S and G later on (c.f. Eqs. (8.24b),(8.28), and (8.30)).
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The artificial leads contribute to both ΣleadL/R (through the artificial leads coupled to the
physical lead sites) and to Σart.leadi (by directly coupling to these sites). GR and GA can
be computed without knowledge of the local distribution function
GR(Λ, ω) =
1
ω −H0 − ΣUR(Λ, ω)− ΣleadR(Λ, ω)− Σart.leadR(Λ, ω)
; GA = GR
†
. (8.25)
In order to solve Eq. (8.24), we rewrite it as
∑
k
(
GRjkδjk −GAjkδjk
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ajk
(1− 2nk) =
(
GRΣU
KGA
)
jj
+
∑
β=L,R
(1− 2nβ)GRjβ
(
Σlead
R
ββ − ΣleadAββ
)
GAβj
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Bj
+
N∑
k=1
(
GRjk
(
Σart.lead
R
kk − Σart.leadAkk
)
GAkj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ãjk
(1− 2nk)
(8.26)
to obtain
1− 2nk =
(
A− Ã
)−1
kj
Bj . (8.27)
We note that B does not depend on the local distribution function, as it only contains the
distribution functions of the isolated leads which we assume to be fixed to two (possibly
different) Fermi-Dirac functions. We further note that the local distribution function does
in fact depend on the self-energy Σ (in particular, on ΣU) (in principle, by changing Σ,
we can go from an open to a closed QPC, which exhibit drastically different distribution
functions).
Since Σ depends explicitly on Λ, it is to be expected that the local distribution function ni
depends on Λ. This dependence on Λ is highly relevant, as it implies that the derivative
of the local distribution function influences the Keldysh component of the single-scale
propagator S.
4. The Keldysh component of the single-scale propagator is given by (c.f. Eq. (4.48))
SK(ω) =
(
GG−10 ∂ΛG0G
−1
0 G
)K
= −
(
G∂ΛG
−1
0 G
)K
= −GR
(
∂ΛG
−1K
0
)
GA −GK
(
∂ΛG
−1A
0
)
GA −GR
(
∂ΛG
−1R
0
)
GK , (8.28)
where G−10K contains the local distribution function through
Σart.lead
K
jj = (1− 2nj)
(
Σart.lead
R
jj − Σart.leadAjj
)
, (8.29)
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as we suppose that the (isolated physical and isolated artificial) leads are independently
equilibrated and only couple to one site each. We have
(
∂ΛG
−1
0K
)
ij
= δij ((1− 2ni)i− 2iΛ∂Λni) +
∑
β=L,R
δiβδjβ(1− 2nβ)∂Λ
(
Σlead
R
β − ΣleadAβ
)
.
(8.30)
At each step of the ODE, G is known (allowing us to compute ni via Eq. (8.27)), as well
as ∂ΛΣlead (we know Σlead for all Λs analytically, c.f. Eq. (S9) of [SBv17]). Thus, in order
to determine the single-scale propagator S, we still need to obtain the derivative of the
local distribution function, ∂Λni. However, if we just take the derivative of Eq. (8.27), this
derivative contains terms of the form ddΛΣU. To determine
d
dΛΣU, which is given by the
fRG-flow equations, we require the single-scale propagator S. If we want to enforce the
absence of currents between the system and the artificial leads at all values of the flow
parameter Λ, we thus need to solve a self-consistent integral equation (the derivative of
the self-energy is obtained from the single-scale propagator by performing an integral).
This is numerically not feasible.
Instead of solving a self-consistent equation at each step of the flow, we may pursue a
different approach: We flow with some distribution function ni(Λ, ω). During the flow,
we compute the local distribution function nnewi (Λ, ω), according to Eq. (8.27). In other
words, using the self-energy obtained with ni, we determine the nnewi at which no current
would flow between the system and the artificial leads. After the flow, we use nnewi as
guess for ni and iterate this procedure, until the final self-energy has converged. In prac-
tice, this is roughly the case after 1 to 3 iterations, depending on the quality of the first
guess. A good first guess (which we use throughout) is the local distribution function
ni(Λ, ω) obtained for a non-interacting system.
In this scheme (iterate the full flow until convergence is achieved), there are non-trivial
questions: how to obtain smooth data for ni as a function of Λ, and how to compute the
derivative ∂Λni. While we may easily obtain somewhat smooth data by interpolating the
distribution function, it turns out that it is particularly useful to interpolate the data not
in Λ, but in a substituted space. For convenience, this substituted space corresponds to
the data obtained from the substitution used in the flow, Eq. (8.1). The reasoning is the
same as the one behind the substitution: The system (and with it the local distribution
function) behaves differently at different scales, making an exponential scale particularly
useful. The second question, how to compute the derivative of the local distribution
function, allows for two naı̈ve answers: Analytically, by expressing the derivative of the
local distribution function through the Green’s functions G, the single-scale propagator
S, and the derivative of the self-energy ∂ΛΣ; or numerically, by numerically differenti-
ating the interpolated local distribution function. Since we require the derivative of the
local distribution function at arbitrary values of the flow parameter Λ, we would need to
interpolate the analytically computed points. It turns out in practice that the numerical
derivative actually works better, because the interpolation of the analytical expression is
difficult.5
5 Essentially, what we require most is internal consistency between the Green’s function G and the single-scale
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Figure 8.2: Current (a,b) and conductance (c,d) as function of site (a,b,c) or bias voltage (d)
at different iterations (a,b,c) or gate voltages (d). (a,b) show the site-resolved current density
Jj = jjj+1 (c.f. Eq. (5.26)) at a fixed gate voltage (Vg = 0.26τ ) and different bias (∆µ = 0.024τ
in (a) and ∆µ = 0.06τ in (b)). We see that at large bias at least one iteration is required. (c)
shows the site-resolved conductance at Vg = 0.26τ and ∆µ = 0.024τ (corresponding to the
derivative of (a) w.r.t. to bias). We see that even minuscule changes in the current from site to
site lead to “large” changes in the conductance, due to the numerical derivative. (d) shows the
minimal and maximal values from the set of all site-resolved conductance values at different
gate voltages (full, colored lines) and voltage biases (horizontal axis). All conductance curves
are taken at the final iteration and computed by numerically differentiating the current. The
dashed lines indicate the data at finite temperature T = 0.005τ . While we clearly see a zero-
bias peak in the full green curve (whose conductance at zero bias is g < 0.5), we do not have
the accuracy to talk about the absence or presence of a zero-bias peak in the yellow curve.
We remark that we do not observe any indication of the side-peaks observed experimentally
(c.f. Fig. 2.4(a,d)). As we increase the temperature, the zero-bias anomaly is flattened (green
curves), in qualitative agreement with experiment (c.f. Fig. 2.4(b)). The vanishing of the zero-
bias anomaly in experiment at large conductance g & 0.5, which we do not see at all, may be
related to the side-peaks dominating the conductance-curve. In experiment, the conductance
at zero bias is decreased significantly in the sub-open region, which we see as well.
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5. Finally, let us take a look at the results (Fig. 8.2). When we consider the site-resolved
conductance (i.e. the derivative of the local current density Eq. (5.26) w.r.t. the applied
bias voltage ∆µ), we see that at least one iteration is required to converge the results.6
The final conductance curves, Fig. 8.2(d), show a zero-bias anomaly at zero temperature
(the zero-bias anomaly is the reduction of conductance as a small, finite bias is applied
at conductances below 0.5GQ; the zero-bias anomaly is visible in the green and yellow
curves). Further, Fig. 8.2(d) shows the onset of the 0.3GQ plateau at large bias. An expla-
nation of the 0.3GQ plateau at large bias was given in [IZ09], based on the self-consistent
Hartree-approximation (which – as a static approximation – misses out on inelastic pro-
cesses but nonetheless seems sufficient to capture the important physics here): As the
bias is increased, the effective barrier grows, leading to a reduction of the plateau from
the non-interacting value of 0.5GQ to some smaller value in the range of 0.3GQ. Clearly,
our data is insufficient to capture more than the mere existence of the zero-bias peak.
For example, we cannot reliably extract the curvature, even at zero bias, and cannot even
claim to observe the existence of a zero bias peak at a conductance of g . 0.3. How-
ever, we do observe that the zero-bias anomaly seems to have a tendency to vanish as
temperature is increased (dashed curves in Fig. 8.2(d)).
Experimentally, the zero bias peak also vanishes at large conductances g & 0.5 at finite
temperature. While we do not observe this behavior, we may speculate that it is related
to the presence (absence) of the side-peaks in experiment (our data): If we just add large
peaks at a finite bias, which are mainly unaffected by temperature, then the reduction
of the conductance at zero bias alone might be sufficient to remove the zero-bias peak at
large conductance g & 0.5.
8.4 Non-equilibrium Flow: Restricting the frequencies: Effective equi-
librium
A further trick we may employ is based on the FDT: In equilibrium, we are only required to
compute the retarded components of the self-energy and of each channel. In general, for a
non-equilibrium setup, we have to compute the Keldysh component for the self-energy and
each channel as well. However, in the perturbative regime, at energies far away from the bias
propagator S. We need to ensure that S ∼ ∂ΛG|Σ=const. This is ensured by taking the numerical derivative (or
by taking the analytical derivative of the interpolation object [if the interpolation is done by fitting some set of
functions, the derivative of these functions is usually known analytically]). Evaluating the analytical derivative and
then interpolating is more prone to violating the relation S ∼ ∂ΛG|Σ=const. The numerical derivative is much more
forgiving and thus works better with fewer data points.
6 We remark that all conductance curves shown in Fig. 8.2 are computed by numerically differentiating the cur-
rent. The numerical differentiation is performed through a minimization procedure, following [Cha11]. The results
using other numerical derivatives are similar. Interestingly, the results based on the analytical derivative Eq. (5.38)
are compatible but show larger error bars. We speculate that in general observables requiring the n-particle vertex
are worse in fRG than observables requiring only them < n-particle vertex. For example, in equilbrium the current
is identical zero. So, the Ward identity of the form 〈∂j〉 = 0 is satisfied exactly. However, the more complicated
Ward identity Eq. (5.25) is satisfied only to order U2.
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window, effectively an FDT should be restored.7
We argue that the Keldysh components need only be computed explicitly within essentially
the bias window (enlarged by the appropriate thermal smearing), while at all other energies
we may use the FDT. We will prove that Ġ satisfies a FDT for frequencies sufficiently far away
from the bias window, with exponentially small corrections. To be precise, we will show: As-
suming that G satisfies a FDT for energies ω /∈ [µ − ε, µ + ε], and the vertex accordingly for
Π /∈ [2µ − εP , 2µ + εP ], X /∈ [−εX ,+εX ], ∆ /∈ [−εD,+εD], with the epsilons being of order
of the temperature, this assumption remains valid during the flow with exponential accuracy,
where the temperature sets the decay. We note that the ε’s grow during the flow. However, in
practice, for systems where the truncation employed here is valid (i.e. perturbative systems),
this growth of the FDT-violating regions is slow, such that it is sufficient to compute the vertex
and the self-energy fully in only a narrow window, while large frequencies may be computed
using the FDT.
The amount of time saved is determined approximately as one half times the ratio of the
frequencies where the FDT is employed to all frequencies.8
8.4.1 Self-energy
To prove the assertion, let us first consider the flow of the self-energy in equilibrium. The bare
interaction only leads to a real part of ΣR and does not contribute to ΣK . Thus, its contribution
is clearly in accordance with our claim. Next, we focus on the part containing theX-Vertex (the
other channels may be proven analogously):
Σ̇R(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′SK(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω) + SR(ω′)bX(ω′ − ω), (8.31)
Σ̇K(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′SR(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω) + SA(ω′)aX†(ω′ − ω) + SK(ω′)bX(ω′ − ω). (8.32)
In equilibrium, we have
Σ̇K(ω) = (1− 2nF (ω))(Σ̇R − Σ̇A) = tanh
(
ω − µ
2T
)
(Σ̇R − Σ̇A) (8.33)
If we use the modified flow equations
Σ̇R(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′SK(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω) + SR(ω′)bX(ω′ − ω), (8.34)
Σ̇K(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′SR(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω) + SA(ω′)aX†(ω′ − ω) + SK(ω′)bX(ω′ − ω)
7 This statement essentially boils down to: at energies far away from the bias window, GK = ±(GR −GA) and
similarly for the vertex, as the distribution functions approach one or zero.
8 The calculation time of say the P -channel is NΠ (ta + tb), where NΠ is the number of frequencies used to
represent the P -channel and ta (tb) is the time required to compute the contribution to ap (bp). We have roughly
ta = tb, as the majority of the run-time is spent on the integrals over frequencies and we may reuse the integral
computed for ap in bp, which thus requires only one new integral to be computed for bp. Since at least half of the
frequencies used in the discretization lie outside of a somewhat enlarged bias-window, we save around 25% in
run-time.
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− SR(ω′)aX†(ω′ − ω)− SA(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω), (8.35)
then the FDT actually holds even without the integral (i.e. for each value of ω′). Note that we
have merely added zero in the flow of the Keldysh component. In general (i.e. out of equilib-
rium), let us define SKFDT := (1 − 2nF )(SR − SA) and δSK := SK − SKFDT (and analogously
bXFDT and δb
X ). We then have
Σ̇R(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′(δSK + SKFDT )(ω
′)aX(ω′ − ω) + SR(ω′)(δbX + bXFDT )(ω′ − ω), (8.36)
Σ̇K(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′SR(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω) + SA(ω′)aX†(ω′ − ω)
+ (δSK + SKFDT )(ω
′)(δbX + bXFDT )(ω
′ − ω)− SR(ω′)aX†(ω′ − ω)− SA(ω′)aX(ω′ − ω),
(8.37)
If δSK and δbX are zero, these satisfy the FDT. Thus, the violation δΣ̇ = Σ̇K−(1−2nF )(Σ̇R−Σ̇A)
of the FDT is given by
δΣ̇(ω) ∼ i
∫
dω′δSK(ω′)(δbX + bXFDT )(ω
′ − ω) + SKFDT (ω′)δbX(ω′ − ω)
− tanh((ω − µ)/2T )δSK(ω′)(aX − aX†)(ω′ − ω)
− tanh((ω − µ)/2T )(SR − SA)(ω′)δbX(ω′ − ω)
∼ i
∫
dω′δSK(ω′)(δbX − coth(./2T )(aX − aX†))(ω′ − ω)
+ tanh((ω′ − µ)/2T )(SR − SA)(ω′)δbX(ω′ − ω)
− tanh((ω − µ)/2T )δSK(ω′)(aX − aX†)(ω′ − ω)
− tanh((ω − µ)/2T )(SR − SA)(ω′)δbX(ω′ − ω) (8.38)
The assumptions basically state that δSK(ω /∈ [µ− ε, µ+ ε]) = 0 and δbX(ω /∈ [−εX ,+εX ]) = 0.
We see that under these assumptions
δΣ̇(ω /∈ [µ− ε, µ+ ε]) = 0, (8.39)
with exponential accuracy. The scale is clearly given by the temperature.
8.4.2 Vertex
We now check if the same holds for the flow of the vertex. Consider the schematic flow equation
in the X-channel (once again, the other channels can be proven analogously)
ȧX†(X) =
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
)(
U + aX†(X)
)
,
ȧX(X) =
(
U + aX(X)
) (
Iphcc|qc(X) + I
ph
cq|cc(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
, (8.40)
ḃX(X) =
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphcc|cc(X) + I
ph
qc|cq(X) + I
ph
cq|qc(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
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+
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
)
bX(X)
+ bX(X)
(
Iphcq|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|qc(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
(8.41)
Consider X sufficiently far away from zero. Noting that Iphqq|cc(X) = 0 = I
ph
cc|qq(X), we may
modify the flow of bX to
ḃX(X) =
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphcc|cc(X) + I
ph
qc|cq(X) + I
ph
cq|qc(X)− I
ph
qq|cc(X)− I
ph
cc|qq(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
+
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
)
bX(X)
+ bX(X)
(
Iphcq|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|qc(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
(8.42)
We may compute the difference
ḃX(X)+ coth(X/2T )(ȧX − ȧX†)(X)
=
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphcc|cc(X) + I
ph
qc|cq(X) + I
ph
cq|qc(X)− I
ph
qq|cc(X)− I
ph
cc|qq(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
+
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
)
bX(X)
+ bX(X)
(
Iphcq|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|qc(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
+ coth(X/2T )
(
U + aX(X)
) (
Iphcc|qc(X) + I
ph
cq|cc(X)
) (
U + aX(X)
)
− coth(X/2T )
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)
)(
U + aX†(X)
)
, (8.43)
and use the FDT for bX (which is valid by assumption for X sufficiently far away from zero) to
obtain:
ḃX(X)+ coth(X/2T )(ȧX − ȧX†)(X)
=
(
U + aX†(X)
)(
Iphcc|cc(X) + I
ph
qc|cq(X) + I
ph
cq|qc(X)− I
ph
qq|cc(X)− I
ph
cc|qq(X)
− coth(X/2T )
(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)− I
ph
cc|qc(X)− I
ph
cq|cc(X)
)) (
U + aX(X)
)
.
(8.44)
Explicitly writing the bubbles, we have to show that the following term vanishes with expo-
nential accuracy:
Iphcc|cc(X)+I
ph
qc|cq(X) + I
ph
cq|qc(X)− coth(X/2T )
(
Iphqc|cc(X) + I
ph
cc|cq(X)− I
ph
cc|qc(X)− I
ph
cq|cc(X)
)
∼ i
∫
dω′
[
GK(−X/2 + ω′)SK(X/2 + ω′) + SK(−X/2 + ω′)GK(X/2 + ω′)
+ GA(−X/2 + ω′)SR(X/2 + ω′) + SA(−X/2 + ω′)GR(X/2 + ω′)
+ GR(−X/2 + ω′)SA(X/2 + ω′) + SR(−X/2 + ω′)GA(X/2 + ω′)
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− GR(−X/2 + ω′)SR(X/2 + ω′)− SR(−X/2 + ω′)GR(X/2 + ω′)
− GA(−X/2 + ω′)SA(X/2 + ω′)− SA(−X/2 + ω′)GA(X/2 + ω′)
− coth(X/2T )
[
GA(−X/2 + ω′)SK(X/2 + ω′) + SA(−X/2 + ω′)GK(X/2 + ω′)
+GK(−X/2 + ω′)SR(X/2 + ω′) + SK(−X/2 + ω′)GR(X/2 + ω′)
−GR(−X/2 + ω′)SK(X/2 + ω′)− SR(−X/2 + ω′)GK(X/2 + ω′)
−GK(−X/2 + ω′)SA(X/2 + ω′)− SK(−X/2 + ω′)GA(X/2 + ω′)
]]
(8.45)
This vanishes in equilibrium for each value of ω′ separately. As before, we introduce GK =
GKFDT + δG
K and we only need to consider terms ∼ δGK ,∼ δSK ,∼ δSKδGK . For now, let
us focus on the first terms of each line (GS and not SG). For X sufficiently far away from
zero, there are two problematic frequencies ω′ ≈ µ ±X/2. Consider first ω′ ≈ µ + X/2. Then,
δGK 6= 0, but δSK = 0 with exponential accuracy. The problematic terms multiplying δGK are:
δGK(−X/2 + ω′)
[
SKFDT (X/2 + ω
′)− coth(X/2T )SR(X/2 + ω′) + coth(X/2T )SA(X/2 + ω′)
]
= δGK(µ)
[
tanh(X/2T )
(
SR(X + µ)− SA(X + µ)
)
− coth(X/2T )
(
SR(X + µ)− SA(X + µ)
)]
, (8.46)
where the frequency argument µ means ”close to µ”. The terms Eq. (8.46) thus vanish with
exponential accuracy. It is easy to see that the same happens for all other dangerous terms.
We have thus proven the theorem. We have numerically checked that the growth of the
ε’s is not severe by comparing the results obtained with and without the simplification of an
effective FDT.
8.5 Checks
It is of paramount importance to check the correctness of one’s implementation. To facilitate
future modifications of the code, we give a short list of relevant checks that may be performed.
Not all of these checks apply for every system. However, they all are relevant for the system at
hand.
(i) If the self-energy Σ is set to zero, then the relation ∂ΛG = S must hold. This is used to
confirm the consistency of G and S.
(ii) If the self-energy does not flow and the channels do not mix, each channel must satisfy an
RPA-type equation. To be precise: The flow-equation γ̇P = γPBPγP , where γP denotes
the P -channel contribution to the vertex, and BP the P -bubble in the flow, with initial
condition γP = U , is solved by γP = U 11−BbU , where Bb is half of the P -bubble consisting
only of Green’s functions. Similar results hold for the X- and D-channel.
(iii) For most flow-parameters, discrete symmetries remain intact during the flow. In the case
considered here, in equilibrium, the system respects left-right parity and symmetry under
exchange of positions.
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(iv) Continuous symmetries of the generating functional are usually not respected by fRG.
However, the fRG flow is usually exact up to some order of the interaction. The violation
of Ward-identities derived from the continuous symmetry thus has to scale as the first
order that is not fully taken into account. Here, the continuous symmetry is a global
U(1) symmetry: ψ → exp(iα)ψ, whose Ward-identity corresponds to charge conservation.
Since the flow scheme used in this work is exact up to order (including) U2, the Ward-
identities following from charge conservation are only violated to third order in U . The
scaling may be checked by considering small values of U . Note that as U is decreased the
accuracy of all internal calculations has to be increased to reach sufficient resolution to
actually observe a U3 behavior, as the numerical error already starts at order U1.
(v) Fundamental analytical properties are conserved for certain flow parameters. The hy-
bridization flow used here conserves the analytic properties of ΣR and the a’s (Reminder:
ΣR, aP , aX∗, and aD are analytic in the upper half plane). To check analyticity in the upper
half plane of a function f , one may check if the Kramers-Kronig relation
Re(f(Ω)) =
1
π
P
∫
dω
Im(f(ω))
ω − Ω , (8.47)
with P denoting the principal value, is satisfied. Note that the static contribution (the
value of f at infinity) has to be subtracted first.
Equivalently, we could check that the Fourier-transformed function f(t) vanishes for
times smaller than zero.9
(vi) The LDOS is normalized, i.e.
∫
dω
−ImGRii(ω)ii
π = 1.
(vii) If fluctuation-dissipation theorems are not explicitly used, they should be satisfied through-
out the flow (for the flow parameter used here).
(viii) For Fermi-liquids at T = 0: ImΣ(µ) = 0; at T > 0, but small: ImΣ(µ) < 0.10
(ix) For Fermi-liquids at T = 0: ImΣ(ω = µ± ε) < 0, where ε is a small number.
(x) For Fermi-liquids at T = 0 and small, finite bias: ImΣ(ω = (µL + µR)/2) < 0.
9 Recall that analyticity in the upper half plane in frequency space is equivalent to “retardation”, which means
that the function follows a specific causality structure: it vanishes if events occur in the wrong order, i.e. it is zero
for t < 0.
10 Usually, Fermi-liquid properties are derived for a homogeneous system, where we would consider the self-
energy at the Fermi-momentum. However, for the system at hand, a Fermi-liquid description of the low-energy
degrees of freedom is valid. In this case, when we write statements like ImΣ(ω) = . . . , we mean ImΣii(ω) = . . . , i.e.
we refer to a single site. While we do not know of any rigorous proofs of these statements, they should nevertheless
work out. We note however that we cannot say e.g. that ImΣij(ω) has specific properties. This is similar to an
observation about the Green’s function: ImGRii has to be negative (it can be interpreted as a density of states), while
ImGRij may have arbitrary sign.
In equilibrium, at T = 0 however the special statement ImΣij(µ) = 0 is true in our approximation. This can be
straightforwardly shown from the flow equations.
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(xi) The single-particle transmission probability PT should be between 0 and 1. In equilib-
rium, at zero temperature and at ω = µ, PT , together with the single-particle reflection
probability PR should add up to 1. Both probabilities are the squared moduli of the re-
flection and transmission amplitudes r and t respectively. The amplitudes may be read of
from the single-particle S-matrix
S(ω) = 1− 2πiτρ
(
GR−N,−N (ω) G
R
−N,N (ω)
GRN,−N (ω) G
R
N,N (ω)
)
=
(
r t
t∗ r
)
, (8.48)
where τ is the hopping between the leads and the system and ρ is the density of states at
the edge of the leads in the absence of the central part of the system. If energy is available,
i.e. either ω 6= µ or T 6= 0 or Vsd 6= 0, the single-particle S-matrix is not unitary (as the
single-particle S-matrix does not include processes of the type: electron→ two electrons
and one hole). Consequently, we expect (and actually observe numerically) PR + PT < 1
(c.f. Fig. 7.5).
Chapter 9
Publication: Low energy properties of
the Kondo chain in the RKKY regime
This chapter deals with physics and methods unrelated to the methods and physics explained
in the rest of the thesis. We consider a one-dimensional system of electrons with approximately
linear dispersion, in contact with a spin disorder. Physically, we imagine for example a one-
dimensional wire on top of an impure insulator with magnetic impurities, or the edge of an
impure insulator.
It was shown in [TY15] that such a system, if we neglect the interactions of the electrons
amongst themselves, and assume an anisotropic coupling between the spins and the elec-
trons, can lead to helical modes as low-energy degrees of freedom (in the case of easy-plane
anisotropy).1 The helical modes are distinguished by their velocity, i.e. the particles associated
with one helicity travel with a velocity v1, while the particles associated with the other helic-
ity travel with the velocity v2  v1. The emergence of helical modes is due to a spontaneous
Z2 symmetry breaking. It is important to emphasize that both helicities are present as gapless
excitations, which is in contrast to earlier results, e.g. [BSL09, KSYL13]
In the work presented here, we further explain the details of [TY15] and extend the study
of [TY15] to include electron-electron interactions and we compute the order-parameter of the
symmetry breaking through the spin correlation functions.
The calculations necessary for these extensions are all due to Dennis Schimmel.
1 A helical mode is carried by spinful charged particles. The spin of the particles is directly linked to the direction
the particle travels in. For example, an electron of spin up traveling to the right has a specific helicity, which is the
same helicity as an electron of spin down traveling to the left, but opposite to the helicity of an electron of spin up
traveling to the left.
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Abstract
We study theKondo chain in the regime of high spin concentrationwhere the low energy physics is
dominated by the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida interaction. As has been recently shown (Tsvelik
andYevtushenko 2015 Phys. Rev. Lett. 115 216402), thismodel has two phases with drastically
different transport properties depending on the anisotropy of the exchange interaction. In particular,
the helical symmetry of the fermions is spontaneously brokenwhen the anisotropy is of the easy plane
type. This leads to a parametrical suppression of the localization effects. In the present paper we
substantially extend the previous theory, in particular, by analyzing a competition of forward- and
backward- scattering, including into the theory short range electron interactions and calculating spin
correlation functions.We discuss applicability of our theory and possible experiments which could
support the theoretical findings.
1. Introduction
TheKondo chain (KC) is one of the archetypalmodels for interacting low-dimensional systemswhich has been
intensively studied during the past two decades [1–11]. It consists of band electrons on a one-dimensional lattice
which interact with localizedmagneticmoments; electron–electron interactions can also be included in the
consideration [1, 2, 5, 9, 12]. TheKC is not exactly solvable, nevertheless, a lot is known about it both from
numerical and analytical studies [1, 6–9]. In particular, ground state properties are known fromDMRG for the
isotropic point [13].
One possible realization of KC is a cleaved edge overgrowthGaAs quantumwire dopedwithmagnetic ions.
Such quantumwires weremanufactured a long time ago [14, 15] and have been successfully used to study one-
dimensional strongly correlated physics (see, for example, [16, 17]). Functionalizing themwith dynamical
magnetic impurities could yield an experimental realization of theKC. As another possible platform forKCone
may use carbon nanotubes functionalizedwithmagnetic ions ormolecules containingmagnetic ions (possible
realizations can be found in [18–20]). Alternatively onemay search for quasi one-dimensional structures with
coexisting localized and delocalized electrons in bulkmaterials. The theory predicts that in iron-based ladder
materials some of the iron d-orbitals are localized and some are itinerant [21–23]. The issue is tofind such crystal
structures where the ladders would be sufficiently isolated from each other to prevent three-dimensional
ordering (three-dimensional ordering seems to occur in BaFe Se2 3 [24]).
It has been recently shownby twoof us that theKCmaydisplay a rather nontrivial physics in the anisotropic
regime away fromhalf-filling in the case of dense spinswhen theRuderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY)
exchange interactiondominates theKondo screening [25].We considered an anisotropic exchange interactionwith
the anisotropy of theXXZ-type. Then there are twophaseswithdifferent low-energy properties, namely, the easy
axis (EA)phase and the easy plane (EP)one. In theEAphase, all single fermion excitations are gapped. The charge
transport is carried by collective excitationswhich canbe easily pinnedby ever present potential disorder. The
situation is drastically different in theEPphase. Theminimumof the ground state energy corresponds to the helical
spin configurationwithwave vector k2 F (kF being the Fermiwave vector)whichopens a gap in the spectrumof the
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fermions of a particular helicitywhile the electrons having the other (opposite)helicity remain gapless.Weremind
the readers that the helicity is defined as ( ) ( )svsgn sgn , where v andσ the the electron velocity and its spin,
respectively. This corresponds to the spontaneous breaking of thediscreet 2 helical symmetry. If the potential
disorder is added to the phasewith the broken symmetry a single-particle backscattering is prohibited either by spin
conservation (for electronswith the samehelicity)or by the gap in one of the helical sectors (for electronswith
different helicity). This is similar to the absence of the single-particle back-scattering of edgemodes in time-reversal
invariant topological insulators [5, 26–32] and results in suppressionof localization effects. The latter can appear
onlydue to collective effects resulting in aparametrically large localization radius. In otherwords, ballistic charge
transport in theEPphase has a partial symmetry protectionwhich is removed either in very long samples or if the
spinU(1) symmetry is broken. This is also similar to the symmetry protectionof the edge transport in 2d topological
insulators: transport is ideal if time-reversal symmetry and spinU(1) symmetry are present.However, it can be
suppressed in a long sample due to spontaneouslybroken time-reversal symmetry [33, 34].
In the present paper, we continue to study theKC in the RKKY regimewhere the low energy physics is
governed by the fermionic gaps.We aim to explain inmore details the results of [25] and to substantially extend
the theory, in particular, by analyzing the role of forward scattering (i.e., of the Kondo physics), by taking into
account the short range electron interactions and by calculating the spin correlation functions.
Similar ideas to those presented herewere already pursued in [2], where the emergence of helical order was
recognized. In contrast to [2]we take into account the dynamics of the lattice spins whose presence substantially
modifies the low-energy theory.
TheHamiltonian of theKCon a lattice is
[ ] ( )† †   å åå s= + = + + =+
Î
tc c J S c c a x y zh.c. , , , ; 1
i
i i
a j M
a
j
a
j
a
j0 int 1
where t is the hoppingmatrix element, (†)ci annihilates (creates) an electron at site i, Si is a local spin ofmagnitude
s, sa is a Paulimatrix, andM constitutes a subset of all lattice sites. J denotes the interaction strength between the
impurities and the electrons.We distinguish Jz and ≕= ^J J Jx y . Short range interactions between the electrons
will be added later in section 4.4. The dynamics of a chain of spins will be added in section 2.Wewill be interested
in the case of densemagnetic impurities, r x L1s 0 K (with the impurity density rs and the single-impurity
Kondo length LK), when the effects of the electron-induced exchange can take predominance over theKondo
screening. The paper is organized as follows: we first introduce a convenient representation of the impurity spins
in section 2.Necessary conditions for the RKKY regime are then discussed in section 3. The gap is studied in
section 4. In section 5we compute the conductance and analyze the effects of spinless disorder. The spin-spin
correlation functions are given in section 6.
2. Formulation of the low energy theory
Todevelop a low energy description of theKCmodel (1)wehave to single out slowmodes and integrate over the
fast ones. As thefirst step, we need tofind a convenient representation of the spins such that it will be easy to
separate the low and high energy degrees of freedom.
2.1. Separation of scales in the spin sector
Consider first a single spin. It is described by theWess–Zumino term in the action [35]
· ( ) ( )ò ò t p= ¶ ´ ¶
b
mn
m nn n nS u
s
i d d
8
, 2WZ
0
1
0
where n is the directionof the spin,u is an auxiliary coordinate,which togetherwith τparametrizes a disk.Multiple
spins require a summationover spins and canbe describedby introducing a (dimensionless) spindensity rs
( )òå
r
x
 =S S x Sd , 3
impurities
WZ
s
0
WZ
where x0 is the underlying lattice constant for the spins.
Usually, two angular variables are used in parametrizing the spin { ( ) ( )q y= sS sin cos ,
( ) ( ) ( )}q y qsin sin , cos :
[ ] ( ) q y r
x
q y= ¶t
s
,
i
cos , 4WZ
s
0
wherewe have neglected boundary contributions (topological terms).
The formof the Lagrangian equation (4)makes it difficult to separate fast and slow variables, since the angles
θ andψ contain both fast and slowmodes.We need tofind a different representation of the spin Berry phase,
whichwill allow us to separate the fast and the slowmodes explicitly.Wefirst observe that the expression
2
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equation (4) can be obtained by considering a coordinate system comovingwith the spin. Namely, we choose an
orthnormal basis { }e e e, ,1 2 3 at time t = 0 and assume that this coordinate system is comovingwith the spin
such that ≔ ( )S es ,ie i is independent of τ. Then it is easy to check that the following expression reproduces (4):
[ ] ( )( ) ( ) q y r
x
= - ¶tS e e e,
i
2
, , . 5i j k ijkWZ
s
0
The check of equation (5) can be done by choosing the explicit parametrization
{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )} ( )q y q y q= - - ae cos cos , cos sin , sin , 61
{ ( ) ( ) } ( )y y= - be sin , cos , 0 , 62
{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )} ( )q y q y q= = S s ce sin cos , sin sin , cos , 63
with S e3 and inserting equation (6) into equation (5). A specific choice of the basis e2,3 is not important since
WZ in the form equation (5) ismanifestly covariant under both a rotation in x, y, z, and a change of basis { }ei .
In path integral quantization, we thus sumover all paths described by ( )q tx, and ( )y tx, . Themeasure is
given by { } { } { }  q q yW = sin .
Let us now consider two superimposed spinmotions: the actual trajectory considered in the path integral,
and its slow component (figure 1).We already have theWess–Zumino term for the actual trajectory. If wewant
to use equation (5) for the slow component, we need to introduce a second set of basis vectors which is comoving
with the slow component. This doubles the number of angles, but we assume a separation of scales: of the four
angles, twowill be fast and twowill be slow. Thus, therewill be no double counting ofmodes which justifies our
approach. A convenient choice for the slow basis is given by the rotation of the actual trajectory (figure 2)
( )[ ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( ) a a a a¢ = - + +^ ^e ae e esin cos sin cos , 71 1 2 3
( ) ( ) ( )a a¢ = -^ ^e be esin cos , 72 1 2
( )[ ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( ) a a a a¢ = + +^ ^e ce e ecos cos sin sin . 73 1 2 3
The total path-integralmeasure now consists of the four angles: { }  a qW W =¢, cos sinS S{ } { } { } { }  q y a â , whichwill be the product of themeasures for fast and slowmodes.
Nowwe can describe the dynamics of the slowmodes, which is given by the slowWess–Zumino term:we
pick the bases such that S e3 and  ¢S eslow 3. The dynamics of the slowmodes are then obtained by using
equation (5)with the full spin S and the slow basis ¢e3:
( )[ ( ) ] ( )ò òr x a a q y= = ¶ + ¶t t- ^S s x ti d d sin cos . 8WZslow s 0 1
The dynamics is that of the basis { }¢ ¢ ¢e e e, ,1 2 3 (i.e. of the slow spin), whereas the overall scale is that of the actual
trajectory projected onto the slow component. This projectionmay be viewed as a renormalization of the length
of the spin’s slow component.
Figure 1.The fast (red) and slow (blue) spin trajectories as a function of time. The slow spin is shorter, since it is the fast spin averaged
over some short timescale. The left panel shows the slowmodes in the case of a free spin, in the right panel the spin physics is
dominated by the interactionmediated by the backscattering electrons. In the latter case, the slowmode is orthogonal to the fast
trajectory.
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2.2. The interaction between the spins and the fermions
The low-energy fermionmodes are obtained by linearizing the spectrum and expanding the operators ĉ in
smooth chiralmodes ˆsR , ˆsL
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )x= + =x x -  c n R x L x x ne e , . 9k n k ni i 0F 0 F 0
The Lagrangian density of the band electrons becomes
[( ˆ ˆ) ( ˆ ˆ ) ] ( )† t= Y Ä ¶ - Ä ¶ YtI I I vi . 10z xe F
Thefirst space in the tensor product is the spin one, the Paulimatrices t̂a act in the chiral space; ˆ ( )=I diag 1, 1 ;
( )x x=v t k2 sinF 0 F 0 is the Fermi velocity; ( )Y =    R R L L, , ,T is the four-component fermionic spinorfield.
If the electron interaction is taken into account, it ismore convenient to use the bosonized Lagrangian density
( ) ( ) ( ) å p p= - ¶ Q ¶ F - ¶ Q + ¶ Fr r t r r r r
r
r
r
=
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎫
⎬
⎭
u K
u
K
i 1
2
, 11x x xe
c,s
2 2
whereKρ is the Luttinger paramter; uρ the renormalized Fermi velocity; andwe have used the bosonization
identity
( )[ ( )]y
px
=s s s- - F -Q + F -QU
1
2
e e . 12r rk x
r r
0
i F
i
2 c c s s
Fc (Fs) andQc (Qs) are dual bosonic fields belonging to the charge (spin) sector, r distinguishes right- and left-
movingmodes,σ is the spin projection andUσ areKlein factors. One can introduce spin and charge sources to
determine how the low energy degrees of freedom couple to external perturbations:
( ) ( ) ( ) r r r r
p p
= + + - = - ¶ F + ¶ Qh h
h h2 2
, 13R L R L x xsource c c c s s s
c
c
s
s
here r r r=  
R L R L R L
c s is the charge/spin density of the right-/left-moving electrons. The spin source is
included for purely illustrative purposes.Wewill combine the fermionic and bosonic description, selecting the
onewhich ismost convenient for the given caculations.
Now consider the electron-spin interactionsint.Wewill explicitely distinguish forward and backward
scattering since they give rise to different physics. The slow part of the backscattering term is (see appendix)
( ) ˆ ˆ
( ) ˆ ( )
( ) †
a r q
s
q
s
q s
= -
+ +
y y
a
^
- - +
-
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎧⎨⎩
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦⎥
⎫⎬⎭
s
R J
J L
cos
2
e sin
2
e cos
2
2 sin e h.c., 14z z
int
sl, bs s i 2 i 2
i
where a a= -^ k x2 F andwe have introduced the spin-flip operator = S S Six y.
Figure 2.The parametrization of a spin by the angles θ,ψ, â , a .
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For the forward scattering, we obtain
( ) { [ ] } ( ) ( )( ) † a r q s s qs= + + + y y^ - - +s R J J R R Lsin
2
sin e e 2 cos 15z
z
int
sl, fs s f i i f
3. Renormalization of forward versus backward scattering coupling constants
Equations (14) and (15) describe two competing phenomena: forward scattering tends towards Kondo-type
physics, backward scattering opens a gap (see section 4). Both phenomena are distinct andmutually exclusive. If
backscattering is dominant, then the emerging gapwill cut the RG and suppress forward scattering. If forward
scattering dominates, the formation of Kondo-singlett prevents the gap fromopening [7].Wewill focus on the
physics related to the gaps. Therefore, we have to identify conditions under which the backscattering terms are
more important. To determine the dominant term,we consider afirst loopRG.
Let us consider the bosonized free electrons, equation (11). They constitute two Luttinger liquids, describing
a spin density wave (SDW) and a charge density wave (CDW). If there is no electron–electron interaction, then
= =K K 1s c . Aweak, short range, spin independent repulsion between electrons changesKc to K 1c , but
leavesKs untouched.
The RG equations for the couplings read as (see appendix B):
( ) ( )¶ = - ¶ = + -^ ^⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥J J J K J, 2 , 16l z z l Kf f f 12 s 1 fs
( )( ) ( )¶ = + - ¶ = + -^ ^⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥J K K J J K J2 , 2 , 17l z z l Kb 12 s c b b 12 c 1 bs
where lparametrizes an energy cutoff L¢ via ( )L¢ = Llexp . Theflowdiffers from that of singleKondo impurity
becauseweconsider adense arrayof impurities. All of these terms are relevant, ifKc andKs are close to 1.Assuming
weak, short range, spin independent repulsion (i.e. K 1c , andKs=1), we see that the backward scattering terms
flow faster in theRG-flow fromhigh to lowenergies than forward scattering ones, i.e. the terms~J b candominate.
Let us assume that an impurity scatters anisotropically in spin space ( ¹ ^J Jz ), but there is no difference
between the electrons’ directions ( =J Jbare
f
bare
b ). Then, simple scaling shows that backward scattering becomes
relevant prior to forward scattering. The scatteringwill remain anisotropic and the strength of the anisotropy is
dictated by the inital conditions ( Jz versus Ĵ at the beginning of theflow).
Weak, short range, spin dependent electron–electron interactions do not change the picture and
backscattering dominates, provided that ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣- < -K K1 1s c . However, if the spin dependent electron–
electron interactions are attractive (repulsive), theywill drive theflow towards dominantly spin-flip (spin-
conserving) backscattering.
Thus, we conclude that the gap physics dominates if there is a weak, repulsive, spin-independent electron–
electron interaction. Fromnowon, we consider this regime and neglect Jf.We note that it is well-known that for
large spins theKondo-temperature is small [36]. Thus, for sufficiently large spins we can concludewithout an
explicit RG analysis that the gap physics will dominate.
4. Effects of backward scattering
Wenow focus on effects generated by backscattering. If the spin configuration isfixed, the backscattering terms
act likemass terms for the fermions. Thismodifies the dispersion relations, as shown infigure 3. The ground
state energy of single componentmassive fermionswithmassm differs from that of gapless fermions by
( ∣ ∣) ( ) ( )x
p
D = - +E
v
m t m m
2
ln . 180
F
2 2
Tominimize the ground state energy, one thus has tomaximize the gaps. Depending on the relative values of J z
and ^J this leads to different ground state spin configurations and different physics.
4.1. EA anisotropy,  ^J Jz
Let us consider  ^J Jz . It is convenient to remove the phasesα andψ from the interaction equation (14). This
can be done by the transformation of the fermionfields
( )   y a y a y a y a - -   -   - +   + R R R R L L L Le , e , e , e , 19i 2 i 2 i 2 i 2 i 2 i 2 i 2 i 2
which is anomalous. The anomaly is thewell-knownTomonaga–Luttinger anomaly; its contribution to the
Lagrangian is [37]
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[ ] [( ) ( ) ] ( )å å pF = ¶ F + ¶ Fa y a y tF= F=
v
v
v,
1
2
. 20x
2 ,
TL F
2 , F
2
F
2
This resultmay also be obtained fromAbelian bosonization [38] (see the appendix C)4.We have neglected
coupling between the charge (spin) density and thefieldα (ψ). Thismixing is generically of the form
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) a r r a r r y r r y r r~ ¶ - + ¶ + + ¶ + + ¶ -t tu ui i , 21L R x L R L R x L Rmixing c c s s
where rr stands for a density of left-/right-moving (r= L and r= R) electrons and u is their velocity. Once the
electrons become gapped, the low-energy degrees of freedom cannot excite density fluctuations.With this
accuracy, in the low energy theorywe can neglect derivatives of the electron densities.
The full Lagrangian is thus
∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( )    å+ + F +a y
a y
=
F=
v, ; 22sl e int
sl
, 0
2 ,
TL F WZ
Here ( )intsl is only the backward scattering part ( )intsl,bs , equation (14). After the transformation equation (19), the
sources now couple to the phases Fc andQs and the angles
( )
p
a
p
y
p p
= - ¶ - ¶ - ¶ F + ¶ Q
h h h h2 2
. 23x x x xsource
c s c
c
s
s
( )intsl in equation (22) is amass term. Themasses forfixed spin variables are given by
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )a r q q= +  ^ ^m s J J Jcos
4
cos sin . 24z
2 s
2
b 2 2 b 2 2 b 2
In the case of  ^J Jz the gap is always large (of order Jz) and it ismaximized for q p= 2 and a = 0.
Since all fermions are gappedwemay neglect their coupling to external sources, providedwe restrict
ourselves to energies below the gap.Wenow integrate out the fermions under this assumption, i.e. wewill
consider correlation functions on length scales larger than the coherence length v mF . Since the original
normalization of the path integral was with respect to gapless fermions, the effective Lagrangian is now changed
by the fermionic ground state energy equation (18). The total Lagrangian reads as
( ) ( )( )   åx-
D
+ F +
a yF=
E
v, , 25sl
0 2 ,
TL F WZ
wherewe also have assumed thatfluctations of the angles θ and a are small, such that the angles are close to their
ground state values.DE is a function of the angles, see equations (18) and (24). Expanding equation (25) in
q q p¢ = - 2 and a , we obtain
Figure 3.The dispersion of helicalmodes. Blue and green lines correspond to particles and holes of the first helical sector. For helical
particles the direction is in one-to-one correspondes with their spin. Upon opening a gapΔ, the dispersion changes to the red curve.
4
Weuse the conventions from [39].
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( ) {[( ) ( ) ]( ) [( ) ( ) ]( ) } ( ) ( )( )( )     

å q a r x a a= F + - ¢ + + + ¶
a y
t
F=
^ ^
-v a J J J J s, i , 26z zea
sl
2 ,
TL F
b 2 b 2 2 b 2 b 2 2
s 0
1
gs
where ( )( )r p=a t J s vlog 4s 2 F, andwe do not distinguish between the Jʼs in the log.Wewill further assume for
now that y¶t is small, such that the cross-term a q y¢¶t is a higher order contribution. This will be verified
below. gs in equation (26) is themass term for q¢ and a , which shows that the assumption of small q¢ and a is
consistent.
Nowwe perform the integrals over a and q¢ and obtain
( ) ( )(( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) å
r x
a= F +
+
¶
a y
t
F=
-
^
v
s
a J J
,
4
. 27
z
ea
sl
2 ,
TL F
s 0
1 2
b 2 b 2
2
Note thatψ andα remain gapless, justifying the previous approximation of small y¶t . Thus, two angular
modes are fast (θ and a ) and two are slow (α andψ), as we expected.
Equation (27) is the action of twoU(1)-symmetric Luttinger liquids with a chargemode,α, and a spin
mode,ψ
( ) ( ) ( )  y a= +
a
av
K
v
1
2
,
1
, . 28ea TL F TL
The twophases couple to different sources:α to charges andψ to spins. The slowmodeα has a renormalized
velocity and Luttinger parameter
( ) ( ) x
p
=
+a a ^v
v
K J J
v
t J
2
log 1, 29z
F
0
2 2
F
wherewe used that the bandwidth is the largest energy scale (i.e. xv JF 0 ) in the last inequality. This severly
affects the charge transport, which ismediated byα.
4.2. Breaking the 2 symmetry
Wehave demonstrated that for  ^J Jz , all fermionicmodes have approximately the same gap~Jz .
Approaching the SU(2) symmtric point, themass -m shrinks until it would reach zero at = ^J Jz . In terms of the
EApicture, some fermions (two helicalmodes) become light and their contribution encompasses large
fluctuations on top of their ground state energy.We explicitely assumed that the fluctuations around the ground
state are small. Therefore, our approach is no longer valid for -m 0.
For now, let us consider the other limit  ^J Jz .Wewill see that this parameter regime behaves in away
qualitatively different to  ^J Jz . The order parameter distinguishing the phases is discussed in section 6. The
vanishing of the gap for  ^J Jz , the spontaneous symmetry breaking for  ^J Jz and the presence of an order
parameter all strongly suggest the presence of a quantumphase transition, although its theoretical description is
missing.
4.3. EP anisotropy,  ^J Jz
Let us put for simplicity J 0z . Then, it is convenient to express equation (14) through helicalmodes
[ ( ) ] ( )( ) † ( ) a r q= +y a^  - + s J R Lcos cos 2 e h.c. , 30hbs s 2 i1
[ ( ) ] ( )( ) † ( ) a r q= - +y a^  - s J R Lcos sin 2 e h.c. . 31hbs s 2 i2
Clearly, the interesting points are q p= 0, and q p= 2. If q p= 2, then the effective Ĵ is reduced by a factor
of p p= =cos 4 sin 42 2 1
2
relative to the effective Ĵ of a single gapped helical sector at q p= 0, . Since the
ground state energy equation (18) of a helical sectorswith the gapmi is
( ∣ ∣) ( ) ( )x
p
D = - + ~ ^E
v
m t m m m J
2
ln , , 32i i i ihel
0
F
2 2
the ground state of a single gapped sector of twice themass has a lower energy than that of two equally gapped
helical sectors. Thus, it is energetically favorable to spontaneously break the 2 symmetry between different
helical sectors. The two ground states are labelled by q = 0 and q p= .
Let us choose q = 0. Then, thefirst helical sector equation (30) becomes gapped, while the second sector
equation (31) is gapless. Now, the angle a y- does not enter the action iffluctuations of θ are set to zero. It
enters (in the leading order in θ) only via the combination
( ) ( )( ) †
( )
      

 
a r r x a aÉ - + + ¶q a y q t^ - -  
-s J R L scos e h.c. i sin . 33s 4
i
s 0
1
2
H
2
bs
2
2
WZ
slow
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The last summand is (for a » 0) beyond our accuracy andwill be neglected. The influence of the first two
summandsmay be estimated by integrating over R and L . The resulting expression is
( )
( )
( )



w
w
w a r
a r w
É
+
-
+
-
q a y
q a y
- ^
- -
^
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
v k
v k
v k s J
s J v k
Tr log
i 0
0 i
i cos e
cos e i
. 34F
F
1 F s 4
i
s 4
i
F
2
2
The off-diagonal parts will enter only starting at the second order of the expansion of the log, thus a y- only
enters with a prefactor of q^J
2 4, which is smaller than our accuracy and has to be neglected. Under this
assumption, the angleα can be shifted to a y- , thus eliminating one angular variable, as theWess–Zumino
term equation (8) also depends only on a y+ to leading order in θ and a . It is easiest to eliminateα by
bosonizing themodes coupled to the spins, and shifting5
( )a aQ  Q - F  F +2 4, 2 4. 35s s c c
The shift needs to be in both spin and charge sectors such that all charge conserving fermionic bilinears of the
gapless sector remain unaffected. This is a consequence of the helical nature of the sectors andmeans thatαwill
couple to both spin and charge sources:
( )
p
a
p
aÉ - ¶ - ¶
h h
2 2
, 36x xsource
c s
wherewe did notwrite the coupling of the sources to the fermions. Next, we integrate out the gapped helical
sector. The ground state energy contribution from this is
( ∣ ∣) ( ) ( )x
p
D = - +E
v
m t m m
2
ln , 370
F
2 2
where ( )r a= q ^m s Jcos cos2 12 s 2 2 . The ground state energy equation (37) isminimized for a = 0 (we remind
that q » 0).We expandDE to second order in a and θ and obtain
( ) ( ) [( ) ( ) ] ( )r x
p
q aD » - +^ ^E s
v
t J J
4
log 2 . 38s
2 0
F
2 2 2
Thus, θ and a are high-energymodes, which confirms the consistency of our approach in the EP phase.We can
integrate out the fast variables and obtain
( ) ( )† †  a= + +
¢
¢
a
a
-
 
-
R G R L G L
K
v
1
, , 39R Lep
1 1
TL
where
( ) ( )x
p
¢
=
¢
=a a ^ ^
v
v
K J
v
t J
4 2
log 1, 40
F
0
F
and = ¶ ¶t-G viR L x1 F is the inverse Green’s function of free helical fermions. Upon bosonization, the gapless
helical fermions become a helical Luttinger liquid:
( ) ( ) ( )   a= F +
¢a
av
K
v,
1
, . 41HTL 1 F TL
Thus, the low energy physics is described by twoU(1) Luttinger liquids, just as in the EA case.However, the
Luttinger liquids are nowhelicalmodes and they differ from the EA case in theway they couple to external
sources (see equation (36)).
4.4. The effects of electron interactions
In the discussion of the EA and EP cases, we have neglected the effects of electron interactions. However, we used
interactions tofind the regimewhere the gap physics dominates Kondo physics. Tofill this gap, we investigate
the effects of interactions on the results of sections 4.1 and 4.3.
In the presence of interactions,Ks and/orKc acquire values different fromone. This changes the effect of the
transformation equation (19) in the EA case. These transformations now induce terms of the form
( )
p
a yÉ ¶ ¶ F - ¶ ¶ Q
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
u
K
u K
1
2 2
. 42x x x x
c
c
c s s s
Since all the fermions becomemassive, these termsmay be dropped (see discussion following equation (21)).
The other effect of interactions is a renormalization of the gapm (equation (24)). This is simply a renormalization
of the parameters appearing in equation (26), whichwewill neglect for now.
5
The samemay be done in the EA case, as explained in appendix C.
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In the EP case, the situation is different, because one helical branch remains gapless. If ¹K K1s c, the
Luttinger parameter and the velocity of a helical sector (e.g. R and L as one sector) are changed to
˜ ˜ ( )=
+
+
= + + +K
u K
u K
u u u u u K K,
1
2
, 43
u
K
u
K
u u
K K
c c
s s
c
2
s
2
c s c s
s
s
c
c
c s
c s
yielding the free part of the Lagrangian
˜ ˜ ( ) ˜˜ ( ) ( ) p p= - ¶ Q ¶ F + ¶ Q + ¶ Ft ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠uK
u
K
i 1
2
. 44h x h h x h x h2 2i i i i i
Here, Fhi is the bosonicfield belonging to a given helical sector. The helical sectors h1 (consisting of R and L )
and h2 (consisting of R and L ) couple as
( ) ( ) ( )
p
= - ¶ Q ¶ Q + - ¶ F ¶ F-
⎧⎨⎩
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎫⎬⎭u K
u
K
u
K
u K
1
2
45h h x h x h x h x hc c
s
s
c
c
s s2 1 2 1
The transformation equation (35) thus adds to the Lagrangian the new part
( ) ( ) ( ) d
p
a a a= - ¶ F ¶ + ¶ ¶F ¶ ¶Q
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
u
K
u K
1
4
, , 46x h x h h
c
c
s s 2 1 1
where Fh2 is the bosonic field belonging to the gapless (helical) fermionicmodes. Dropping oncemore couplings
of the derivative of the density of a gapped fermion (from thefirst helical sector) to gaplessmodes, the total low-
energy Lagrangian ep from equation (39) ismodified only by d in equation (46)6:
( ) ( )   a d= +
¢
¢ +
a
a
K
v
1
, . 47hep
int
TL2
This expression can be analyzed by rediagonalizing it infield space. To do so,first integrate outQh2. This
yields
˜ ˜ ( )
˜
˜ ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

p p p
a a
p
a
= ¶ F + ¶ F +
¢
¶ +
¢
¢ ¶
+ - ¶ ¶ F
t
a
t
a
a
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
uK
u
K K K
v
u
K
u K
1
2
1 1
2
1
2
1 1
1
4
. 48
h x h x
x x h
ep
int 2 2 2 2
c
c
s s
2 2
2
Next, we redefine thefieldsα and Fh2 such that the temporal derivatives have the same prefactor:
˜ ˜ ( )a a ¢ F  FaK uK, . 49h h2 2
This leads to
( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
p p p
a
p
a d a= ¶ F + ¶ F + ¶ + ¢ ¶ + ¶ ¶ Ft t au v
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
, 50h x h x x x hep
int 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2
wherewe have defined ( )˜ ˜d = ¢ -p auKK u KuK12 s scc . Diagonalizing this leads to two new gapless particles with
dispersion
( ˜ ( ˜ ) ) ( )w d= +  + +a au v u v k4 . 512 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Note that the remaining two degrees of freedom remain gapless. Interactions thus destroy the purely helical
nature of low-energy excitations, but they cannot gap these exctiations.
4.5. Suppression of forward scattering
Wehave seen that dominant backscattering leads to a vacuum structure where a » 0. The forward scattering
terms however are proportional to asin , equation (15). This confirms the suppression of their contribution
once the gap is opened and examplifies our previous claim that Kondo physics and the gap physics aremutually
exclusive.
5.Density–density correlation functions and disorder
5.1.Density–density correlation functions
Wehave shown that both the cases of EA and EP anistropy are described by twoU(1) Lutttinger liquids.
However, thefields have different physicalmeaning as evinced by their coupling to external source. Their
6
And a new effective Luttinger parameter and velocity, see equation (43).
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difference can be seen from various correlation functions. Let us atfirst consider the density–density correlation
function
( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( ) ∣ ( ) r r
d
d d
= á ñ = =
Z h
h h
1 2
log
1 2
, 52hc c
2
c
c c
0c
where rc is the electron density and [ ]Z hc is the generating functional in the presence of the source hc . In
general, there are several contributions to  , including those fromgapped and gapless excitations. Even if the
fermionicmodes become gapped, there still is a contribution from collective electron and spinmodes to long
range density–density correlation functions. This can be seen from the fact that some low energy degrees of
freedom (EA:α; EPα and one helical fermion) couple to hc . In Fourier space, the correlation functions are
( ) ( )* w
p
a a= á ñ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠q
q
, , 53ea
2
( ) ( ) ( )* * w
p
a a= áF F ñ + á ñ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠q
q
, 4 . 54H Hep
2
Using the corresponding low energy effective actions equations (28) and (39), this yields
( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) w
x
p w
=
+
a a
a
-
q
q K v
v q
, , 55ea
2 2
0
2
2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) w p
x
w
x
w
=
+
+
¢ ¢
+ ¢
a a
a
- -⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟q q
v
v q
K v
v q
,
1
4
. 56ep
2
F
2
0
2
2
F
2
2
0
2
2 2
Equations (55) and (56) correspond to idealmetallic transport. The small Luttinger parameter of the bosonic
modes ( ¢a aK K, 1) reflects the coupling of the spinwaves to the gapped fermions and leads to a reduced
Drudeweight [33].
5.2. The role of potential disorder
Let us investigate howpotential disorder affects charge transport.We add aweak randompotential
( ) ( ) ( )† t= Y Ä Y ++V g x I h.c., 57dis
where g(x) is the smooth k2 F component of the scalar randompotential. Note that we have dropped quickly
oscillatingmodes, just as for the spin impurities. If the disorder itself is distributed according to theGaussion
orthogonal ensemble, then its k2 F component has aGaussian unitary distribution. Thus the function g is drawn
fromaGaussian unitary ensemble (GUE).We use ( )á ñ =g x 0 and ( ) ( ) ( )* dá ñ = -g x g y x y2 .We assume that
the potential disorder is sufficiently weak, such that it does not influence the high energy physics. The precise
meaning of this statement will be specified later.
Asfirst step, we integrate the disorder exactly by using the replica trick. Upon disorder-averaging we obtain
{ } [( ( ))( )( ( ))( )] ( )† †ò òå t t t= +  «  +  «    S x R L x L R xd d , , , 58
i j
i i j jdis
,
1,2 1 2
where i j, are replica indices. The remainder of the action is diagonal in replica space.
To understand the effect of Sdis on transport we nowhave to integrate out themassivemodes. Recall that this
involvesfirst a shift of the fermionic fields (equation (19))7:
{ } [( ( ))( )( ( ))( )] ( )† †ò ò t t t= +  «  +  « a a    -S x R L x L R xd d e , e , , 59i i j jdis 1,2 i 1 i 2i j
where the gapped and gaplessmodes now are cleanly separated in the rest of the action (with our accuracy).
Thus, it is easy to integrate out the gappedmodes.We treat Sdis perturbatively, obtaining an expansion in the
parameter  1
v mF
(weak disorder).
In the EA case, all fermions are gapped and the only gaplessmode appearing in dis is the chargemodeα. In
the EP case only the fermionswith a given helicity (e.g.R↑ and L↓) become gapped and the disordermixes the two
helical Luttinger liquids (α and the fermions of the non-gapped helicity). It is convenient to treat EA and EP
separately.
5.2.1. Easy axis
We start with the EA case, and put =Ĵ 0. For transparency, we choose the fermionic spin-dependentmass
( )  = m mea . ThematrixGreen’s function for the fermionswith a given spin reads:
7
In EP, the shift leads to the same result after absorbingψ inα.
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ˆ ( ) (( ) ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )s s
s
s
= -
-
-
- - -
-
-
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟G G G m
G m
m G
; 60m R L
L
R
0 1 0 1
ea
2 1
0 1
ea
ea
0 1
where ( )GR L,0 are theGreen’s functions of free chiral particles. It is important that Ĝm is short ranged and it decays
beyond the time scale m1 ea (or beyond the coherence length x º v mfea ea). This implies in particular that two
slow operators connected by amassive propagator form a single local operator on length- and timescales large
compared to the inverse gap.
Leading terms are given by á ñS mdis where bracketsmean that themassive fermions are integrated out. The
corresponding diagrams are shown infigure 4. It is easy to check that the diagrams from figure 4(a) cancel out
after summation over spin indices because ( ) ( ) = - m mea ea . The diagrams fromfigure 4(b) are trivial
since Ĝm is diagonal in the replica space and the spin phaseα is smooth on the scale m1 ;ea therefore
( )[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] =a a a a- -e e e 1, 611 2 1 1i i i i
with some small gradient correctionswhich are unable to yield pinning. Herewe denoted [ ] ≔ ( )a a tj x ,1 1 .
Sub-leading terms of the order of 
v m
2
F
are given by á ñS Sdis dis . To be explicit, we need to compute
{ }
[( ( ))( )( ( ))( )]
[( ( ))( )( ( ))( )] ( )
† †
† †
 ò t t
t t
t t
á ñ = ¢ ¢
´ +  «  +  « 
´ +  «  ¢ ¢ +  «  ¢ ¢
a a
a a
   
-
   
-
S S x x
R L x L R x
R L x L R x
d , ; ,
e , e ,
e , e , . 62
i i j j
k k l l
dis dis EA
2
1,2 1,2
i
1
i
2
i
1
i
2
EA
i j
k l
In order to pin theCDW (thefieldα), an operator evaluatingα at different times (i.e. times further apart
than m1 ea) has to survive. The correlation function á ñS Sdis dis EA contains various possible contractions,most of
which are unable to generate pinning:
(i) Contractions involving two fermionic creation or annihilation operators: they vanish due to the structure
of the fermionic Green’s function, which does not allow for propagation of Cooper pairs.
(ii) Contractions which simplify to two copies of the first order contribution (see figures 5(a), (b)): they do not
generate backscattering, as shown above.
(iii) Contractions of fermions at ( )tx, 1 with fermions at ( )t¢ ¢x , 2 and of fermions at ( )tx, 2 with fermions at
( )t¢ ¢x , 1 , with no contractions between ( )tx, 1 and ( )t¢ ¢x , 1 (figure 5(c)): in these contractions—due to the
short range nature of the fermions’Green’(s) functions— aei fuses with a-e i at the same position and time
(at an accuracy of m1 ), and thus generate only derivatives ofα, which are unable to pin theCDW.
Figure 4. First order diagrams ( )O 1 for the EAphase. Red (green) triangles denote aei 2 ( a-e i 2 )with arguments of either the
1st or the 2nd vertex; dashed lines are the disorder correlation functions, solid lines stand forGreen’s functions of themassive
fermions.
Figure 5.A relevant subset of the EAdiagrams. Notations are explained in the caption offigure 4. (a) and (b)Class (ii), diconnected
contributions. (c)Class (iii), red and green triangles aremerged through amassive propagator. (d)Class (iv), we omit the diagramwith
crossed disorder lines. (e)Class (v), we omit the diagramwith non-crossed disorder lines. Note that green and red triangles are
connected by amassive propagator.
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(iv) Contractions of fermions at ( )tx, 1 with fermions at ( )t¢ ¢x , 1 and of fermions at ( )tx, 2 with fermions at
( )t¢ ¢x , 2 , with no contractions between ( )tx, 1 and ( )t¢ ¢x , 2 (figure 5(d)): these contractions all give the same
result and are able to generate pinning.
(v) Contractions between all positions and times (figure 5(e)): this sets all positions and times (and replica
indices) of theCDWequal to each other (with accuracy m1 ), such that again only derivatives of the fieldα
survive.
We calculate only one typical diagramwhich survives after all summations and is able to generate pinning
(type (iv)). An example of such a diagram is shown infigure 5(d). All other diagrams of class (iv) yield identical
results. The sign of themass does notmatter as there is an even number of propagators for each species.
Neglecting unimportant numerical factors, the analytical expression for the diagram from figure 5(d) reads
as:
{ } [ ˆ ( )]
[ ˆ ( )] [ ˆ ( )] [ ˆ ( )] ( )
( ) ( [ ] [ ]) òå t tµ ¢ ¢ ¢
´ ¢ ¢ ¢
a a-D x x G
G G G
1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2
d , ; , e ,
, , , . 63
i j
m
m m m
1 2
ea
2 2
,
1,2 1,2
2i
1,2
1,2 1,2 1,2
i j
Here, we have taken into account that the diagonal structure of Ĝm results in = =i k j l; and fused together
slow spin phases, for instance: [ ] [ ] [ ]a a a+ ¢1 1 12 . Nowwenote that ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )¢ = - ¢G G1 1 1 1,m m and integrate
over all primed variables:
{ } ˜ ( )( ) ˜ ( [ ] [ ])    òå tµ ºx a a-
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟D x v md ; e ; . 64i j
1 2
ea
2
,
1,2
i
0
F ea
i j0
ea
2
The structure of equation (64) corresponds to the non-local Sine-Gordonmodel which appears in the theory of
the usual disordered TLL [39]. The effective disorder strength ̃ is renormalized and obeys thewell-knownRG
equation [40]:
( ˜ ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )  x¶ = - =aKEA : log 3 2 3, ; 65log ea 0
the second equality of equation(65) has been obtained by using equation(29).
Note that the effective strength of the disorder is suppressed compared to free fermions by an additional
factor of ( ) v mF . However, the operator ismore relevant than for free fermions, as ( ) aK 1EA .
5.2.2. Easy plane
Let us now turn to the EP case.We start again from the leading diagrams generated by á ñSdis . The principal
difference of the EP phase from the EAone is that thematrixGreen’s function, equation(60), corresponds now
to themassive fermions with a given helicity. This changes the structure of thefirst order diagram, seefigure 6.
All these diagrams correspond to forward-scattering of themassless helical fermions and they contain only small
gradients of the phase a, see equation(61) and its explanation. Thus, the leading diagrams are trivial and they
cannot yield localization, the sub-leading diagramsmust be considered.
There are several categories of sub-leading diagrams:
(i) Contractions involving two creation or annihilation operators: they are identically zero.
(ii) Contractions which correspond to two copies of the leading diagrams (figure 7(a)): they do not lead to
backscattering and cannot pin the charge transport.
(iii) Contractions of fermions at ( )tx, 1 with fermions at ( )t¢ ¢x , 2 and of fermions at ( )tx, 2 with fermions at
( )t¢ ¢x , 1 , with no contractions between ( )tx, 1 and ( )t¢ ¢x , 1 (the second part—excluding certain contractions
—is trivial, as there is only onemassive fermion at each vertex) (figure 7(b)): these contractions—due to the
short range nature of the fermions’Green’(s) function—combine aei with a-e i at the same position and
time (at an accuracy of m1 ), and thus generate only derivatives ofα, which are unable to pin theCDW.
Figure 6.Two typical examples offirst order diagrams ( )O 1 for the EP phase. Red (green) arrows denote the product of smooth
fields L,Rwith aei 2 ( a-e i 2 ). The smooth fields L,R are taken from the non-gapped helical sector.
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(iv) Contractions of fermions at ( )tx, 1 with fermions at ( )t¢ ¢x , 1 and of fermions at ( )tx, 2 with fermions at
( )t¢ ¢x , 2 , with no contractions between ( )tx, 1 and ( )t¢ ¢x , 2 (the second condition is again trivially satisifed)
(figure 7(c)). These contractions all give the same result and are able to generate pinning.
The only relevant diagrams are those of class (iv), which all yield the same result.Wewill compute one of
these diagrams (figure 7(c)). Neglecting unimportant numerical factors, the analytical expression for the
diagram fromfigure 7(c) reads as:
{ } [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ˆ ( )] [ ˆ ( )] ( )( ) ( [ ] [ ]) † † òå t tµ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢a a-    D x x L R L R G G2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2d , ; , e , , ; 66
i j
j i i j m m
1 2
ep
2 2
,
1,2 1,2
i
1,2 1,2
i j
see explanations after equation(63) and note themmust be substituted for ( )smea in Ĝm. Calculating integrals
over all primed variables, we find:
¯ { } [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ¯ ( )( ) ( [ ] [ ]) † †   òå tµ ºa a-    
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟D x L R L R v m2 1 1 2d ; e , . 67i j j i i j
1 2
ep
2
0
,
1,2
i
0
F
i j
This equation also can be reduced to the formof equation(64) if remaining fermions are bosonized andwe
explicitly single out newCDWs and SDWs.However, the RG equation for ̄ can be obtainedwithout such a
complicated procedure with the help of the power counting. Firstly we note that the scaling dimension of each
back-scattering term in equation(67), †L R and †R L, is 1. The anomalous dimension of each exponential, ae i , is
¢aK 1. The normal dimension in equation(67) is 3which comes from three-fold integral. Combining these
dimensions together and neglecting small ¢aK , wefind
( ¯ ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ¯ ( )  x x¶ = - ´ + = =aO K v mEP : log 3 2 1 1; , . 68log ep 0 ep F
Note that while the scaling of the disorder strength is the same as for free fermions, but the effective strength (the
starting value of theflow) is reduced parametrically by a factor of ( )  v m 1F .
5.2.3. Localization radius
Wenow canfind the localization radius for both phases, EA and EP. The solution of the RG equations, equations
(65) and (68), reads as
˜ ( ) ˜ ¯ ( ) ¯ ( )   
x x
= =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟x
x
x
x
, ; 690
ea
3
0
ep
with x = v mep F . The localization radius is defined as a scale onwhich the renormalized disorder becomes of
the order of the cut-off:
˜ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) x x x= ~ =a a aL K v K v L v; . 70ealoc 2 ea 3 F2 ea eploc F2 ep
The additional small factor aK in the equation for
( )Lealoc can be justifiedwith the help of the standard
optimization procedure [39]where ( )L loc is defined as a spatial scale onwhich the typical potential energy of the
disorder becomes equal to the energy governed by the term ( )aµ ¶x 2 in the Lagrangian ea, equation(28).
Definitions equation (70) result in
˜ ¯ ( )
( ) ( )
   
x
x
x x~ ~ ~ ~a a ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠L K
v
K
v m
L
v v m
; . 71ea
loc
ea
F
2
ea 0
1 3
ea
F ea
2 3
ep
loc F
2
0
ep
F
2
Figure 7.A relevant subset of the EP diagrams.Notations are explained in the caption offigure 6. (a)Class (ii), diconnected
contributions. (b)Class (iii), red and green arrows aremerged through amassive propagator.We omit the diagramwith crossed
disorder lines. Note that green and red arrows are connected by amassive propagator. (c)Class (iv), we omit the diagramwith crossed
disorder lines.
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Assuming x x~ea ep and ~m mea , we obtain
( )
( )
( ) 

~ a
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
L
L
K
v m
1. 72ea
loc
ep
loc
F
4 3
This demonstrates that the strong suppression of localization can occur in the EP phasewhere the helical
symmetry is broken.
Wenote that the scaling exponent of ¯ ( ) x is the same as in the case of non-interacting 1d fermions but
suppression of localization in the EP phase is reflected by the additional large factor v mF in the expression for
the localization radius ( )Leploc .We further note that unlike for free fermions ourflow starts at the correlation
length v mF , not at the lattice constant x0. However, for characteristic length scales x x< <l0 ea ep, themass is
not relevant and the flowof our systemmimics that of free fermions in the absence spinful impurities. Theflow
only begins to differ at x»l ea ep, such that we should compare to free fermionswith a cutoff xea ep.
5.2.4. Alternative approach to disorder
In this sectionwe present an alternative approachwhich confirms the previous results on disorder. Themain
idea is to integrate out themassivemodes before averaging over disorder.Wewill focus on themain steps and
neglect unimportant prefactors. Let us start again at equation (57). In the EA case, we perform a shift
aF  F - 2c c . This shift leads to
( ) ( ) ( )† t= Y Ä Y +a +V g x Ie h.c., 73disea i
such that thefieldα couples to the potential disorder. Let us integrate out themassive fermions. The leading
term (in powers of the disorder) in the Lagrangian is then
[ ( ) ] ( )ò~ +x aL x g xd e h.c. , 74dis 1 eff i20
wherewe introduced the non-Gaussian effective disorder
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣ò~ + - -g x v yg x y g x y
1
2
d 2 2 e ; 75m y veff
F
F
the exponential stems from real spaceGreen’s function of fermionswithmassm8. Equation (75) is valid for large
distances y v mF .
In the EP case, before integrating out themassive fermions, we shift their phase Fc by a2 4:
[ ( ) ( ) ] ( )† †ò= + +a a   V x g x R L g x R Ld e e h.c. . 76disep i 2 i 2
Each termdescribes a coupling of a gapped fermion from the first helical sector with a gapless one from the
second helical sector andwith a low-energy angleα. Upon integrating out the gapped fermions, the disorder
generates the following contribution to the low energy effective Lagrangian:
[ ( ) ] ( )( ) † òÉ +a x g x R Ld e h.c. , 77Hdis2 eff i
where ( )g xeff is of the formof equation (75)9.
Thus, both in EA and EP, we obtain gapless particles coupled to an effective disorder.
To order 
v mF
, only the first and secondmoment of the distribution function of geff contribute (see
appendix E). This is equivalent to the statement that the non-Gaussianities of the distribution of geff are
irrelevant in our approximation.
The leading order contributions of the effective disorder to the localizationmay then be estimated similarly
to the diagrammatic approach. Upon integrating over the disorder (and assuming it is aGaussian distribution),
we obtain
( ) ( ) ( )†  òå t t t t~ ¢ ¢S x v m x xd d d , , , 78i j i jdis ,
2
F
where the operator is given by
( ) ( )( ) t
x
= a txEA : ,
1
e , 79i x
0
i2 ,i
8
Note that equation (74) corresponds to figures 5(c) and (d): the fermionic lines are contracted to a single point and the two disorder lines
aremerged into one line corresponding to geff .
9
Equation (77) corresponds to contracting the internal fermion lines infigures 7(b) and (c), and thenmerging the two disorder lines into a
single lines described by geff .
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( ) ( )† t = a  x R LEP : , e . 80i i ii , ,i
This yields the same scaling and, thus, the same localization radius equation (71) as in the diagrammatic
approach.
The advantage of this approach is that the order of approximations follows the ordering of the relevant
energy scales.Wefirst eliminate the highest energy (m) and only then approach themuch smaller pinning
energy. The price is the non-Gaussianity of the effective disorder. However, since highermoments of the
effective disorder are suppressed by additional factors of 
v mF
, the non-Gaussianities only enter in higher orders
thatwe do not consider here.
6. Spin correlation functions and order parameter
Let us consider the spin correlators ( ) ( )á ñS S1 2a b and seewhich correlation function reflects the broken 2
symmetry.
Before computing the correlators, we note the following: the low energy physics of both phases is captured by
two uncorrelatedU(1)Luttinger liquids and by a set of fast angles. The slow component of the spins (in the basis
where  ¢S eslow 3) depends on the angles via
( )  a a q y a a y a q y= - + +^ ^S s acos cos cos cos cos sin sin sin sin cos ; 81x
( )  a a q y a a y a q y= - - +^ ^S s bcos cos cos sin cos sin cos sin sin sin ; 81y
( ) a a q a q= +^S s ccos cos sin sin cos . 81z
The effective low energy physics is generated at a » 0. Therefore, equation (81) simplifies to
( )a q y a y= - +^ ^S s acos cos cos sin sin ; 82x
( )a q y a y= - -^ ^S s bcos cos sin sin cos ; 82y
( )a q= ^S s ccos sin ; 82z
wherewe neglect fastfluctuations of a around its ground state value.Wewill also need the correlation functions
(for large distances) in a Luttinger liquid described by the field ρwith Luttinger parameterK and velocity v:
( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )r r r r r rá  ñ = á + ñ = á ñ =x x x x x x asin 0; cos 0; sin cos 0; 831 2 1 2 1 2
( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))
( ( ) ( )) [( ) ] ( )
r r r r
r r
x
t x
á ñ = á ñ
= á - ñ =
+ +
x x x x
x x
v x
b
sin sin cos cos
cos . 83
K
K
1 2 1 2
1
2 1 2
0
2
0
2 2 4
Here, ( ( ) ( ))r rá + ñ =x xcos 01 2 due to ‘electroneutrality’ [39].
6.1. Spin correlation functions; EA
In the case of the EA anisotropy, the physics at energies smaller that - ^J Jz is governed by q p» 2 (fast
fluctuations are again neglected). At these energies the spin components become
( )a y a y a= = - =^ ^ ^S s S s S ssin sin , sin cos , cos . 84x y z
Then the transverse spin correlators are given by
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( )a y a y q p aá ñ = á ñ = á ñ + -^ ^S S s S S s1 2 1 2 sin sin 1 sin sin 2 2, , 85x x y y2 2
where ( )j denotes ( )t x,j j . Sinceψ andα are not correlated, the correlation function factorizes. The correlation
function of the â component can bewritten as
( ) ( ) [ ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ]
( )
a a a a a aá ñ = - á + + + ñ - á - + - ñ^ ^ k x x k x xsin 1 sin 2 cos 2 1 2 cos 2 1 2 .
86
1
2 F 1 2 F 1 2
Combining equations (86) and (83) leads to
( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
a a y y
x
t
x
t
á ñ = - á - ñá - ñ
=
+ +a
a⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
S S s k x x
k x
v x v x
1 2 cos 2 cos 1 2 cos 1 2
cos 2 , 87
x x 2 1
4 F 1 2
F
0
2 2
0
F
2 2
K
2
1
2
wherewe introduced = -x x x1 2 and t t t= -1 2. The transverse spin correlation function of x and y
components is
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a y yá ñ ~ á ñ =^S S s f1 2 sin 1 cos 2 0. 88x y 2
Equation (88) shows that there is no spin rotation in xy-plane, seefigure 8. In particular, this implies that the
Fourier-transformof the dynamical in-plane spin susceptibility
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )á ñ = á ñ+ -S S s S S s1 2 2 1 2 , 89x x2 2
has peaks both at k2 F and- k2 F.
The correlators of S z spin components are given by
( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
a a q p a
x
t
á ñ = á ñ + -
=
+
^ ^
a⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
S S s
k x
v x
1 2 cos 1 cos 2 2,
cos 2 . 90
z z 2
F
0
2 2
K
2
They decaymore slowly than the transverse spin correlator equation (88) because the Sz component couples
more strongly to the localized electrons. The correlation function between the axis and the plane á ñS Sz x vanishes.
Thus, all cross-correlation functions are zero in the EA case.
6.2. Spin correlation functions; EP
In the case of the EP, the asymptotics of the spin correlation functions are determined by q » 0, or q p» . Let us
choose q = 0. Then the spin operators become
( ) ( )a y a y a y= - + = - +^ ^ ^S s cos cos sin sin cos ; 91x
( ) ( )a y a y a y= - - = - +^ ^ ^S s cos sin sin cos sin ; 92y
( )=S s 0. 93z
In our notations: a a= +^ k x2 F and a a y - in the EP case. Thus, the transverse spin correlation
function reads as
( ) ( ) [ ( )]( )[ ( )]( )
( )
( )
( )
a a
x
t
á ñ = á + + ñ
=
¢ +a
¢a⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
S S s k x k x
k x
v x
1 2 cos 2 1 cos 2 2
cos 2 . 94
x x
K
2
F F
F
0
2 2
2
Due to SO(2)-symmetry in the x–y-plane, this is the same as the á ñS Sy y correlation function. The transverse spin
rotation correlation function is
( ) ( ) ( )
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( )x
t
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¢ +a
¢a⎛
⎝
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⎞
⎠
⎟⎟S S s k x
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K
2
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2
Equation (95) reveals the spin rotation (helical configuration) in the EP case, see figure 8. Contrary to the EA
case, the Fourier transformof the dynamical in-plane spin susceptibility
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )
( )
( )x
t
á ñ = á ñ - á ñ = -
¢ +a
+ -
¢a⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟S S s S S S S s k x
v x
1 2 2 1 2 i exp i2 96x x x y
K
2 2
F
0
2 2
2
has a peak only at k2 F. The longitudinal spin correlator á ñS Sz z is zero in our accuracy (atfixed q = 0, a = 0).
Figure 8.A travelling spinwave in the EA (left) and EP (right) setup. Since S x and S y in the EA case are uncorrelated to leading order,
we only showone contribution.
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6.3.Order parameter
Wehave shown that the low energy spin excitations of the EA case are planar spin oscillations, whereas in the EP
case the spins form a helix, see figure 8.
The transverse spin correlation function ( ) ( )á ñS S1 2x y , which reflects rotations of the spins, is zero in the
non-helical phase (EA), but nonvanishing in the helical one (EP). Thuswe suggest to use it as an order
parameter. In analogywith antiferromagnetic ordering [41], we define the two-point order parameter
( ) ( ) ( ) x= á + ñS S1 1 , 97abc ac b 0
which is non-vanishing only in the helical phase, where there is a low-energy helicalmode propagatingwithin
the dense chain of themagnetic impurities.
7. Conclusion
Low-energy properties of an anisotropic KC away fromhalf-filling are governed either by theKondo screening
or by the RKKY interaction generated by the backscattering of electrons on the spins. The latter process becomes
dominant when the concentration of the spins is sufficiently large andwhen the repulsive electron–electron
interactions are sufficiently strong. Then theRKKY interaction opens a gap in the quasiparticle spectrum,
equation (24), which further suppresses the Kondo screening. Depending on the anisotropy of the exchange
interaction, the backscattering processesmay either lead to a formation of theCDWs and the SDWs (EA
anisotropy), equation (28), or generate the helical low energymodes (EP anisotropy), equation (41). The
appearence of suchmodes is related to spontaneous breking of the 2(helical)-symmetry.We have shown that
the order parameter characterizing the corresponding quantumphase transition is the average of the vector
product of neighboring spins ( ) ( ) x= á + ñS S1 1abc ac b 0 . The helical nature of themodes is alsomanifest in
the asymmetry between the+ k2 F and- k2 F peaks in the in-plane spin susceptibility á ñ+ -S S , equation (96). The
ideal charge transport supported by the gapless helicalmodes is robust: it remains ballistic even if a weak random
potential of static impurities is present. This protection requires the spin theU(1) symmetry and exists up to the
parametrically large scale, see equation (71).We have shown that short-range electron–electron interactionsmix
the twohelical sectors, but cannot gap out any low-energymodes, such that for weak interactions the qualitative
description in terms of the helicalmodes remains valid.
Even though the helicalmodesmay be reminiscent of the edgemodes of topological insulators, we
emphasize that, in our case, they are generated by themany-body interactions in one spacial dimension.
Experimentally, the helicalmodes could be detected in samples exhibiting one-dimensional structure with spin
impurities. Aswe have discussed in Introduction, promising candidates are ladder-type Fe-selenides, where
almost completely filled bands of electronsmight serve as spin impurities [21], or single-wall carbon nanotubes
functionalized bymagnetic ions [18]. Since the advent of the cleaved edge overgrowthmethod [42], quantum
wires on the edge ofGaAs heterostructures are also viable candidates.
Usually, one cannot control the anisotropy of realmaterials. Therefore, one needs an experimental evidence
that the charge transport in a given systemwith the dense array of theKondo impurities is supported bymodes
with a broken helical symmetry. The cleanest signature could be provided by the local spin susceptibility
(equations (89) and (96)), which clearly provides a smoking gun signature for the helical order. The local spin
susceptibilitymay be experimentally accessible through nitrogen-vacancy based STMmeasurements if the
Kondo array ismade as a one-dimensional wire [43].
Another experimental signature of the helical phase is frequency-resolved charge transport.We remind the
readers that in ourmodel the charge is carried either by the collectivemodeα (EA), or by the collectivemodeα
and the helical fermion (EP)with the velocity of theα-excitations being always small (equations (29) and (40)). If
a sufficiently clean sample of afinite size is adiabatically connected to leads, its dc conductance remains ideal,
e h2 2 [44]. However, the frequency resolved conductance is expected to show a substantial decrease at
( )w ~ at1 ;c Th where
( ) ~a at L vTh is the Thouless time associatedwith themodeα. Since theα-modes are very
slow wc is small. For frequencies larger than wc, the slow collectivemodes cannot contribute and the
conductance drops either to zero (EA) or to e h2 (EP). The latter jumpwould confirm that the system is in the
helical phase which is robust against localization effects.
A similar transition could also be detected at w = 0 in the temperature dependence of the conductance.We
expect that atfinite temperature domains of different helicity develop. At temperatures above the energy of a
domain-wall ( >T Edomain wall) the quasiparticles do not contribute to the dc transport any longer and a
crossover of the conductance from e h2 2 to e h2 is expectedwith increasingT. Hence, theT-dependence of the
conductance at very small temperatures (possibly less than 5 mK reached in [45]) should be studied.
In order to check that the reduction of the conductance is related to the presence of the localized spins, one
may repeating themeasurements on samples where themagnetic atoms are not present. If the spin-spin
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interaction is important the presence or absence of the additional localized spins will have a strong influence on
the conductance. Finally, we have shown that the helical transport is partially protected from localization effects.
Thismeans that the conductancewill not change even if the sample length becomes longer than themean-free
path of thematerial.
The theory of the frequency and temperature dependent conductance of theKC requires further
theoretical work.
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AppendixA.Derivation of the low-energy Lagrangian
In this sectionwe give a short derivation of the formof the electron-spin interactions in terms of the fast and slow
angular variables ( a , â , θ, andψ). Thus, consider the interaction term
ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )†å s=H J c S m c . A1
m
a m
a a
mint
Using the representation of the fermions in terms of left- and rightmovers, equation (9), this term splits into
forward and backward scattering contributions
( )= +H H H , A2int forward backward
ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )† †å ås s= +H J R S m R J L S m L , A3
m
a m
a a
m
m
a m
a a
mforward
f f
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m
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m
a a
m
m
a
k x
m
a a
mbackward
b 2i b 2iF F
where the superscript f (b) denotes forward (backward) scattering contributions. Using the low-energy spin
 ¢eSLE 3 and taking the dense impurity limit, we obtain{
}
[ ( ) ˆ
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ˆ ( ) ( )
( ) †
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This expresses the back-scattering part of the electron-spin interaction in terms of the angular variables and the
fermions. To obtain the low-energy part, we first shift ( )a a +^ x k x2 F . Then, neglecting all quickly
oscillating terms (~e k x4i F ), equation (A5) reduces to
( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ
˜ ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) †
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a r q
s
q
s q s
a
= - +
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y y a
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sl bs s i 2 i 2 i
The forward-scattering part of the action is obtained by following the same procedure with Hforward:
( ) { [ ] } ( ) ( )( ) ( ) † a r q s s qs= + + + y y^ - - +s R J J R R Lsin
2
sin e e 2 cos . A7z
z
int
sl fs s f i i f
Appendix B. Bosonization and the RG equations
Herewe briefly remind readers of the bosonization identity used throughout, and the derivation of the RG
equations.We only derive oneRG equation explicitely, but the other RG equationsmay be obtained by the same
procedure.
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The bosonization formula is
( )[ ( )]
pa
Y =s s s- - F -Q + F -QU
1
2
e e , B1r rk x
r ri iF
1
2 c c s s
where Fc (Fs) andQc (Qs) are dualfields belonging to the charge (spin) density wave, r distinguishes right- and
left-moving andσ is the spin. TheKlein factorsUσ are real coordinate independent fermionic operators obeying
the anticommutation relations { } d=s s s s¢ ¢U U, , .
After bosonization equation (B1), the electron-spin interaction contains the terms
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Theflowof the coupling constants is obtained by integrating out high energymodes. To do so, onemust split
Fa,Qa and Sβ into fast (superscript>) and slow (superscript<)modes:
( )F = F + F Q = Q + Q = +a a a a a a b b b< > < > < >S S S, , . B3
Themeasure of the path integral splits into fast and slowmodes as well.We then perform the integral over the
fastmodes in a perturbative series in J and reexponentiate the result. Thefirst order in J leads to the one-loopRG
equations. As in the bosonization treatment of theKondo impurity, wewill treat the spins as constant during the
RGflow. Thus, we need to compute
( ){ } [ ] ( ) ( )ò ò tF Q - F Q - F QS xJ S f, exp , d d , , B4a a aLL
where SLL is the Luttinger liquid action forΦ andΘ and fa is a functionwhich can be read off from (B2). Note that
there is space–timeUV cutoff x0 (or equivalently an energy–momentum cutoffΛ). Let us consider as an example
the termproportional to Jbz :
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The components F> (Q>) and F< (Q<) are of high and low energy, such that the energy of F> (Q>) lies in the
interval [ ]L¢ L, . Using the equalities ( )á ñ = L¢ LF >>e K2 i 2s s and ( ) ( )á ñ = L¢ LQ >>e K2 i 1 2s s , we can perform the
average over fastmodes. This yields
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z
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2 s c
Since the cutoff was changed from L¢ toΛ, we need to rescale x and τ to recover the original expression.
Reexponentiating (B6) yields
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
L¢ = L
L¢
L
+ -⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟J J . B7z z
K K
b b
212 s c
TheRG equation is obtained expressing equation (B7) as a differential equation in the parametrization
L¢ = L - -e l dl, where dl is an infinitesimal number:
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( ) ( )¶ = + -⎡⎣ ⎤⎦J K K J2 . B8l z zb 12 s c b
AppendixC. The shift of the angles in the EA case
Wepresent a short, alternative derivation of the action after the shift eliminiating the anglesα andψ from the
interaction vertices, equation (22). This proof is based on abelian bosonization. Upon bosonization,
equation (B1), the free part of the Lagrangian are a spin and charge Tomonaga–Luttinger liquid:
[ ] [ ] ( )  = F Q + F Q, , , C1TL,dual c c TL,dual s s
with
[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
p p
F Q = - ¶ Q ¶ F + ¶ Q + ¶ Ft ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠uK
u
K
,
i 1
2
. C2a a x a a x a x aTL,dual 2 2
Weuse a description in terms offieldsΦ and their dualsΘ. The shift equation (19) is in bosonic language
( )a yF  F + Q  Q -2 , 2 . C3c c s s
Performing this shift also in the Tomonaga–Luttinger liquid equation (C1), we obtain the new terms of the form
( ) a a y y~ - ¶ ¶ Q - ¶ ¶ F - ¶ ¶ F - ¶ ¶ Qt ti i . C4x x x x x x xmixing c c s
and terms of the type
[ ] [ ] ( ) a yQ + F2 , , 2 . C5TL,dual c TL,dual s
Since after bosonization spatial derivatives of Fc s (Qc s) correspond to the charge/spin density (current),
equation (C4) contains precisely the terms of equation (21), andmay be neglected by the same arguments. After
averaging over the dualfieldsQc and Fs, equation (C5) is the same as the Tomonaga–Luttinger anomaly
equation (20).We thus have obtained the same expression as in themain text, without explicitely using the
Tomonaga–Luttinger anomaly.
AppendixD. Accounting for interactions
In this sectionwe showhow to obtain equation (47).We start from the bosonized Lagrangian of interacting
electrons
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In order to rewrite equation (D1) in terms of helical fields, we define
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This choice stems from the identities
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If there are no particles of one specific helical sector (e.g. R and L ), then both of these densities should vanish.
This is guaranteed if there are nofluctuations in Fh2 andQh2. Thus, the fields Fh2 andQh2 correspond to the
helical sector containing R and L .
Inserting equation (D2a) into equation (D1), we obtain
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The shift equation (35), which keeps the second helical sector invariant, corresponds to aF  F + 2h h1 1 . After
neglecting couplings between gaplessmodes and derivatives of the first helical sector, we find in addition to the
free part TL ofα
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equation (D6)may bewritten as
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Appendix E.Non-Gaussianities in the effective disorder
In this appendix, we demonstrate that the highermoments of the effective disorder geff distribution function in
the alternative approach to disorder are of higher order in  1
v mF
. Thus, in our accuracy, wemay safely neglect
the non-Gaussianities of the effective disorder.
We have assumed that the distribution of the k2 F Fourier components of the original disorder potential is
Gaussian, however the distribution of ( )g xeff is notGaussian. To investigate the effect of the non-Gaussianity of
the distribution function of the effective disorder geff , we consider itsmoments. Thefirstmoment is zero:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣òá ñ ~ + - =-g x v yg x y g x y
1
d 2 2 e 0, E1m y veff dis
F dis
F
because g is distributed according to theGUE. The secondmoment is given by
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Highermoments contain additional contractions, reflecting the non-Gaussianity of the distribution of geff . As
an example, consider the fourthmoment
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There are two distinct kinds of contractions: Gaussian ones (contracting e.g. ( ) ( )*á + ¢ + ¢ ñg x x g z z2 2 ,
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In addition to the phase space factor of v mF , we obtain an exponential suppression of lengths ( )-w z etc larger
than v mF . The leading order for large distancesmay be extracted by formally taking the limit  ¥m . The
exponentialmay then be approximated by a δ-function: ( ) ( ) ( ∣ ∣ )d = -¥x m v m x vlim expm F F . Note that in
the case ofmultiple terms in the exponent some of themmight be spurious, i.e.
( (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ) ( ) ( )d- + ~m x x v v m xexp F F . Taking this into account the large-distance limit of equation (E5) leads
to
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* *  d d dá ñ ~ + - - - -g x g y g z g w z w x y v
m
z w y w . E6
veff eff eff eff dis
F
3
3
4
F
4
Highermoments are suppressed in a similar fashion. Thus, we have proven that the non-Gaussian
contributions are supressed by at least the factor ( )

v m
2
F
2 .
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Chapter 10
Conclusion and outlook
In this work, we have extended the fRG treatment of a QPC from Matsubara [BHS+13, BHvD14,
HBS+14, HBS+15] to real frequencies on the Keldysh contour. With this new treatment, we
were able to unify two major competitors for the explanation of the 0.7-anomaly: spontaneous
spin polarization and Kondo-like physics due to a localized state. We achieved this unification
by showing that the spin noise within the QPC is slow and spin-locked, i.e. the spins fluctuate
slowly and are co-oriented over a large region. Since the spin excitations are not frozen, a fully
dynamical treatment is essential to extract and compare timescales (c.f. chapters 6 and 7).
As further consistency checks of the model in equilibrium in future one could compute the
shot noise [DZM+06] or the spin drag.1
Even though the results at finite bias are at best preliminary, and significant improvement
is still required, we have undertaken the first steps to extending the numerical code to non-
equilibrium situations. Chapter 8 deals with some of the tricks which in future may help to
push Keldysh-fRG to a reliable treatment of extended out-of-equilibrium systems.
In particular in a non-equilibrium situation, the QPC still offers enticing puzzles: While
we qualitatively observe a zero-bias anomaly, we see no indication of the side-peaks generi-
cally measured in experiment, remnants of which also appear in measurements of the thermo-
power.2 So far, no satisfactory explanation of these side-peaks has been given. It is an in-
teresting question if either an enhanced feedback and channel structure (for ideas on this see
[Wei14, HS09]), a modification of the flow (e.g. by taking into account more diagrams [Kv17]),
or even the inclusion of long-range interactions would lead to the emergence of these side-
peaks.
In a somewhat different ansatz, the fRG code that currently exists may be used to attempt
the solution of other problems. For example, an application of the equilibrium Keldysh fRG
1 Let us assume that we are able to apply a bias for up and down electrons separately. At small changes in the
bias, we may write (
δJ↑
δJ↓
)
=
(
G↑↑ G↑↓
G↓↑ G↓↓
)(
δµ↑
δµ↓
)
, (10.1)
where Jσ denotes the current of particles with spin σ and δJσ is the change in this spin-resolved current upon the
change of the bias for the spin τ by δµτ . Gσσ (with σ denoting the spin opposite to the spin σ) is the spin drag. In a
non-interacting model Gσσ is manifestly zero.
2 The thermo-power is the change in current if a temperature-bias is applied.
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code to the problem of many-body-localization is currently under investigation. While the
program is in principle able to handle a generic one-dimensional system of electrons with short-
range interactions, it may become necessary to implement further improvements. Aside from
the Katanin flow (Sec. 8.1.6), it might be necessary to improve the ODE-solver. A promising
ansatz is to project the solution after each Runge-Kutta step onto a set satisfying the Ward-
identity (see [ACR94] for a possible algorithm).3
In the context of the Kondo chain, it is interesting to follow in the footsteps of topological
insulators, certain of which exhibit helical edge modes. From a theoretical and experimental
perspective, one may cannibalize the literature dealing with these systems and research the
extent to which the results change between the topological insulators and the Kondo chain. For
example, inducing a superconducting gap through a proximity-effect may lead to interesting
topological physics.
3 The improvement of the ODE-solver was not necessary for the QPC, as we obtain good agreement with DMRG
results even with a simple ODE-solver. However, in other contexts it might be of paramount importance to respect
the Ward-identities better than the program does at the moment.
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Appendix: Explicit derivation of the
flow of the P-channel
In order to obtain the flow-equations in the channel decomposition, we consider the vertex flow
in Eq. (4.36). For the P-Channel, we only keep the part of the flow equation that is proportional
to the P-bubble, Eq. (4.38). If we now insert the channel decomposition, Eq. (4.32), into the flow
equation of the P-Channel, the first term in Eq. (4.36), we obtain
∂Λϕ
P
1′2′|12(Π) =
1
2
(v + ϕP (Π) + ΦX + ΦD)1′2′|34I
pp
34|3′4′(Π)(v + ϕ
P (Π) + ΦX + ΦD)3′4′|12, (10.2)
where Ipp was defined in Eq. (4.38) The P-bubble has the properties
(Ipp)ab|a
′b′ = 0 if a = a′ = q or b = b′ = q, (10.3)
(due to the fact that Gqq = 0 = Sqq) and
(Ipp)qc|cq = 0 = (Ipp)cq|qc. (10.4)
(the integrand is analytical in the upper/lower half plane and decays as 1/ω3). Note that an
infinitesimal imaginary part is attached to ω, such that Ippcq|qc is a scalar product of retarded and
advanced functions. Further note that both properties depend on the choice of flow parameter.
A physical flow-parameter will usually respect both properties. Under complex conjugation we
have:
(Ipp)
ab|a′b′
(σ1σ2)(ij|kl)(ω) = −(−)
a+a′+b+b′(Ipp)
a′b′|ab
(σ2σ1)(kl|ij)(ω)
∗. (10.5)
To proceed, let us assume that the interchannel feedback is such that it mimicks a renormaliza-
tion of the bare vertex, i.e. the feedback is on-site and occurs only with a Keldysh-structure that
exhibits an odd number of q components. Thus, expanding the flow equation in its full glory,
we obtain
∂Λ
(
ϕP
)qq|cq
(σσ)(ii|jj) (Π) = ∂Λa
P
(σσ)(ij)(Π)
∗
=
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)qq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl) I
pp
cc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
v + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)qq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl) I
pp
cc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
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+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)qq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl) I
pp
cc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX+
1
2
UD
)qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
×
(
v + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)qq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippqc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
×
(
v + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)qq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippqc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
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ϕP (Π)
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(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
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1
2
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2
UX +
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2
UD
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(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippcq|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)qq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl) I
pp
cc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
v + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)qq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl) I
pp
cc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)qq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl) I
pp
cc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
×
(
v + ϕP (Π) +−1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)qq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippqc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
×
(
v + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)qq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippqc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
+
1
2
(
v + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UD − 1
2
UX
)qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ii|kl)
Ippcq|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kl|mn)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mn|jj)
(10.6)
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where we have used that the cc|cc component of the vertex vanishes. Inserting the representa-
tion Eq. (4.34a), we obtain
∂Λ
(
ϕP
)qq|cq
σσ
(Π)
=
1
2
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
+
1
2
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
Ippqc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
+
1
2
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
Ippqc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
Ippcq|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−U
2
− aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) −
1
2
UDΛ −
1
2
UXΛ
)
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−U
2
− aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) −
1
2
UDΛ −
1
2
UXΛ
)
+
1
2
(
−U
2
− aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) −
1
2
UDΛ −
1
2
UXΛ
)
Ippqc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−U
2
− aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) −
1
2
UDΛ −
1
2
UXΛ
)
+
1
2
(
−U
2
− aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) −
1
2
UDΛ −
1
2
UXΛ
)
Ippqc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−bP (Π)
)
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−U
2
− aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ik) −
1
2
UDΛ −
1
2
UXΛ
)
Ippcq|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−bP (Π)
)
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
(10.7)
Using that Icq|cq = 0 = Iqc|qc, we simplify to
∂Λ
(
ϕP
)qq|cq
σσ
(Π) (10.8)
=
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
+
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
Ippqc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
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=
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(ki) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)(
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm) + I
pp
qc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
)
×
(
U
2
+ aP (Π)∗(σσ|σσ)(jm) +
1
2
UXΛ +
1
2
UDΛ
)
,
(10.9)
which is just Eq. (4.40a).
Further, in the P-channel we need (where indices only refer to ϕ and I , not to the U ’s):
∂Λ
(
ϕP
)cq|cq
(σσ)(ii|jj) (Π) = ∂Λb
P
(σσ)(ij)(Π)
=
1
2
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
qc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
cq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
cq|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
qc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)cq|qq
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippqq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|qq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + ϕP (Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
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×
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
qc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
cq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
cq|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)qc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|qc
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
qc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
ϕP (Π)
)cq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)cq|qq
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippqq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)cc|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)cq|cc
(σσ|σσ)(ik)
Ippcc|qq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−1
2
U + ϕP (Π)− 1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)qq|cq
(σσ|σσ)(mj)
(10.10)
∂Λ
(
ϕP
)cq|cq
(σσ)(ii|jj) (Π) = ∂Λb
P
(σσ)(ij)(Π)
=
1
2
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
+
1
2
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
qc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
+
1
2
(
bP(σσ)(ik)(Π)
)cq|cq
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(mj)
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+
1
2
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
Ippqq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
+
1
2
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
Ippcc|qq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U − aP(σσ)(ik)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−1
2
U − aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)
+
1
2
(
−bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(ik)
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−1
2
U − aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)
+
1
2
(
−bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(ik)
Ippqc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−1
2
U − aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U − aP(σσ)(ik)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U − aP(σσ)(ik)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
−bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(mj)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U − aP(σσ)(ik)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)
Ippqq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−1
2
U − aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)
+
1
2
(
−1
2
U − aP(σσ)(ik)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)
Ippcc|qq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
−1
2
U − aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π)−
1
2
UX − 1
2
UX
)
(10.11)
∂Λ
(
ϕP
)cq|cq
(σσ)(ii|jj) (Π) = ∂Λb
P
(σσ)(ij)(Π)
=
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
+
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
Ippqq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
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×
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
+
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
Ippcc|qq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
×
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UX
)
+
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ|σσ)(ik) I
pp
qc|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
+
(
bP(σσ)(ik)(Π)
)cq|cq
Ippcq|cc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
1
2
U + aP∗(σσ)(jm)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
+
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|qc(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(mj)
+
(
1
2
U + aP(σσ)(ik)(Π) +
1
2
UX +
1
2
UD
)
Ippcc|cq(Π)(σσ|σσ)(kk|mm)
(
bP (Π)
)
(σσ)(mj)
=
∑
km
[(
1
2Uiδik + a
P (Π)
(σσ)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(ik)
)(
Ippcc|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
qq|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cc|qq(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)
×
(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σσ)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(jm)
)
+ bP (Π)
(σσ)
(ik)
(
Ippqc|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cq|cc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)(
1
2Ujδjm + a
P∗(Π)(σσ)(jm) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(jm)
)
+
(
1
2Uiδik + a
P (Π)
(σσ)
(ik) +
1
2U
X (σσ)
(ik)
)(
Ippcc|qc(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm) + I
pp
cc|cq(Π)
(σσ|σσ)
(kk|mm)
)
bP (Π)
(σσ)
(mj)
]
,
(10.12)
which is just Eq. (4.40d).
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